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Preface

The book aims at providing the “basics” of health insurance techniques. The first
chapters (Chaps. 1–3) explain the need for health insurance, the risks taken by an
insurance company writing health insurance policies, and describe insurance
products in this area (sickness insurance, accident insurance, critical illness covers,
income protection, long-term care insurance, health-related benefits as riders to life
insurance policies). Both individual and group policies are considered. Of course,
issues of specific current interest, e.g., the design of recent insurance products, are
also addressed.

A shift to general actuarial features of health insurance products follows (Chap. 4).
Then, basic actuarial models are presented for sickness insurance (Chap. 5) and
income protection, i.e., disability annuities (Chap. 6); a short introduction to actuarial
models for long-term care insurance products is also provided.

As regards actuarial models, “basic” means that only the traditional equivalence
principle is considered for premium and reserve calculations, whereas risk and
solvency issues are briefly addressed. Actually, the book aims at offering a com-
prehensive introduction to the basic aspects of pricing and reserving, thus providing
the reader with the technical tools needed to move ahead in the field of health
insurance management.

The book has been planned and structured assuming as its target readers:
advanced undergraduate and graduate students in Actuarial Sciences; graduate
students in Economics, Business and Finance; professionals and technicians
operating in insurance and pension areas.

It is assumed that the reader has attended courses providing basic notions of
Financial Mathematics (interest rates, compound interest, present values, accumu-
lations, annuities, etc.) and Probability (probability distributions, conditional
probabilities, expected value, variance, etc). The mathematics has been kept at a
rather low level: indeed, almost all topics are presented in a “time-discrete”
framework, thus analytical tools like derivatives, integrals, etc., are not required.
Some sections in which differential calculus has been used can be skipped without
significant loss in understanding the basic calculation principles.
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Although the book is “teaching” rather than “research oriented”, many scientific
and professional contributions to the health insurance technique have been included
in the References, such as papers in scientific journals and conference proceedings,
working papers, technical reports, etc. This material can provide substantial help,
especially if, for specific topics, textbooks are not available, or not updated. Cita-
tions, together with some comments, are listed in a special section at the end of each
chapter.

The logical structure and the contents of the book have successfully been tested
in various teaching initiatives; in particular:

• courses, short courses, and seminars in several universities (University of Trieste,
University of Louvain in Louvain-La-Neuve, European University at St.
Petersburg, MIB School of Management in Trieste);

• seminars for professional bodies (Portuguese Institute of Actuaries, U.S. Society
of Actuaries, Australian Institute of Actuaries, Polish Society of Actuaries), in the
framework of CPD (Continuing Professional Development);

• CPD seminars in insurance companies (in Brussels and Lisbon).

If this book helps the reader to understand the basic technical features of the
products in the manifold areas of health insurance, and stimulates the reader’s
interest in deepening his/her knowledge of more complex topics, such as the risk
profile of health insurance portfolios, then it will have achieved its objective.
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Chapter 1
The Individual Perspective: The Need
for Health Insurance

1.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to motivate the need for health insurance, as a tool to transfer the
financial consequences of temporary or permanent alterations of individual health
conditions, which can cause either health care-related costs or a negative impact on
income because of reduced working capacity, or both.

Of course, the range of possible alterations in the individual health status is
extremely broad, and consequently the range of possible financial impacts is broad as
well, ranging from relatively small and routine expenses (that is, with high probability
of occurrence) to huge costs, for example because of surgery needs.

Each individual can easily forecast routine expenses, and then can face these
expenses via his/her ordinary income (or, possibly, via savings). Conversely, appro-
priate insurance covers are needed for low-probability high-cost events. Insur-
ance products must be accordingly shaped, by stating policy conditions such as
deductibles, franchises, exclusions, and so on.

The need for (private) health insurance differs considerably across various coun-
tries, being related to the amount of health care provided by the public sector. Public
health care systems have developed over time, depending on local political, cultural
and socio-economic traditions. As a result, different health care arrangements can
be found in different countries.

At an individual level, the demand for health care reflects personal education
and attitude towards health. As a consequence, the utilization of health services can
significantly differ among individuals belonging to the same population.

At a population level, the age structure of the national population constitutes a
critical issue in determining the total health care demand and, in particular, the need
for public health care.

Since topics related to health care economics are not within the scope of this book,
in what follows we simplify our terms of reference. In particular:

• we disregard population-related issues, such as the age structure of a national
population;

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
E. Pitacco, Health Insurance, EAA Series,
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2 1 The Individual Perspective: The Need for Health Insurance

• we refer to a generic individual whose age pattern of health-related needs can be
considered, at least to some extent, as representative of a reasonable “average” in
the population of interest;

• as regards funding arrangements to meet the costs of health insurance covers, we
refer to individual health needs throughout time, disregarding possible sharing
between public health systems and private health insurance.

1.2 Individual Cash-Flows

We focus on the following individual cash flows.

1. Inflows:

a. earned income (wage, salary), during the working period, that is, over the age
interval (x, ξ);

b. pension annuity (and, possibly, purchased life annuities), from retirement age
ξ onward, that is, post-retirement income.

2. Outflows consisting of health-related expenses:

a. medical expenses (medicines, hospitalization, surgery, etc.);
b. expenses related to long-term care (because of senescent disability).

We assume that the time profile of the individual inflows (that is, inflow 1.a
followed by 1.b) can be represented as plotted in Fig. 1.1. Note that, for simplicity, we

am
ou

nt
 

age x 

start of working 
period retirement 

ξ

Fig. 1.1 The income profile: an example



1.2 Individual Cash-Flows 3

have excluded possible interruptions of the regular income because of disability spells
which can prevent the individual from working and getting the usual income. This
income can partially be replaced by an appropriate “income protection” insurance, as
we will see in Chap. 3. Further, we ignore inflation effects, so that the salary increase
is due to career progression, whereas a flat profile is assumed for the post-retirement
income.

1.2.1 The Time Profile of Health Care Costs

Remark In the following Figures, time profiles of health-related outflows are
represented (together with possible funding arrangements). We stress that Figs. 1.2,
1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 are about concepts, and do not necessarily correspond
to real age patterns of health costs as these can result from statistical evidence. �

A likely time profile of total expected costs for health care is shown in Fig. 1.2.
(Of course, the scale adopted on the vertical axis is not the one used in Fig. 1.1.)

Health-related costs are not certain. More precisely, events implying health care
expenses can be classified according to the probability of occurrence in a given time
unit (say, a year) and the related financial impact. A rough (but rather meaningful)
classification can be as follows:

1. high-probability low-cost events, which imply routine expenses (represented in
Fig. 1.2 by the “distance” between the two curves);

2. medium-probability medium-cost events;
3. low-probability high-cost events.

This classification can help in understanding the variability of health-related costs,
with significant contributions to such variability coming from items 2 and 3. At the

am
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start of working 
period retirement 

TOTAL EXPECTED COSTS 
(INCLUDING  ROUTINE 

EXPENSES) 

EXPECTED COSTS 

ξ

Fig. 1.2 Health-related expected costs
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LIKELY VARIABILITY RANGE

x

am
ou

nt
 

EXPECTED COSTS 

age ξ

Fig. 1.3 Health-related costs: expected value and variability

same time, the above classification constitutes a tool for checking the appropriateness
of different “strategies” for financing health-related expenses (as we will see in
Sect. 1.3). In what follows we disregard routine expenses, by assuming for these
expenses a variability close to zero.

The variability of (other) health-related costs can be expressed in terms of variance
or standard deviation. Further, it can be represented in terms of confidence intervals
at a given confidence level, so that a likely variability range can be plotted, as shown
in Fig. 1.3.

1.2.2 Risk Transfer via Insurance

Because of their randomness, health care costs constitute a risk for each individual.
We now assume that this risk can be transferred to another party, in particular to
an insurance company. Individual costs will then be shared among the persons who
constitute the insured pool (the insurer’s “portfolio”), according to a cross-subsidy
mechanism, i.e. the mutuality mechanism.

In order to transfer the risk, each individual will be charged a sequence of insurance
premiums, whose progression throughout time can be arranged in various ways,
depending in particular on the duration of the insurance cover.

The most “natural” arrangement consists in a sequence of periodic (say, annual)
premiums, each premium being equal to the expected cost related to that period plus
an appropriate safety loading charged by the insurer to face the risk arising from
the randomness of the periodic health-related costs. The resulting periodic amount
is frequently called the natural premium (and, as an alternative, the risk premium).
In what follows, we assume the year as the time unit.
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EXPECTED COSTS 

NATURAL PREMIUMS 

x age ξ

Fig. 1.4 Health-related expected costs and natural premiums (including safety loading)

The above arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.4. If the risk transfer is realized via
a sequence of one-year insurance covers, the premium arrangement we have now
described is the only feasible one.

The natural premiums must be paid as long as the individual is alive, and no
accumulation process is implied (whatever the duration of the insurance cover may
be), since each periodic premium meets the cost related to that period. Further, natural
premiums increase as the individual age increases. The following aspects should in
particular be stressed.

• From the insurer’s point of view, no risk is originated by the randomness of the
individual lifetime.

• From the individual’s perspective, natural premiums at old and very old ages are
very high, compared to the income profile (whereas they can be appropriate at
young ages, in relation to the likely income).

• There is no guarantee that the insurer will provide the coverage over the whole
lifespan, either because of the individual’s very old age, or because a very high
amount of health-related costs has been experienced by the insured and reimbursed
by the insurer.

High amounts of premiums at very old ages can be avoided by resorting to pre-
mium arrangements based on some “leveling” principle. It is understood that any
premium leveling can only be implemented in the presence of a multi-year duration
of the insurance cover.

1.2.3 Temporary Insurance Covers

A health insurance cover can be realized via a sequence of m-year temporary covers
(for example, with m = 10). Such an arrangement is rather common in several insur-
ance markets. The sequence of temporary covers can embrace the whole lifespan.
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am
ou

nt
 

NATURAL PREMIUMS 

x age ξ

Fig. 1.5 Temporary covers: natural premiums and level premiums

Each temporary cover can be financed, in particular, either via natural premiums
or via level premiums payable for the whole duration of the cover itself. An example
of the latter arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.5. The related actuarial problems will be
dealt with in Sect. 5.3. Here we only focus on the following features.

1. Assumptions about the insured’s lifetime (which, of course, is random) are needed
in relation to each m-year temporary cover, in order to calculate the amount of
the related level premiums (as we will see in Sect. 5.3.2).

2. Level premiums are, in each temporary cover, initially higher and then lower
than the relevant natural premiums; more precisely, whatever the cover duration
and provided that level premiums are payable throughout the whole duration,
the amount of the level premiums is a weighted arithmetic mean of the natural
premiums. It follows that:

a. a reserving process must be implemented by the insurer, in relation to each
temporary cover, so that amounts exceeding the costs represented by natural
premiums can be used while level premiums are not sufficient to cover the
costs (see Sect. 5.3.3);

b. in each time interval, premiums initially higher and then lower than the nat-
ural premiums are charged to the insured; however, level premiums are close
to natural premiums in those age intervals in which the increase in natural
premiums is small;

c. the amounts of level premiums are anyway high at old and very old ages.

1.2.4 A Lifelong Insurance Cover

Assume that the cover is provided by an insurance product with a lifelong duration.
Figure 1.6 shows the related premium arrangement based on lifelong level premiums;
the amount of the annual level premiums is represented by the solid line.
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Fig. 1.6 Lifelong cover: natural premiums and lifelong level premiums

It is worth singling out the following aspects.

1. The calculation of level premiums must rely on biometric assumptions about
the insured’s random lifetime (as in the case of temporary covers with level
premiums, see Sect. 1.2.3); hence, risks related to the insured’s lifetime are taken
by the insurer, as we will see in Sect. 2.3 (and the related impact may be much
heavier than in the case of temporary covers).

2. Leveling of course results in premiums higher than the natural premiums in a first
period, and lower later on. Then:

a. an accumulation, or reserving process, must be implemented by the insurer;
b. from the insured’s point of view, leveling over the whole lifespan results in

amounts more acceptable at very old ages (although acceptability depends
on the post-retirement income); conversely, the insured is initially charged
premiums which are much higher than the natural premiums.

The calculation of level premiums can also be implemented assuming that pre-
miums are payable over a limited time interval. Then, temporary level premiums are
determined. A reasonable term for premium payment is given by the retirement date,
so that premiums are due up to the retirement age ξ . See Fig. 1.7.

We note the following aspects (see the corresponding comments concerning life-
long premiums).

1. Assumptions about the insured’s lifetime are also needed in the case of temporary
level premiums.

2. The temporary level premiums are much higher than the natural premiums related
to the premium payment period; it follows that:

a. a reserving process must be implemented by the insurer, resulting in accumu-
lated amounts higher than those in the lifelong premium arrangement;
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Fig. 1.7 Lifelong cover: natural premiums and temporary level premiums
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Fig. 1.8 Lifelong cover: natural premiums and temporary stepwise level premiums

b. the insured is initially charged very high amounts (compared to the natural
premiums), which might be not appropriate given the initial income.

The disadvantage under point 2.b can be removed by resorting to temporary step-
wise level premiums; see Fig. 1.8. This premium arrangement allows a high degree
of flexibility (even if premiums are limited to retirement age ξ ). So, the specific
requirement of consistency between the premium levels and the income profile can
be met.

Assumptions about the individual lifetime are also required in the case of tempo-
rary stepwise level premiums, and a reserving process must be implemented by the
insurer.
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Actuarial problems related to premium calculation for lifelong insurance covers
will be dealt with in Sect. 5.5.

Remark So far, our comments have been restricted to aspects related to premium
arrangements, for both temporary and lifelong covers. However, other characteristics
of one-year, multi-year and lifelong insurance products must be analyzed in depth.
These issues will specifically be addressed in Chap. 3. �

1.3 Financing Health-Related Expenses

Various cover and premium arrangements have been introduced and commented on
in Sects. 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, assuming an insurance-based financing of health-related
costs. However, health-related costs (to the extent they are not covered by the public
health care system) can be financed in several ways.

Table 1.1 summarizes the main features of three basic financing “strategies”, with
various implementations for the insurance strategy:

1. out-of-pocket, which means relying on ordinary inflows (e.g. salary) and available
household assets;

2. savings, i.e. building up a fund via a progressive accumulation of resources, and
withdrawing from the fund to meet expenses;

3. insurance, that is, arranging a (partial) transfer of the financial consequences of
health-related risks by purchasing an insurance cover, and in particular:

3.1 one-year covers, in which case the risk transfer throughout time requires a
sequence of insurance covers;

3.2 a sequence of multi-year covers, and possibly a lifelong cover, so that one
insurance cover realizes the risk transfer over several years; as regards pre-
miums, the following arrangements can be considered:

3.2.1 natural premiums, each premium being related (in particular propor-
tional) to the relevant expected annual cost, and hence increasing as
the age increases;

3.2.2 level premiums (and, possibly, stepwise level premiums), so that an
“averaging” over time is realized.

Table 1.1 Financing health-related costs

Pre-funding Pooling

1 Out-of-pocket No No

2 Savings Yes No

3 Insurance 3.1 One-year No Yes

3.2 Multi-year 3.2.1 Natural premiums No Yes

3.2.2 Level premiums Yes Yes
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Table 1.2 Strategies for
financing health-related costs

Health-related event Appropriate financing strategy

Probability Cost

High Low Out-of-pocket

Medium Medium Savings

Low High Insurance

The main features which characterize the above strategies are the following ones.

• Pre-funding means spreading health-related costs over time.
• Thanks to pooling, the total cost, in a given period, related to the members of the

pool (an insurance portfolio in particular) is shared among the members them-
selves.

The interpretation of Table 1.1 is then straightforward. Some comments follow.
If the out-of-pocket strategy is implemented (or, more realistically, to the extent

this strategy is implemented), the individual cannot rely on any re-distribution of
health-related costs, that is, neither spreading over time nor sharing among individ-
uals. Hence, this strategy can be appropriate for health-related events which only
imply routine expenses, e.g. high-probability low-cost events in particular.

A savings-based strategy allows the costs to be spread over time, while the indi-
vidual continues to be charged for his/her own costs. This strategy can comply with
the characteristics of medium-probability medium-cost events.

Insurance strategies, whatever the duration of the insurance policy and, in the
case of multi-year covers, whatever the premium arrangement, imply risk pooling
and hence sharing of health-related costs among members of the pool (the insurance
portfolio) according to the mutuality mechanism (which is the “raison d’être” of any
insurance arrangement). This strategy is appropriate in particular for low-probability
events which imply high costs.

Table 1.2 shows the most appropriate financing strategies for some typical
probability-cost combinations. Of course, other possible combinations should also
be considered, allowing in particular for the specific health care needs.

1.4 Suggestions for Further Reading

Various aspects of health insurance are dealt with in several textbooks; the reader can
refer in particular to Black and Skipper (2000) (which provides useful and detailed
information on insurances of the person in general, including health insurance),
Bartleson (1968) and O’Grady (1988). Interesting references are also given by Bernet
and Getzen (2004) and Szuch (2004).

Age patterns of individual health-related costs are analyzed in Yamamoto (2013).



Chapter 2
The Insurer’s Perspective: Managing Risks

2.1 The Risk Transfer Process

The transfer of risks from individuals to an insurer implements a “transformation”
of the risks themselves. The main aim of this section is to provide the reader with an
insight into such a transformation.

2.1.1 The Risks Transferred to the Insurer

A number of definitions have been proposed for the term “risk”, some of which belong
to common language, whereas others relate to more specific business language, and
the language of insurance business in particular.

As far as health-related events are concerned, we can define risk as the financial
consequence of any temporary or permanent alteration of the individual’s health
conditions, which can cause either health care costs or a negative impact on income
because of reduced working capacity, or both. Some examples follow:

• expenses for medicines prescribed by a physician;
• expenses for hospital stays;
• expenses for rehabilitative care;
• loss of income because of temporary (or permanent) disability.

As is clear from the examples, the above definition is rather generic. Indeed,
several aspects of the possible health-related event should be specified. For instance,
the event may last for either a short or a long period of time. In the latter case, the
duration of the event can imply recurrent expenses, or a long-lasting loss of income.

We will not go into details in this section. More specific definitions will be provided
in later sections when we deal with the various health insurance products which can
provide financial protection in the face of health-related events.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Whatever the specific event, it is evident that the related risk is a pure risk, as
it necessarily has a negative impact either on the income or on the wealth of an
individual.

Health-related risks can be transferred to an insurer, against payment of a pre-
mium, or a sequence of periodic premiums. If one of the events specified in the
insurance contract occurs, then the insurer pays the benefit, whose amount is deter-
mined according to the policy conditions. Various types of (monetary) benefits will
be defined in Sect. 3.2.3.

2.1.2 The Risk Transformation

The insurance company acts as an intermediary in the risk transfer process. More
precisely, a threefold intermediation role is played by the insurer:

• administrative;
• technical;
• financial.

The administrative intermediation consists in collecting premiums, issuing the
insurance contracts, receiving the applications for benefits, settling the claims, and
paying the benefits.

Although the importance of the administrative intermediation should not be under-
estimated (in particular as regards the claim settlement step), the technical interme-
diation is much more important as regards the management of the pool of risks. The
role of the insurer as the technical intermediary consists in managing the mutuality
within the pool of risks, namely the portfolio, providing the guarantee of paying the
stated benefits whatever the number and the amounts of the claims, and hence taking
the related risk (for more details, see Sect. 2.1.3).

Further, a financial intermediation is carried out when multi-year covers are
involved, financed either by level premiums or by a single premium. In these cases,
the insurer has to manage the funds over time, i.e. the reserves, originated by col-
lecting the premiums (see Sects. 1.2.3 and 1.2.4).

As regards the technical intermediation, it is worth noting that, by managing
the pool of risks, the insurer “transforms” the set of individual pure risks into a
speculative risk, that is, the net result of the portfolio. The risk transformation can
easily be described by referring to one-year insurance covers, e.g. providing medical
expense reimbursement.

Let X1, X2, …, Xn denote the random benefits paid by the insurer to the n insureds
who constitute the portfolio, and let X [P] denote the random total payout, i.e.

X [P] = X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn . (2.1.1)

The generic insured j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is charged a premium Π j , so that the insurer
cashes the amount
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Π [P] = Π1 + Π2 + · · · + Πn . (2.1.2)

Disregarding expenses and the effect of interest over the year, the random net result
is defined as follows:

Z [P] = Π [P] − X [P]. (2.1.3)

Assume that each premium contains an appropriate safety loading; then

Π j > E[Xj]; j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (2.1.4)

where E[Xj] denotes the expected value of the payment to the generic insured j . We
then find:

Π [P] > E[X [P]] (2.1.5)

and finally:
E[Z [P]] > 0. (2.1.6)

Hence:

• the expected net result is positive (and is equal to the total safety loading included
in the premiums) and constitutes the portfolio profit margin; we denote this profit
margin by m[P]; thus

m[P] = E[Z [P]]. (2.1.7)

• Z [P] can, of course, take either positive or negative values (which respectively
represent either profits or losses) depending on the number and the amounts of
claims in the portfolio (see Fig. 2.1).

The transformation of the individual pure risks Xj ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) into the
speculative risk Z [P] is formally represented by Eqs. (2.1.1)–(2.1.3).

Despite the safety loading m[P], the probability of a loss, P[Z [P] < 0], can be
rather high (see Fig. 2.1). To lower this probability, several risk management tools are
available to the insurer (see Sect. 2.2), besides a raise in the safety loading, provided

Fig. 2.1 Probability
distribution of the net result
from the portfolio

0 

profitloss

Probability 
density 
function  
of Z[P]

m[P]

P[Z[P]
] < 0
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that this complies with obvious market constraints. Raising the safety loading (from
m[P] to m′[P]) determines a shift in the probability distribution of the net result Z [P]
(see Fig. 2.2), and of course a decrease in the probability of a loss.

Moving from the individual pure risks Xj to the speculative risk Z [P] is one feature
of the risk transformation process. The other important feature is the reduction of
the relative riskiness. For a generic random variable Y , the relative riskiness can be
quantified in terms of the coefficient of variation, CV[Y ], also called the risk index,
defined as follows:

CV[Y ] = σ [Y ]
E[Y ] , (2.1.8)

where σ [Y ] denotes the standard deviation of the random variable Y .
It can be proved that the relative riskiness of the portfolio net result Z [P], expressed

by CV[Z [P]], decreases as the portfolio size n increases, provided that some condi-
tions concerning the random variables Xj are fulfilled. In particular, for a portfolio
consisting of just one individual risk X1, we trivially find CV[Z [P]] = CV[X1],
whereas (under appropriate conditions) we have:

lim
n→∞CV[Z [P]] = 0. (2.1.9)

In other words: the larger the portfolio size, the stronger is the reduction of the relative
riskiness, namely the better is the diversification.

Remark Independence among individual risks plays an important role in achieving
the diversification effect. However, the independence assumption should be ques-
tioned when catastrophic events, such as pandemics, are considered. For a more
detailed discussion of risk diversification via pooling, in analytical and numerical
terms, the reader should refer to the textbooks cited in Sect. 2.4. �

Fig. 2.2 Shift in the
probability distribution of the
net result

0 

profitloss

m[P] m [P]′
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2.1.3 Insurer’s Risk: Causes, Factors, Components

For a given type of health insurance cover, the possible outcomes of the random
variables Xj (and the related probability distributions) are affected by several risk
causes, also called risk sources. Of course, the outcomes of the Xj’s contribute in
determining the portfolio net result Z [P]. Some examples follow:

• the morbidity among the insureds;
• the policyholders’ behavior, and in particular the personal attitude of each policy-

holder towards health, which impacts on the “utilization” of the insurance cover;
• the mortality of the insureds, particularly relevant in the case of multi-year (and

especially lifelong) covers.

Other risk causes directly affect the net result Z [P], for instance:

• the investment performance, in multi-year insurance covers financed via level
premiums (or via a single premium) which imply a reserving process and hence
the investment of the related assets (see the financial intermediation addressed in
Sect. 2.1.2).

The various risk causes (and, in particular, the outcomes of the Xj’s) impact on
the net result Z [P]. However, a more or less severe impact is a consequence of several
risk factors, which can either raise or lower the effect of some risk causes on the
portfolio result.

Some examples of risk factors follow (see also Fig. 2.3):

• a larger portfolio size improves the diversification effect, by reducing the relative
riskiness of the portfolio result (as mentioned in Sect. 2.1.2);

• a small number of policies with (relatively) very high limit values, or sums assured,
can jeopardize the diversification effect, at least to some extent; hence, the distri-
butions of sums assured affects the riskiness of the portfolio net result;
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Fig. 2.3 From risk causes to portfolio net result
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• of course, the rating structure adopted for premium calculations has a direct impact
on the premium inflow Π [P] and hence on the net result Z [P].

As noted in Sect. 2.1.2, the net result Z [P] can take values far (and even very
far) from its expected value E[Z [P]] = m[P], that is, the expected profit. In order
to understand the reasons which can lead to a result significantly different from its
expected value, an in-depth analysis is required.

For simplicity, we refer to fixed amount benefits provided by accident insurance
in the case of total and permanent disability (see Sect. 3.3). We also assume that the
sum assured, x , is the same for all the n policies in the portfolio. It follows that the
total payout can be expressed as follows:

X [P] = K x, (2.1.10)

where K denotes the random number of claims in the portfolio. Further, we sup-
pose that the same probability of accident, p, is assigned to all the individuals. The
expected value of the total payout is then given by:

E[X [P]] = E[K ] x = npx . (2.1.11)

Let k denote the actual number of claims in the portfolio. If k = np, or, in terms of

(relative) frequency, if
k

n
= p, the outcome of the total payout is given by npx , and

hence coincides with its expected value. The portfolio result is then a profit, exactly
equal to the expected profit E[Z [P]] = m[P] (see Eqs. (2.1.5)–(2.1.7)).

This (ideal) situation is represented by Fig. 2.4, in terms of the behavior of the

(relative) actual frequency
k

n
throughout time.

Conversely, we may find that f �= p, at least in some years, and clearly our
concern is for the case f > p. Figure 2.5 sketches three portfolio stories in which
we find that, in various years, we have f �= p. Reasons underlying this inequality
may be quite different in each of the three stories.

Actual  
frequency 

Expected  
frequency 
= probability 

time 

p

Fig. 2.4 Behavior of the relative frequency: the “ideal” situation
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Fig. 2.5 Behavior of the relative frequency: more realistic situations

• In Fig. 2.5a, we see that the observed claim frequency randomly fluctuates around
the probability, namely around the expected frequency p. This possibility is usually
denoted as the risk of random fluctuations, or the process risk, or the idiosyncratic
risk.

• In contrast, Fig. 2.5b depicts a situation in which, besides random fluctuations,
we see “systematic” deviations from the expected frequency; this likely occurs
because the assessment of the probability p does not capture the true nature of the
insured risks. This possibility is usually called the risk of systematic deviations, or
the uncertainty risk, referring to the uncertainty in the assessment of the expected
frequency.

• In Fig. 2.5c, the effect of a “catastrophe”, which causes a huge number of claims in a
given year, clearly appears. This possibility is commonly known as the catastrophe
risk.

Finally, Fig. 2.6 shows the combined effect of random fluctuations, systematic
deviations and catastrophe risk.

Hence, three risk components have been singled out. All the components impact
on the portfolio net result. However, the severity of the impact strongly depends on the
portfolio structure, and the portfolio size in particular (as anticipated in Sect. 2.1.3).

Fig. 2.6 Behavior of the
relative frequency: combined
effect

time 

p
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• The severity of the risk of random fluctuations decreases, in relative terms, as the
portfolio size increases. This feature is a direct consequence of the risk pooling
(see Sect. 2.1.2), and thus is commonly known as the pooling effect.

• The severity of the risk of systematic deviations is independent, in relative terms, of
the portfolio size. Indeed, the systematic deviations affect the pool as an aggregate.
Conversely, the total impact on portfolio results increases as the portfolio size
increases.

• The severity of the catastrophe risk can be higher due, for example, to a high
concentration of insured risks within a geographic area; as regards accident insur-
ance in particular, a high concentration may refer to a group insurance policy (see
Sect. 3.10) related to a large number of workers operating in the same workplace.

2.2 Risk Management Issues

The chapters dealing with (basic) actuarial models for health insurance (namely
Chaps. 5 and 6) will focus on the traditional equivalence principle for premium and
reserve calculations. However, models which are more complex than those based
on the equivalence principle are needed for pricing insurance products that provide
the policyholders with significant guarantees (hence charging the insurer with the
related risks), and, more generally, for managing these products.

Actually, allowing in explicit terms for the impact of risks on portfolio results
and the consequently needed “actions” implies the use of stochastic models and, in
particular, of quantities like the Value at Risk (VaR) and the Tail Value at Risk (TVaR).
While going into details regarding these issues is beyond the scope of this textbook,
a glance at the main ideas underlying risk management principles can constitute a
useful complement to one’s knowledge of health insurance technical issues.

Remark In what follows we focus on some specific aspects of risk management.
A wider perspective can be achieved by adopting the Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) approach, which provides guidelines for the management of risks, with an
extensive range of applications (banking, insurance, commerce, industry, etc.). Actu-
ally, ERM is a holistic management process applicable in all types of firms and insti-
tutions. For a more in-depth analysis, with particular reference to the health insurance
area, the reader can refer to the papers and reports listed in Sect. 2.4. �

2.2.1 The RM Process

The implementation of the risk management (RM) principles takes place via the RM
process.

The RM process essentially consists of the following steps (see Fig. 2.7).
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1. Objective setting. Any line of business (and hence health insurance portfolios in
particular) aims at achieving given targets; some examples follow:

• profit
• value creation
• solvency
• market share
• …

We will pay special attention to solvency and value creation in Sect. 2.2.2.
2. Risk identification. In this step risk “causes” (morbidity, disability, mortal-

ity/longevity, expenses, etc.) and risk “components” (random fluctuations, sys-
tematic deviations, catastrophic risk) are singled out (see also Sect. 2.1.3).

3. Risk assessment. Risk causes and risk components are expressed in quantitative
terms via appropriate stochastic models (viz probability distributions).

4. Impact assessment. The impact of risk causes and risk components on results
of interest (portfolio net result, cash-flows, profits, assets, etc.) is quantified in
terms of probability distributions of results, and related typical values (expected
values, variances, VaRs, etc.).

5. Analysis of actions. Costs and benefits related to possible insurer’s actions (pric-
ing of the products, reinsurance, capital allocation, etc.) are compared.

6. Choice of actions. Usually an appropriate mix of actions is chosen (e.g. com-
bining reinsurance and capital allocation).

7. Monitoring. This step should involve both the results achieved by managing the
insurance products and the statistical bases (e.g. morbidity, mortality/longevity)
adopted when pricing the product.

It should be noted that the RM process is “never-ending”. In fact, the monitoring
step aims at checking the results of the adopted actions, and possibly suggesting a
revision of the previously performed steps.

The RM process, as described above, refers to a given insurance product (or
set of products), whose features (policy conditions and, in particular, guarantees
and possible options) have already been defined in detail. When the insurer aims
at launching a new product, the product design of course constitutes the first step
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Fig. 2.8 Steps in the RM process, including product design

in the RM process (see Fig. 2.8). Then, the risk assessment and impact assessment
steps might reveal a heavy risk exposure because of the product features, so that it is
appropriate to include a possible re-design of the product among the actions.

Even for a given insurance product, the results provided by the monitoring phase
can suggest a re-design of the product, e.g. in order to change some policy conditions
and hence lower the related impact. Also in this case, it is appropriate to include the
re-design of the product among the available actions.

Product design (and re-design as well) constitutes a critical step in the management
of some health insurance products. An interesting example is provided by long-
term care insurance (LTCI) covers (see Sect. 3.6) whose benefit structure suggests
a product design involving an appropriate packaging of the specific LTCI benefits
with lifetime-related benefits (some examples will be given in Sect. 3.6.3).

2.2.2 Capital Allocation: Solvency Versus Value Creation

RM principles are frequently understood as simply aiming at “risk mitigation” and,
to the extent that risk impact cannot be further reduced, at finding appropriate tools
to cover possible losses produced by a line of business, protecting the whole business
against specific critical situations.

This interpretation is particularly inappropriate when applied to private insurance
activity, given that its purpose is to gain profits by managing risks taken from other
subjects, and this must be supported by a convenient amount of “risk appetite”.

Indeed, a more appropriate interpretation of the RM principles and process should
be driven by the objects of the activity (the insurance activity in particular) to which
RM principles are applied, as clearly appears in the graphical representation of the
RM process in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8.

All the objectives of the insurance activity should be carefully accounted for in
the choice-of-actions step, which, as already noted, should consist in a convenient
mix of “basic” actions.
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Capital allocation is one of the basic actions, which aims at providing funds to
cover possible portfolio losses. As is well known, capital allocation is mandatory to
the extent that it is imposed by a specific solvency regime.

On the one hand, the higher the capital allocation, the higher the insurers’ degree
of solvency (which is, of course, one of the targets of the insurance risk management).
On the other hand, allocating capital obviously implies a cost to the shareholders. The
cost of shareholders’ capital does not contribute in determining the insurer’s profit.
Conversely, creation of value relies on the possibility of covering all the cost, the
cost of shareholders’ capital included. Hence, the cost of capital allocation (besides
the solvency requirements) should be carefully assessed when choosing the mix of
RM actions.

2.3 Risks Inherent in the Random Lifetime

In the framework of risks related to the management of health costs, special attention
should be placed on risks arising from the randomness of individual lifetimes. These
risks should be carefully considered by both the individuals in the context of the
household wealth management, and the insurers as regards the portfolio management
when multi-year covers financed by level premiums are involved.

In what follows, we first focus on the so-called individual longevity risk
(Sect. 2.3.1), then move on to the aggregate longevity risk (Sect. 2.3.2), which in
particular arises from the uncertainty in future mortality trends (and thus constitutes
an example of uncertainty risk, see Sect. 2.1.3). Finally, we address some issues
concerning the management of lifetime-related risks (Sect. 2.3.3).

2.3.1 The Individual Lifetime

The lifetime of any given individual is, in mathematical terms, a random vari-
able. Random fluctuations of the outcomes of individual lifetimes around the life
expectancy (consistent with a given age-pattern of mortality) constitute the apparent
consequence of this randomness.

The randomness in the individual lifetime is usually called the individual longevity
risk. From a wealth management perspective, a consequence of the individual
longevity risk is the risk of outliving the resources in the post-retirement period,
in particular if an appropriate life annuity/pension is not available to the retiree.

As regards health-related costs, a lifelong insurance cover can face the impact of
the individual longevity risk, provided that the insurance cover is financed in advance
via a sequence of temporary periodic (possibly level) premiums (see Fig. 2.9). In this
case, the insurer takes the risk inherent in the choice of the mortality assumption.
This issue will again be addressed in Sect. 4.2.2.
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Fig. 2.9 Level premiums, natural premiums, and random lifetime

Various models have been proposed for the representation of the age-pattern of
mortality, in terms of a life table or a survival function, which constitutes the mortality
component of the biometric assumptions, also including, in the health insurance area,
hypotheses about morbidity, disability, recovery, etc.

The age-pattern of mortality can be represented by various parametric models. In
particular, the Heligman–Pollard laws take into account, thanks to their three terms,
infant mortality, young-adult mortality, and senescent mortality. The first Heligman–
Pollard law is given by the following expression:

qx

1 − qx
= A(x+B)C

︸ ︷︷ ︸

infant mortality

+ De−E (ln x−ln F)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

young-adult mortality

+ G H x
︸ ︷︷ ︸

senescent mortality

, (2.3.1)

where x denotes the attained age and qx the probability of dying between age x and
x + 1 for an individual aged x . The quantities qx

1−qx
are called the mortality odds.

Thanks to the numerous parameters, a high degree of flexibility is allowed by the
law (2.3.1), so to represent a broad range of possible mortality assumptions. This
law will be adopted in the numerical examples in Chaps. 5 and 6.

Example 2.3.1 Consider the Heligman–Pollard law with the following parameters:

A = 0.00054 B = 0.017 C = 0.101 D = 0.00013
E = 10.7200 F = 18.67 G = 1.464×10−5 H = 1.11000

We find in particular:
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• life expectancy

– at the birth:
◦
e0 = 79.412

– at age 40:
◦
e40 = 40.653

– at age 65:
◦
e65 = 18.352

• Lexis point: x [L] = 85

In Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 the probabilities qx of dying between age x and x + 1 for a
person aged x , and their logarithms, are respectively plotted. Conversely, Fig. 2.12
shows the probabilities x |1q0 of dying between age x and x + 1 for a newborn. �

2.3.2 The Longevity Dynamics

In many countries, mortality experience over the last decades shows some aspects
affecting the shape of curves representing mortality as a function of the attained age.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the moving mortality scenario for the Italian male population,
in terms of curves of death, i.e. in terms of the number of people dying at age x ,
dx , according to the usual demographic and actuarial notation; Fig. 2.14 provides the
same information in terms of survival curves, i.e. in terms of the number of survivors
at age x , �x , out of a notional cohort consisting of 100 000 newborns. The survival
curves and the curves of deaths relate to various period mortality observations from
1881 to 2002 (“SIM t” refers to period observations on Italian males centered on
calendar year t). Obviously, experienced trends also affect the behavior of other
quantities expressing the mortality pattern, such as the life expectancy and the one-
year probabilities of dying.
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In particular the following aspects can be pointed out:

1. an increase in the life expectancy (at the birth as well as at old ages);
2. a decrease in the infant mortality, and in one-year probabilities of dying, qx , in

particular at adult and old ages.

Further, as regards the shape of the survival curves and the curve of deaths, the
following aspects of mortality, common to many countries, can be singled out:
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Fig. 2.14 Survival curves

3. an increasing concentration of deaths around the mode at old ages (that is, the
Lexis point) of the curve of deaths is evident; so the survival function moves
towards a rectangular shape, whence the term rectangularization to denote this
aspect;

4. the mode of the curve of deaths (which, because of the rectangularization, tends
to coincide with the maximum attainable age ω) moves towards very old ages;
this aspect is called the expansion of the survival function;

5. higher levels and a larger dispersion of accidental deaths at young-adult ages
(the so-called young mortality hump) have been observed more recently.

The progressive decline of human mortality, witnessed by a number of popula-
tion statistics, suggests the rejection of the hypothesis of “static” mortality, which
would lead to biased actuarial evaluations. Then, trends in mortality imply the use
of “projected” life tables or mortality laws, for several purposes in life and health
insurance, especially when long-term insurance products are concerned, for exam-
ple life annuities and lifelong health insurance covers. A forecast of future mortality
trend underpins the construction of projected life tables and mortality laws.
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It is also worth noting that an increasing dispersion of the individual lifetime
conditional on attaining a given adult age (say, 65) has been observed in many
countries, in contrast to the rectangularization over the whole lifespan. This aspect
is shown in Fig. 2.15, in terms of numbers of people dying out of a notional cohort
of people alive at age 65.

Whatever projected life table (or parametric law) is assumed for actuarial calcu-
lations, the future trend in mortality is random. The risk then arises that the average
lifetime in a population (or portfolio) is larger than what has been expected according
to the projected life table. This risk is called the aggregate longevity risk.

2.3.3 Managing the Longevity Risk

The individual longevity risk (see Sect. 2.3.1) and the aggregate longevity risk are
the two components of what is named the longevity risk for short, that is, the risk
that an individual lifetime or the average lifetime (in a given population) is higher
than expected.

Splitting the longevity risk into the two components is important especially from
the insurer’s point of view. Indeed, the following features of the two components
should be stressed.

• It is well known that the individual longevity risk (which is a “process risk”,
see Sect. 2.1.3) can be diversified via pooling. Referring to the total payout of an
insurance portfolio, the relative impact of this component, which can be quantified
by the risk index (or coefficient of variation), decreases as the size of the portfolio
increases. If this size cannot be increased, (traditional) reinsurance transfers help
in managing the individual longevity risk.

• The relative impact of the aggregate longevity risk is independent of the port-
folio size (whereas the absolute impact on the portfolio payout increases as the
portfolio size increases). Hence, no diversification is possible thanks to the pool
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size or the traditional reinsurance arrangements. Alternative risk transfers must be
implemented, as this risk component may have a dramatic impact on long-term
products, viz life annuities and pensions, and on lifelong health insurance covers
in particular.

An in-depth analysis of the longevity risk is beyond the scope of this book. The
reader can refer to the relevant bibliographic suggestions in Sect. 2.4 and, as regards
lifelong sickness insurance, in Sect. 5.6. Further, specific issues regarding the dynam-
ics of disability-related life expectancy will be addressed in Sect. 6.16.3, and relevant
bibliographic suggestions will be provided in Sect. 6.18.

2.4 Suggestions for Further Reading

General aspects of risk transfer to a pool and the specific role of the insurer in the
pooling process are analyzed in Olivieri and Pitacco (2011).

The role of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) in insurance and pensions is
discussed in IAA (2009, 2011), whereas Orros and Smith (2010) and Rudolph (2009)
specifically deal with ERM in the health insurance area; Orros and Howell (2008) in
particular focusses on creation of value in health insurance.

Longevity issues (and the longevity risk in particular) are addressed in Pitacco
et al. (2009); the interested reader should also refer to the numerous citations therein.



Chapter 3
Health Insurance Products

3.1 Introduction

In a broad sense, the expression health insurance denotes a large set of insurance
products which provide benefits in the case of need arising from either accident or
illness, and leading to loss of income (partial or total, permanent or non-permanent),
and/or expenses (hospitalization, medical and surgery expenses, nursery, rehabilita-
tion, etc.).

Health insurance, in its turn, belongs to the area of insurances of the person, where
we find (see Fig. 3.1):

• life insurance (in a strict sense) and life annuities, which provide benefits depending
on survival and death only, i.e. on the insured’s lifetime;

• health insurance, which provides benefits depending on the health status and related
financial consequences (and depending on the lifetime as well);

• other insurances of the person, whose benefits are due depending on events such
as marriage, birth of a child, education and professional training of children, etc.

The shaded boxes in Fig. 3.1 represent insurance products commonly grouped under
the label protection.

Health insurance products are usually shared between “life” and “non-life”
branches according to national legislation and regulation.

Remark It is worth stressing that, in the insurance terminology, the meaning of
several terms is not univocally accepted. As regards the particular field we are
focussing on, a less broad meaning is frequently assigned to the expression “health
insurance”. For example, annuity-based products like those provided by disability
insurance or income protection (see Sect. 3.5), or by long-term care insurance (see
Sect. 3.6) are often excluded from the health insurance area, in which are conversely
included products such as medical expense reimbursement or hospitalization benefits
(see Sect. 3.4). �
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Fig. 3.1 Insurances of the person: basic products

3.2 Products and Types of Benefits

In this section a first insight into general aspects of (private) health insurance products
is provided. An in-depth analysis will be presented in Sects. 3.3–3.7.

3.2.1 Main Health Insurance Products

Accident insurance covers a range of risks which may be caused by an accident (in
particular, but not only, the risks of permanent disability and death). Various types
of benefits can be included in the policy. A benefit frequently included consists of
a lump sum paid in the case of permanent disability; the benefit amount is then
determined as a function of the sum assured and the severity of the injury (i.e. the
degree of disability). Accident insurance is described in Sect. 3.3.

Sickness insurance policies include medical expense reimbursement (that is, reim-
bursement, usually partial, of costs related to sickness or childbirth), and possibly
hospitalization benefits (which consist of periodic payments during hospitalization
periods, whose amounts are not related to actual expenses), as well as fixed-amount
benefits in the event of temporary or permanent disability. See Sect. 3.4.
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The term disability insurance denotes various types of covers, providing benefits
in case of temporary or permanent disability. In particular, income protection (briefly
IP) policies provide a periodic (usually weekly or monthly) income to an individual
if he/she is prevented from working, and hence from getting his/her usual income,
by sickness or injury. In the case of permanent disability, the benefit can consist of a
lump sum instead of a sequence of periodic amounts. The main features of disability
insurance products are described in Sect. 3.5, with special attention placed on IP
policies.

Long-term care insurance (LTCI) provides the insured with financial support,
while he/she needs nursing and/or medical care because of chronic (or long-lasting)
conditions or ailments. Usually, annuity benefits are provided. See Sect. 3.6.

Critical illness insurance (CII), or Dread disease insurance, has a very limited
extension of the coverage, which is defined via listing (rather than via exclusions).
Diseases commonly covered are: heart attack, cancer, stroke, and coronary artery
diseases requiring surgery. The benefit is a fixed lump sum. A CII cover frequently
constitutes a rider benefit to a basic life policy including death benefit (typically a
term insurance, or an endowment insurance) instead of being a stand-alone cover.
CII products are described in Sect. 3.7. Other limited-scope products are described
in Sect. 3.8.

3.2.2 The Policy Term

Health insurance may be provided by both one-year and multi-year covers, and, in
particular, lifelong covers. For example, accident insurance is typically based on one-
year policies, whereas income protection is usually provided by multi-year policies.
Durations shorter than one year apply, for instance, to policies providing coverage
of health risks related to travels and sojourns.

It is worth noting that a long-duration cover, and in particular a lifelong cover,
can improve the “quality” of the insurance product from the policyholder’s point of
view. As regards sickness insurance, for example, an arrangement based on one-year
covers (or even on longer temporary covers) does not provide the individual with any
guarantee that the insurer will extend the coverage over the whole lifespan, either
because the individual has attained a very old age, or because a very high amount
of health-related costs has been experienced by the individual and reimbursed by
the insurer (see also Sect. 1.2.2). Further, if specific underwriting requirements must
be fulfilled at the time of renewal, a higher premium may be charged because of
worsened health conditions.

Specific restrictions, which determine the actual coverage period, will be defined
in Sect. 3.2.4.

One-year covers on the one hand and multi-year covers on the other require
different actuarial structures, as we will see in Chap. 4, the latter also implying a life
insurance-like approach and related biometric assumptions.
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3.2.3 Monetary Benefits and Service Benefits

As regards the amounts of monetary benefits provided by health insurance products,
we can recognize the following types.

Reimbursement benefits are designed to meet health costs (totally or partially), for
example medical expenses. Hence, this category consists of expense-related benefits.
Limitations such as deductibles and limit values are usually included in the policy
conditions.

The amount of a predefined benefit is stated at policy issue, for example to provide
an income when the insured is prevented from working by sickness or injury. In this
category, we find both annuity benefits and lump sum benefits as well. See, for
example, disability insurance products in Sect. 3.5. As regards the amount of the
annuity or the lump sum, we have:

• fixed-amount benefits, which are independent of the severity of the health-related
event and the possible consequent costs;

• degree-related benefits (or graded benefits), whose amount is linked to the severity
of the health status expressed by some degree, e.g. the degree of disability; this
arrangement is usually adopted in accident insurance policies (see Sect. 3.3) and
in long-term care covers (see Sect. 3.6).

In the case of service benefits, a care service is provided by the insurer, relying on
an agreement between care providers (e.g. hospitals) and the insurer. A special type
of long-term care service benefit is provided in the US by the CCRCs (Continuing
Care Retirement Communities; see also Sect. 3.6.5).

Figure 3.2 shows a classification of health insurance policies providing mone-
tary benefits, which is based on the definition of the benefit amount (in particular:
predefined benefit and expense-related benefit). We note that, when the benefit has
an annuity-like structure (i.e. consisting of periodic payments), the related amount
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Fixed-rate  
escalating 

Inflation  
linked 

Constant 

Multi-year 
covers 

Annuity-like  
benefits 

Predefined 

Fig. 3.2 Defining the amount of monetary benefits: a classification
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can be either constant over time or escalating, e.g. in geometric progression with
a fixed annual rate of increase. Further, an inflation-linked benefit can improve the
quality of multi-year covers, both in the case of annuity-like benefits and in the case
of expense-related benefits.

3.2.4 Policy Conditions

Several policy conditions are strictly related to the type of benefits provided by
the health insurance products (for example: underwriting requirements, amount of
deductible, allocation of the policy reserve in the case of early termination of the
contract, etc.), and will then be analyzed while dealing with the various types of
cover and the related actuarial models.

In this section we only address duration-related conditions, i.e. policy conditions
which either define the coverage period (and relate to various health insurance covers)
or the benefit payment period following the claim (and hence relate to annuity-like
benefits, consisting in sequences of periodic payments). Some important duration-
related conditions are represented in Fig. 3.3, where a generic disability claim in a
multi-year cover is referred to.

The insured period (or coverage period) is the time interval during which the
insurance cover operates, in the sense that a benefit is payable only if the claim time
belongs to this interval. In principle, the insured period begins at policy issue, say at
time 0, and ends at policy termination, say at time m. However some restrictions to
the insured period may follow from specific policy conditions.

In particular, the waiting period is the period following the policy issue during
which the insurance cover is not yet operating for sickness-related claims. Different
waiting periods can be applied according to the category of sickness. The waiting

time 0 mc 
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qualification
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t t+q t+f t+s 
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maximum benefit period 

disability spell 
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Fig. 3.3 Some policy conditions
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period aims at limiting the effects of adverse selection. It is worth noting that, although
the term waiting period is widely adopted, this time interval is sometimes called the
“probationary” period (for instance in the US), while the term waiting period is used
synonymously with “deferred” or “elimination” period (see below).

In many policies the benefit is not payable until the disability due to sickness or
accident has lasted a certain minimum period called the deferred period. In sickness
and accident covers the deferred period is usually rather short, mainly aiming at
reducing the cost and hence the premium of the insurance products. Conversely,
disability covers providing annuities are usually bought to supplement the (short-
term) sickness benefits available from an employer or from the state, and hence the
deferred period tends to reflect the length of the period after which these benefits
reduce or cease. The deferred period is also called the (benefit-) elimination period
(for example in the US). Note that if a deferred period f is included in a policy written
to expire at time m, the insured period actually ends at policy duration m− f . Further,
if the waiting period is c and the deferred period is f , the actual duration of the insured
period is m − c − f , as regards sickness-related claims.

When a lump sum benefit is paid in case of permanent disability, a qualification
period is commonly required by the insurer in order to ascertain the permanent
character of the disability; the length of the qualification period would be chosen in
such a way that recovery would be practically impossible after that period.

The maximum benefit period is the upper limit placed on the period for which
benefits are payable (regardless of the actual duration of the sickness or the disability).
In sickness insurance products providing daily benefits the maximum benefit period
can be rather short, whereas it can be much longer in disability insurance covers,
where the maximum number of years of annuity benefit payment may range from,
say, one year to a lifetime. Different maximum benefit periods can be applied to
accident disability and sickness disability. Note that if a long maximum benefit
period operates, the benefit payment may last well beyond the insured period.

Another restriction to benefit payment may follow from the stopping time (from
policy issue) of annuity payment. In disability annuities, the stopping time often
coincides with the retirement age. Hence, denoting by x the age of the insured at
policy issue and by ξ the retirement age, the stopping time r (from policy issue) is
given by r = ξ − x .

When conditions such as the deferred period or a maximum benefit period are
included in the policy, in case of recurrent disabilities within a short time interval
it is necessary to decide whether the recurrences have to be considered as a single
disability claim or not. The term continuous period is used to denote a sequence
of disability spells, due to the same or related causes, within a stated period (for
example six months). So, the claim administrator has to determine, according to all
relevant conditions and facts, whether a disability is related to a previous claim and
constitutes a recurrence or has to be considered as a new claim.
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3.3 Accident Insurance

Accident is usually meant as an “unintended, unforeseen, and/or violent event, which
directly causes bodily injuries”. Accident insurance is also referred to as personal
accident insurance.

3.3.1 Types of Benefits

Various benefits can be provided by accident insurance policies. We focus on the
following.

Death benefit consists of a lump sum paid in the case the insured dies as a result
of an accident. Clearly, this benefit is a fixed-amount benefit.

Permanent disability benefit consists of a lump sum paid in the case of dismember-
ment. Usually this is a degree-related benefit, because the amount paid is determined
according to a benefit schedule. The benefit schedule first associates a disability
degree to the severity of injury; then, the amount of the benefit is expressed as a
percentage of the sum insured.

Figure 3.4 shows some examples of benefit grading, so that the benefit amount
is a function of the severity of the injury. A franchise deductible is applied in case
(b), a deductible with “adjustment” determines the benefit in case (c), whereas no
deductible is applied in case (a).

Reimbursement of medical expenses can be provided by an accident insurance
policy, in the case the expenses are related to a covered accident. Some related
policy conditions are described in Sect. 3.4.2.

A daily benefit during disability spells can be paid as a fixed-amount benefit in
the case of temporary disability caused by a covered accident. Usually the maximum
benefit period ranges, according to policy conditions, from some months to one year.
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Fig. 3.4 Graded benefit as a function of the disability degree
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3.3.2 Other Features

Accident insurance policies usually provide a one-year cover (but in the case the
accident cover is a rider to a multi-year life insurance policy).

Among the policy conditions, it should be noted that a qualification period is
usually applied in the case of permanent disability benefit.

Several exclusions can be stated in the policy conditions, which limit the range
of covered accidents. Typically war-related accidents as well accidents related to
illegal activities are not covered (unless otherwise specified in the policy). In some
countries, the case of homicide as an accident is excluded from basic accident covers
(while it can be explicitly added as a supplementary cover).

Special insurance plans are designed to cover specific types of needs. For exam-
ple, travel accident insurance only covers accidents occurred while the insured is
traveling. Student accident insurance covers accidents occurring while the student
is engaged in school activities.

3.4 Sickness Insurance

Sickness insurance policies provide benefits in the event the insured becomes sick.
The benefits provided by sickness insurance vary according to the type and the
extension of the insurance policy. We focus on the most common benefits.

3.4.1 Types of Benefits

Reimbursement of medical expenses is the most important benefit provided by a
sickness insurance policy. The benefit package can include various items:

• hospital inpatient cover includes all the services provided while the insured is
hospitalized, including surgery, lab tests, drugs, etc.;

• outpatient cover relates to services provided in a physician’s office and hospital
outpatient setting, including minor surgery;

• further coverage includes the reimbursement of expenses related to lab tests, to
physician-prescribed drugs, etc.

The hospitalization benefit consists of a fixed-amount daily benefit paid during
hospital stays. This benefit is not expense-related.

A daily benefit during sickness spells can be provided as a fixed-amount benefit in
the case of temporary disability caused by a covered sickness. Usually, the maximum
benefit period ranges, according to policy conditions, from some months to one year.

Permanent disability benefit consists of a lump sum paid in the event of permanent
disability caused by sickness.
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3.4.2 Some Policy Conditions

In this section we only refer to sickness insurance policies providing reimbursement
of medical expenses.

The deductible (also called flat deductible, or fixed-amount deductible) is a pre-
defined amount that the insured has to pay out-of-pocket before the insurer will
(partially) cover the remaining eligible expenses. Depending on the insurance prod-
uct, the deductible can either refer to each single claim (sickness or injury), or to the
policy period (e.g. the policy year). The deductible works as a disincentive for the
insured to incur unnecessary medical expenses. Of course, the higher the deductible
the lower the premium.

The proportional deductible (also called fixed-percentage deductible, or coinsur-
ance) is the fraction of eligible medical expenses that the insured has to pay, after
having met the flat deductible.

The stop-loss is the maximum amount the insured will pay out-of-pocket for
medical expenses. It can be referred either to each single claim or to the policy
period.

Once the above policy conditions have been stated, medical expenses are conse-
quently shared between insured and insurer. The sharing can formally be described
as follows. Assume that the policy conditions refer to each claim. We adopt the
following notation:

x = generic expense amount;
D = flat deductible;
α = proportional deductible;
SL = stop-loss;
M = amount which depends on D, α, SL (see Eq. (3.4.3));
u = out-of-pocket payment;
y = reimbursement benefit paid by the insurer.

Of course u + y = x . We have, for 0 < α ≤ 1:

u =

⎧

⎪
⎨

⎪
⎩

x if x < D,

α (x − D) + D if D ≤ x < M,

SL if x ≥ M,

(3.4.1)

y =

⎧

⎪
⎨

⎪
⎩

0 if x < D,

(1 − α) (x − D) if D ≤ x < M,

x − SL if x ≥ M,

(3.4.2)

where

M = 1

α

(

SL − (1 − α) D
)

. (3.4.3)

Of course, M = SL if α = 1, and M = 1

α
SL if D = 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1.
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The solid lines in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 show the expense sharing, as defined by
Eqs. (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) respectively.

Example 3.4.1 Assume: D = 100, α = 0.25, SL = 500. We find (see Eq. (3.4.3)):
M = 1 700. Table 3.1 shows some examples of sharing according to Eqs. (3.4.1)
and (3.4.2). �
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Table 3.1 Sharing medical
expenses

Expense amount x Out-of-pocket u Reimbursement benefit y

50 50 0

300 150 150

900 300 600

1 800 500 1 300
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3.4.3 Other Features

Underwriting requirements are usually applied in order to assess the individual health
status at policy issue. The underwriting process may result in higher premium rates
for substandard risks, that is, when poor health conditions are ascertained.

Guaranteed issue products are sickness insurance products which can be sold
with little or no underwriting requirements. In this case, a higher premium is usually
charged against the risk of adverse selection.

Waiting periods are commonly applied to limit possible adverse selection. A
qualification period is also applied when a lump sum benefit in the event of permanent
disability is paid.

A sickness insurance product can provide coverage to more individuals, in par-
ticular all the members of a family.

3.5 Disability Insurance

As noted in Sect. 3.2.1, the term disability insurance denotes various types of covers,
providing benefits in case of temporary or permanent disability. Income protection
(briefly IP) policies in particular pay a periodic (usually weekly or monthly) income
to an individual if he/she is prevented by sickness or injury from working and hence
from getting the usual income. In the event of permanent disability, the benefit can
consist of a lump sum (instead of a sequence of periodic amounts).

Disability benefits can be paid by individual disability insurance, group insurance
or pension plans. In the first case, the disability cover may be a stand-alone cover
or it may constitute a rider benefit in a life insurance policy, such as an endowment
policy or a Universal Life product. A more detailed description of benefits provided
by disability insurance is given in the following sections.

Various names are actually used to denote disability insurance products, in par-
ticular providing income protection, and can be taken as synonyms. The following
list is rather comprehensive: disability insurance, permanent health insurance (the
old British name), income protection insurance (the present British name), loss-of-
income insurance, loss-of-time insurance (often used in the US), long-term sick-
ness insurance, disability income insurance, permanent sickness insurance, non-
cancelable sickness insurance, long-term health insurance (the last two terms are
frequently used in Sweden).

3.5.1 Type of Benefits in Individual Policies

In individual disability insurance policies, permanent or not-necessarily permanent
disability is considered according to the product design. Moreover, some disability
policies only allow for total disability, whereas other policies also allow for partial
disability. We describe the most important types of disability benefits.
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The disability income benefit is a fixed-amount annuity benefit providing income
protection in the case of total disability.

Various definitions of total disability are used. Some examples are as follows:

• the insured is unable to engage in his/her own occupation;
• the insured is unable to engage in his/her own occupation or carry out another

activity consistent with his/her training and experience;
• the insured is unable to engage in any gainful occupation.

When one of the above definitions is met to a certain degree only, partial disability
occurs.

Some policies provide a lump sum benefit in the case of permanent (and total)
disability. The cover may be a stand-alone cover or it may be a rider to a basic life
insurance policy, say an endowment insurance. It must be pointed out that moral
hazard is present in this type of product design, which involves the payment of a
lump sum to an individual who may subsequently recover (partially or fully), so that
the benefit is irrecoverable in this event. A qualification period is commonly applied
to limit the moral hazard.

The waiver-of-premium benefit is a rider benefit in a basic life insurance policy
(e.g. an endowment, a whole-life assurance, etc.). The benefit consists of the waiver
of life insurance premiums during periods of disability.

3.5.2 Types of Benefits in Group Insurance and Pension Plans

Disability group insurance may represent an important part of an employee benefit
package (see also Sect. 3.10). There are two main types of benefits provided by
disability group insurance:

• the short-term disability (STD) benefit protects against loss of income during short
disability spells;

• the long-term disability (LTD) benefit protects against long-term (and possibly
permanent or lasting to retirement age) disabilities.

The two fundamental types of disability benefits which can be included in a
pension plan are as follows:

• a benefit consisting of an annuity to a disabled employee;
• a benefit consisting of a deferred annuity to a (permanently) disabled employee,

beginning at retirement age.

The second type of benefit is usually found when a LTD group insurance operates
(outside the pension scheme), providing disability benefits up to the retirement age.
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3.5.3 Benefit Amount and Policy Conditions

Disability insurance should be distinguished from other products, within the area
of health insurance. In particular, (short-term) sickness insurance usually provides
reimbursement of medical expenses and hospitalization benefits, i.e. a daily bene-
fit during hospital stays (see Sect. 3.4). Long-term care insurance provides income
support for the insured, who needs nursing and/or medical care because of chronic
or long-lasting conditions or ailments (see Sect. 3.6). A Critical illness (or Dread
disease) policy provides the policyholder with a lump sum in case of a dread disease,
i.e. when he/she is diagnosed as having a serious illness included in a set of diseases
specified by the policy conditions; the benefit is paid on diagnosis of a specified
condition, rather than on disablement (see Sect. 3.7). Note that in all these products
the payment of benefits is not directly related to a loss of income suffered by the
insured, whereas a strict relation between benefit payment and working inability
characterizes the disability annuity products providing income protection.

In this chapter (as well as in Chap. 6) we mainly focus on individual policies
providing disability annuities. Nevertheless, a number of definitions in respect of
individual disability products also apply to group insurance and pension plans as
well.

In individual disability insurance the size of the insured benefit needs to be care-
fully considered by the underwriter at the time of application, in order to limit the
effects of moral hazard. In particular, the applicant’s current earnings and the amount
of benefits expected from other sources (social security, pension plans, etc.) in the
event of disablement must be considered. When the insurance policy also allows
for partial disability, the amount of the benefit is scaled according to the degree of
disability, hence a graded benefit is paid.

In disability group insurance, benefits while paid are related to pre-disability
earnings, typically being equal to a defined percentage (e.g. 70 %) of the salary. In
pension plans the benefit payable upon disability is commonly calculated using a
given benefit formula, normally related to the formula for the basic benefit provided
by the pension plan.

Some disability covers pay a benefit of a constant amount while others provide
a benefit which varies in some way. In particular, the benefit may increase in order
to (partially) protect the policyholder from the effects of inflation. There are various
methods by which increases in benefits are determined and financed. In any case,
policies are usually designed so that increasing benefits are matched by increasing
premiums. Benefits and premiums are often linked to some index, say an inflation
rate, in the context of an indexation mechanism.

Another feature in disability policy design consists in the decreasing annuity
benefit. In this case, the benefit amount reduces as the past duration of the disability
claim increases. Such a mechanism is designed in order to encourage a return to
gainful work.

Individual disability policies include a number of conditions, in particular con-
cerning the payment of the insured benefits. Conditions which aim at defining the
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time interval during which benefits can be paid have been described in Sect. 3.2.4.
These policy conditions have a special importance from an actuarial point of view,
when calculating premiums and reserves. Examples will be provided in Sects. 6.7
and 6.11.

3.6 Long-Term Care Insurance

Long-term care insurance (LTCI) provides the insured with financial support, while
he/she needs nursing and/or medical care because of chronic (or long-lasting) con-
ditions or ailments.

Several types of benefits can be provided (fixed-amount annuities, care expense
reimbursement, etc.; see Sect. 3.6.2). The benefit trigger is usually given either by
claiming for nursing and/or medical assistance (together with a sanitary ascertain-
ment), or by assessment of individual disability, according to some predefined metrics
(e.g. the ADL method, see the next section).

Remark LTCI products deserve an extensive presentation for various reasons. On
the one hand, LTCI provides benefits of remarkable interest in the current demo-
graphic and social context. On the other hand, LTCI covers are “difficult” insurance
products both from the insurer’s and the individual perspective. We note, in particular,
the following aspects.

• In many countries, the elderly population is rapidly growing because of increasing
life expectancy and low fertility rates.

• Household size is progressively reducing, with a consequent lack of assistance and
care services provided to old members of the family inside the family itself.

• LTCI products are rather recent (especially if compared to other insurance products
in the framework of health insurance, e.g. personal accident insurance and sickness
insurance). As a consequence, senescent disability data are scanty, so that pricing
difficulties arise.

• High premiums (for instance, because of a significant safety loading) can be an
obstacle to the diffusion of these products. Further, it should be stressed that, in its
stand-alone format, the LTCI product only provides “protection”, excluding other
types of benefits (e.g. a straight life annuity or a death benefit). As we will see in
Sect. 3.6.3, appropriate packaging of LTCI benefits together with lifetime-related
benefits can enhance the clients’ propensity to purchase LTCI products. �

3.6.1 Measuring the Severity of Disability

According to the ADL (Activities of Daily Living) method, the activities and functions
considered are, for example, the following:
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1. eating
2. bathing
3. dressing
4. moving around
5. personal hygiene
6. going to the toilet

The simplest implementation of the ADL method is as follows. For each activity
or function, the individual ability is tested. The total disability level (or LTC score)
is given by the number of activities or functions the insured is not able to perform,
and, finally, it is expressed in terms of LTC state. See Table 3.2, where an example
of graded LTCI benefit is also given.

More complex implementations of the ADL method rely on the degrees of ability
to perform the various activities (see Example 3.6.1).

The IADL (Instrumental Activities of Daily Living) method, also known as the
PADL (Performance Activities of Daily Living) method, is based on the individual
ability to perform “relation” activities; for example: ability to use a telephone, shop-
ping, food preparation, housekeeping, etc.

The Barthel index and the OPCS index constitute two important examples of
methods for assessing the disability severity, that is, the level of functional depen-
dence. The interested reader can refer to Sect. 3.13 for bibliographical suggestions.
As regards the OPCS index, see Example 3.6.1.

Example 3.6.1 The OPCS index is based on the degree of functional dependence
in performing 13 activities (among which are mobility, eating, drinking, etc.). The
index quantifying the overall disability of a generic individual is calculated according
to the following procedure:

1. the degree p j is assessed for each activity j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 13;

2. let p(1), p(2), p(3) denote the three highest values among the p j ’s

(p(1) ≥ p(2) ≥ p(3));
3. the overall degree, p, is determined as follows, that is, via a weighting formula:

p = p(1) + 0.4 p(2) + 0.3 p(3); (3.6.1)

4. the value of p determines the “category” and the “level” of disability (which are
also used in various statistical reports); see Table 3.3. �

Table 3.2 Benefit as a
function of the LTC state

ADL score; LTC state Graded benefit

unable to perform: (% of the insured benefit)

3 Activities I 40

4 or 5 Activities II 70

6 Activities III 100
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Table 3.3 Disability
categories and levels
according to OPCS index

p Category Level

0.5–2.95 1 –

3.0–4.95 2 –

5.0–6.95 3 –

7.0–8.95 4 –

9.0–10.95 5 –

11.0–12.95 6 I

13.0–14.95 7 I

15.0–16.95 8 I

17.0–18.95 9 II

19.0–21.40 10 II

Remark It has been stressed that a weak point of disability assessment via ADL
(or IADL) can be found in possible significant correlations among an individual’s
ability to perform the various activities. The consequence is a likely concentration
of insureds in the “extreme” categories, i.e. those with either a very low or a very
high disability degree. �

3.6.2 LTCI Products: A Classification

Long-term care insurance products can be classified as follows:

• products which pay out benefits with a predefined amount (usually, a lifelong
annuity benefit); in particular

– a fixed-amount benefit;
– a degree-related (or graded) benefit, i.e. a benefit whose amount is graded

according to the degree of disability, that is, the severity of the disability itself
(for example, see Table 3.2);

• products which provide reimbursement (usually partial) of nursery and medical
expenses, i.e. expense-related benefits;

• care service benefits (for example, provided by the Continuing Care Retirement
Communities, briefly CCRCs); see Sect. 3.6.5.

3.6.3 Fixed-Amount and Degree-Related Benefits

A classification of LTCI products which pay out benefits with a predefined amount
is proposed in Fig. 3.7.

Immediate care plans, or care annuities, relate to individuals already affected by
severe disability (that is, in “point of need”), and then consist of:
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Fig. 3.7 A classification of LTC insurance products providing predefined benefits

• the payment of a single premium;
• an immediate life annuity, whose annual benefit may be graded according to the

disability severity.

Hence, care annuities are aimed at seriously impaired individuals, in particular per-
sons who have already started to incur long-term care costs. The premium calculation
is based on assumptions of short life expectancy. However, the insurer may limit the
individual longevity risk by offering a limited term annuity, i.e. a temporary life
annuity.

Remark Care annuities belong to the class of special-rate annuities, also called
underwritten annuities, because of the ascertainment of higher mortality assumptions
via the underwriting requirements. The following special-rate annuities are sold in
several markets.

1. The underwriting of a lifestyle annuity takes into account smoking and drinking
habits, marital status, occupation, height and weight, blood pressure and choles-
terol levels.

2. The enhanced annuity pays out an income to a person with a slightly reduced life
expectancy, in particular because of a personal history of medical conditions. Of
course, the “enhancement” in the annuity payment (compared to a standard life
annuity, same premium) comes, in particular for this type of annuity, from the
use of a higher mortality assumption.

3. The impaired-life annuity pays out a higher income than an enhanced annuity, as
a result of medical conditions which significantly shorten the life expectancy of
the annuitant (e.g. diabetes, chronic asthma, cancer, etc.).
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4. Finally, care annuities are aimed at individuals, usually beyond age 75, with very
serious impairments or individuals who are already in a LTC state.

Thus, moving from type 1 to type 4 results in progressively higher mortality assump-
tions, shorter life expectancy, and hence, for a given single premium amount, in higher
annuity incomes. In particular, as regards annuities of types 3 and 4, the underwriting
process must result in classifying the applicant as a substandard risk. �

Pre-funded plans consist of:

• the accumulation phase, during which periodic premiums are paid; the accumula-
tion can degenerate in a single premium;

• the payout period, during which LTC benefits (usually consisting of a life annuity)
are paid in the case of LTC need.

Several products belong to the class of pre-funded plans. A stand-alone LTC cover
provides an annuity benefit, possibly graded according to an ADL or IADL score.
This cover can be financed by a single premium, by temporary periodic premiums, or
lifelong periodic premiums. Of course, premiums are waived in the case of an LTC
claim. This insurance product only provides a “risk cover”, as there is, of course, no
certainty in future LTC need and the consequent payment of benefits.

Two possible individual stories are considered in Fig. 3.8, one of which leads to
the LTC benefit payment.

A number of combined products have been designed, mainly aiming at reducing
the relative weight of the risk component by introducing a “saving” component, or by
adding the LTC benefits to an insurance product with a significant saving component.
Some examples follow.

LTC benefits can be added as a rider to a whole-life assurance policy. For example,
a monthly benefit of, say, 2 % of the sum assured is paid in the case of an LTC claim,
for 50 months at most. The death benefit is consequently reduced, and disappears
if all the 50 monthly benefits are paid. Thus, the (temporary) LTC annuity benefit
consists in an acceleration of the death benefit. The LTC cover can be complemented
by an additional deferred LTC annuity (financed by an appropriate premium increase)

x 

 no LTC claim 

age at 
death 

x age at 
death 

 with LTC claim 

age at 
LTC claim 

 LTC annuity 

Fig. 3.8 LTC stand-alone annuity benefit: possible outcomes
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which will start immediately after the possible exhaustion of the sum assured (that
is, if the LTC claim lasts for more than 50 months) and will terminate at the insured’s
death.

Three possible individual stories are considered in Fig. 3.9, namely: no LTC claim,
“long” LTC claim (implying exhaustion of the sum assured), “short” LTC claim. In
the case of a long LTC claim, the possibility of an additional LTC annuity is also
considered.

An insurance package can include LTC benefits combined with lifetime-related
benefits, i.e. benefits only depending on insured’s survival and death; more precisely:

1. a lifelong LTC annuity (from the LTC claim on);
2. a deferred life annuity (e.g. from age 80), while the insured is not in LTC disability

state;
3. a lump sum benefit on death, which can alternatively be given by:

a. a fixed amount, stated in the policy;
b. the difference (if positive) between a stated amount and the amount paid as

benefit 1 and/or benefit 2.

Four possible individual stories and the consequent outcomes in terms of benefits
are shown in Fig. 3.10.

x 
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x 

x 
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temporary 
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Fig. 3.9 LTC (temporary) annuity as an acceleration benefit in a whole-life assurance: possible
outcomes
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Fig. 3.10 Insurance package including LTC annuity and lifetime-related benefits: possible out-
comes

Life care pensions (also called life care annuities) are life annuity products in
which the LTC benefit is defined in terms of an uplift with respect to the basic
pension. The basic pension b is paid out from retirement onwards, and is replaced
by the LTC annuity benefit b[LTC] (b[LTC] > b) in the case of an LTC claim. The
uplift can be financed during the whole accumulation period by premiums higher
than those needed to purchase the basic pension b.

The enhanced pension is a particular life care pension in which the uplift is
financed by a reduction (with respect to the basic pension b) of the benefit paid while
the policyholder is healthy. Thus, the reduced benefit b[healthy] is paid out as long as
the retiree is healthy, while the uplifted benefit b[LTC] will be paid in the case of an
LTC claim (of course, b[healthy] < b < b[LTC]).

Two possible individual stories and the consequent outcomes in terms of benefits
are shown in Fig. 3.11, which can be referred to the life care pension scheme (accord-
ing to which the basic pension benefit b is paid while the retiree is healthy) and the
enhanced pension scheme (which implies, while the retiree is healthy, a reduced
pension benefit b[healthy]).

The pension benefits and the LTC benefit are illustrated in Fig. 3.12 (a higher
premium is implicitly assumed to finance the uplift) and Fig. 3.13 (which shows the
reduction of the pension benefit to finance the uplift).
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Fig. 3.11 Life care pension and enhanced pension: possible outcomes
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Fig. 3.12 Benefits provided by a life care pension product
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Finally, a lifelong disability cover can include:

• an income protection cover (briefly, IP; see Sect. 3.5.1) during the working period,
that is, during the accumulation period related to LTC benefits;

• an LTC cover during the retirement period.

3.6.4 Expense-Related Benefits

This category includes LTCI products which provide expense reimbursement. Two
basic types of products can be recognized.

Stand-alone LTC cover, whose benefits consist in (partial) reimbursement of
expenses related to LTC needs, in particular nursery, medical expenses,
physiotherapy, etc. Usually, there are limitations on eligible expenses; further,
deductibles as well as limit values are stated in the policy conditions.

LTC benefits can also be provided by an LTC cover as a rider to sickness
insurance. The resulting product is a lifelong sickness insurance. In order to cover
LTC needs, eligible expenses are extended, so to include, for example, nursing home
expenses. Further, a fixed-amount daily benefit can be provided for expenses without
documentary evidence.

3.6.5 Service Benefits

The LTCI products providing care service benefits usually rely on an agreement
between an insurance company and an institution which acts as the care provider.

An interesting alternative is given by the Continuing Care Retirement Communi-
ties, briefly CCRCs, which have become established in the US. CCRCs offer housing
and a range of other services, including long-term care. The cost is usually met by
a combination of entrance charge plus periodic fees (that is, upfront premium plus
monthly premiums).

3.7 Critical Illness Insurance

A Critical Illness Insurance (CII), or Dread Disease (DD), policy provides the
policyholder with a lump sum in case of a severe illness, i.e. when he/she is diagnosed
as having an illness included in a set of diseases specified by the policy conditions.
The most commonly covered diseases are heart attack, coronary artery disease requir-
ing surgery, cancer and stroke. However, CII products have a very limited extension
of coverage, defined via listing (rather than via exclusions).
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3.7.1 Types of Benefits

It is important to stress that the benefit is paid on diagnosis of a specified condition,
rather than on disablement. Hence, a CII policy differs in its objectives from other
policies discussed in this chapter. In particular, the CII cover:

• does not indemnify the insured against any specific loss due to medical expenses
(whereas medical expense reimbursement is provided by sickness insurance; see
Sect. 3.4.1);

• does not meet any specific income need, arising from loss of earnings (which is
conversely met by an income protection policy; see Sect. 3.5.1).

Of course, the CII benefit can help in covering medical expenses and providing
protection against possible loss of income.

Policies are usually for a fixed term (say, 5 or 10 years), and include a waiting
period (starting at policy issue) so that the CII benefit will not be payed if the diagnosis
falls in the waiting period itself; the waiting period aims at reducing possible adverse
selection.

The following benefit arrangements can be recognized.

1. A stand-alone cover only includes a CII benefit; the insurance policy ceases
immediately after the payment of the sum assured.

2. A CII benefit can constitute a rider benefit for a life insurance cover, in particular
a term insurance providing a benefit in the case of death. A CII rider benefit takes
either of the two following forms.

• Additional benefit: According to this arrangement, the insurance policy
includes two separate covers (possibly with different sum assured), one paying
the sum assured in the case of death, and the other paying the sum assured in
the case of critical illness. After the payment of the CII benefit, only the term
insurance providing the death benefit remains in force.

• Acceleration benefit: The arrangement is defined as follows. Let S denote the
sum assured in the life insurance cover; the amount λ S (with λ stated in the
policy conditions, 0 < λ ≤ 1) is payable on critical illness diagnosis, while the
remaining amount (1−λ)S is payable on death, if this occurs within the policy
term. Note that, if λ = 1 the whole insurance cover ceases after the payment
of the CII benefit.

In the case of an additional benefit, it is important to avoid a possible situation of
“overpayment” (which implies higher expected costs and hence higher premiums),
that could take place when death occurs within a very short period after disease
inception. A solution is achieved by replacing the single cash payment with a series
of payments (for example, three or four semestral or annual payments), each payment
being conditional on the survival of the insured.

It is reasonable to assume that the (periodic) premiums are payable while the
insured is healthy, even if the CII benefit is a rider to a life insurance policy, so that
the life cover does not cease at the critical illness diagnosis.
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3.7.2 Multiple Critical Illness Benefits

The classical CII product, in its stand-alone version, terminates after the (first) claim
and the payment of the related benefit. In other words, it can be labelled as a single-
payment insurance product. However, the need for protection against further possible
serious illnesses can last beyond the claim. Therefore, insurance products providing
coverage extended to more than one critical illness claim can offer a more complete
protection. We also note that, thanks to medical advances in recent decades, the
life expectancy after some critical events has increased, so that the need for further
protection extends over a period longer than in the past.

Two alternative approaches can be adopted to the construction of a CII product
which provides possible multiple benefits.

1. Multiple CII benefits can be paid by a buy-back CII product, that is, a classical CII
product with a “buy-back” option as a rider which gives the right to reinstate the
CII cover after the first claim; the (second) CII cover is then sold without medical
assessment and without change in the premium rates, after a waiting period (1
year, say) following the first claim. The option must be chosen at policy issue.
Usually, the same or related type of illness is excluded from the second coverage.

2. A specific multiple CII cover can be designed (usually as a stand-alone cover)
in order to provide multiple CII benefits. The “grouping approach” is usually
adopted in order to classify the diseases and determine appropriate exclusions. In
general, after a claim due to a disease belonging to a given group, all the diseases
included in that group (and hence highly correlated) are excluded from further
coverage.

3.8 Other Limited-Coverage Products

CII products are typical examples of limited-coverage health insurance products, as
only diseases belonging to a well defined set are covered. Other limited-coverage
products have been recently launched in some insurance markets. Here we focus on
cancer insurance policies and surgery cash plans.

A cancer insurance policy can be shaped in several different ways, also depending
on the specific insurance market. There are essentially two main types of benefit.

The lump sum benefit consists of a single payment upon the diagnosis of a cancer.
This fixed-amount benefit can be used in any way, not necessarily related to the
medical expenses the insured incurs (for example: ground and air transportation,
private nursing, etc.).

The other type of benefit, usually called an expense benefit plan, consists of a
set of payments, each payment being related to a specific expense item, typically:
medical tests, hospital stay, surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, etc. The amount of
each payment is predefined in the policy, so that this type of benefit can also be
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classified as a fixed-amount benefit, although the total amount paid-out depends on
the specific needs.

Underwriting requirements are applied. To qualify, the applicant should not have
any pre-existing conditions related to cancer.

A surgery cash plan provides the insured with a cash benefit if he/she requires any
type of medically necessary in-patient or day surgery. A waiting period is commonly
applied to avoid adverse selection, whereas no particular underwriting requirements
are usually applied, at least for given age ranges at policy issue (in this case, a surgery
cash plan is a guaranteed-issue product).

The basic benefit is a lump sum benefit. The amount paid out depends on the sum
insured, and then varies according to the severity of the operation and the recovery
period required. Hence, it can be considered as a graded benefit. We note that:

• the cash benefit is not a reimbursement benefit;
• the insured can use the cash amount for any purpose, including post-surgery care,

physiotherapy, etc.

As a supplementary benefit, a fixed-amount daily benefit could be added to the
policy. This benefit is payable during the hospital stay.

3.9 Combining Health and Life Benefits

It is worth noting that, from the insurer’s perspective, a combined product can be
profitable even if one of its components is not profitable. Further, from a specific
risk management perspective, packaging several insurance covers into one policy
leads to a total amount of policy reserve which can constitute a policy “cushion” for
facing poor experience inherent in one of the package components, provided that
some degree of flexibility in using available resources is allowed.

Conversely, from the client’s perspective, purchasing a combined product can
be less expensive than purchasing each single component, in particular thanks to a
reduction of the acquisition costs charged to the policyholder.

3.9.1 Health Covers as Riders to Life Insurance

The simplest and most traditional way to combine benefits, in the framework of the
insurances of the person, is to define a health-related benefit (or a cause-of-death-
related benefit) as a rider to a life insurance policy (viz a term insurance, a whole-life
insurance, an endowment insurance, etc.).

Several examples have already been mentioned in previous sections (see
Sects. 3.3–3.7). Further details follow. The reader can also refer to Fig. 3.14 for some
examples.
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Fig. 3.14 Combining health and life benefits

Accident insurance benefits (see Sect. 3.3.1) can constitute riders to a life insurance
policy which includes a death benefit, e.g. a term insurance (see link 1 in Fig. 3.14). In
particular, the sum insured as the death benefit can be paid in the event of permanent
disability. Another type of rider provides, in the case of accidental death, an amount
higher than the sum insured as the (basic) death benefit.

Critical illness benefit (see Sect. 3.7.1) can be provided as a rider to a term insur-
ance (see link 2 in Fig. 3.14); in this case the CII benefit is an acceleration benefit.

Waiver of premiums is a frequent rider benefit in several life insurance policies:
premiums are waived in the event of (total) disability, over the whole disability spell
(see Sect. 3.5.1).

3.9.2 Health Covers in Insurance Packages

Combining LTCI benefits with lifetime-related benefits leads to complex insurance
packages (rather than simple rider benefits).
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As seen in Sect. 3.6.3, various products integrate LTC guarantees into the saving
process (as is the case for whole-life insurance, see link 3), or in the pension payout
phase (see link 5).

Moreover, LTCI benefits can be packaged with other health-related benefits,
for example with income protection (link 4), or with lifelong sickness insurance
(link 6).

Universal Life (UL) policies are typical products in the US market, which can
be designed either as participating or unit-linked policies. Their main features con-
sist in a high flexibility available to the policyholder in deciding year by year: the
amount of premium, to make a partial withdrawal, the type of investment backing
the reserve, and so on. Further, similarly to a bank account, the policyholder receives
a periodic statement, showing the costs (acquisition costs, management fees, fees
for rider benefits, etc.) that have been charged to his/her policy account. If the pol-
icy is designed on a unit-linked basis, the current value of the fund is reported in
the statement; if a participating arrangement is designed, the statement reports the
annual adjustment which has been credited to the fund. The structure of a UL policy
is shown in Fig. 3.15.

The underlying contractual form is a whole-life assurance. This way, the contract
has no specified maturity; the contract terminates either because of death or full
withdrawal. The death benefit is defined so that the sum at risk (that is, the difference
between the death benefit and the fund) is positive.

Given the wide range of benefits which can be included, the UL policy can be
regarded as an insurance package in the context of the insurances of the person.
Beyond the death benefit, many health-related benefits can be included; for example:
lump sum in the case of permanent disability, daily benefit in the case of temporary
disability, medical expense reimbursement, etc. All these benefits (and the death
benefit as well) can be financed, withdrawing the related annual (or periodic) cost
from the fund, i.e. according to a natural premium-based arrangement (see Fig. 3.15).

Expenses
(initial 
and 
periodic) 

Natural 
premiums 
(death benefit,  

health covers, 

…)

Withdrawals  

Interest

Balance

Payments  
(premiums) 

FUND 

Fig. 3.15 Financing health insurance covers within a UL product
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3.10 Group Insurance in the Health Area

Many health insurance products can be designed and sold on a group basis. The
products are then referred to as health group plans, and provide coverage to a select
group of people. The group typically consists of the employees of a firm, possibly
extended to their dependents.

The usual benefit package first includes medical expense reimbursement (see
Sect. 3.4.1), and in this case dependents may be included. Another component of the
package may be income protection insurance (see Sect. 3.5.2).

Health group insurance provided to the employees of a firm may be either com-
pulsory or voluntary. In the former case, all the employees are members of the health
plan, whereas in the latter all eligible employees may decide to opt for the group
cover. Adverse selection does not affect health plans with compulsory membership,
and hence the underwriting requirements (if any) are very weak; conversely, under-
writing requirements are appropriate in the case of voluntary membership.

Whatever the membership arrangement, moral hazard can be limited by adopting
appropriate deductibles.

Premium calculation can be organized either on an individual basis or on a group
basis. The latter arrangement is typically applied when the membership is compulsory
and the health cover is sponsored by the employer. In this case, premiums are usually
calculated on a one-year basis taking into account the current structure of the insured
group.

Health group plans can be placed in the framework of employee benefit plans.
An employer can provide its employees with benefits other than the salary, among
which we can find the following insurance-related benefits:

• death benefits, paid to the employee’s dependents in the event of death during the
working period;

• pensions, i.e. post-retirement benefits;
• health insurance covers.

In traditional health group plans, the benefit package and the related limitations
(exclusions, deductibles, etc.) are defined in the group insurance policy. An alter-
native structure, implemented in the US in particular, can be found in the Defined
Contribution Health Plans (briefly, DCHPs).

Following the shift from “defined benefit pension plans” to “defined contribu-
tion pension plans”, a DCHP relies on the same logic as regards the employer’s
contributions. Instead of paying premiums which depend on a defined package of
health-related benefits, the employer pays a defined amount (that is, a contribution)
to each employee. The employees can then purchase individual health policies on
the insurance market, according to his/her needs and preferences.

A DCHP can be implemented in different ways. The structure described above
implements the so-called “pure” DCHP, or “individual market model of DCHP”. An
alternative model is the “decision support model”, according to which the employer’s
defined contributions fund for each employee a health-savings account (see Sect. 1.3)
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and a health insurance cover (usually with high deductibles) within a health group
policy. This way, difficulties in the choice of individual policies are eliminated, while
the employees retain, to some extent, the possibility of choosing an appropriate health
insurance cover.

3.11 Public and Private Health Insurance

Health insurance products sold by (private) insurance companies constitute the
main topic we are addressing. However, it is worth noting that a large variety of
health insurance arrangements can be found in different countries. In particular,
mixed systems of health care funding, which rely on both public health insurance
and private health insurance, are rather common.

Public health insurance is mainly financed through income-related taxation or
contributions, whereas private health insurance basically relies on insurance prod-
ucts financed through premiums whose amount depends on the value of the benefit
package, e.g the expected present value calculated according to actuarial principles.
Private insurance premiums can be calculated either on an individual basis or on a
group basis (for example in health group insurance; see Sect. 3.10).

Various “interactions” between public and private health insurance can be observed
in different countries, as a result of the local legislation. For instance, participation
into the public health insurance scheme can be mandatory either for the whole pop-
ulation or for eligible groups only, while it may be voluntary for specific population
groups. Private health insurance is voluntary in most countries, while a basic health
coverage is mandatory in some countries.

As private health insurance is the object of this book, it is interesting to focus on
a classification of the main functions of health insurance products.1

1. Primary private health insurance is the health insurance that represents the only
available access to basic coverage for individuals who do not have public health
insurance, either because there is no public health insurance, or because individ-
uals are not eligible to coverage under public health insurance (see (a) below), or
they are entitled for public coverage but have chosen to opt out of such coverage
(see (b)); in particular:

(a) principal private insurance represents the only available access to health
coverage for individuals where a public insurance scheme does not apply;

(b) substitute private insurance replaces health coverage which would otherwise
be available from a public insurance scheme.

2. Private insurance can offer duplicate covers, i.e. coverage for health services
which are already provided by public health insurance. Duplicate covers also

1 The following classification has been proposed by OECD (2004b).
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offer access to different providers or levels of service; it does not exempt
individuals from contributing to public health insurance.

3. Complementary covers complement coverage of publicly insured services or ser-
vices within principal/substitute health insurance (which pays only a proportion
of qualifying care costs) by covering all or part of the residual costs not otherwise
reimbursed.

4. Supplementary covers provide coverage for additional health services not cov-
ered by the public insurance scheme. Its extension depends on the local public
health legislation, and may then include luxury care, long-term care, dental care,
rehabilitation, alternative medicine, etc.

3.12 Microinsurance in the Health Area

A basic concept, which helps in understanding the meaning and the role of
microinsurance, is that of “excluded population”, that is, a population without par-
ticipation or with inadequate participation in social life, or without a place in the
consumer society. Examples are given, in several countries, by people active in the
informal economy in urban areas and most of the households in rural areas, employ-
ees in small workplaces, self-employed and migrant workers. Exposure to accident
and illness risks may be particularly significant among those people.

In general, socio-economic inequalities within populations of the same country
can imply significant differences in health conditions. Exclusion from existing health
insurance schemes, either public or private, has, as likely consequences, a more severe
impact of morbidity, a higher mortality, and a lower life expectancy.2

The basic problem is then making health insurance widely accessible. How to
provide health insurance is a government choice. In most cases the choice has been
to rely on the insurance market to extend the health insurance coverage to individuals
with no access to existent public insurance schemes, or to provide the coverage in the
case of non-existent public insurance scheme. A discussion on the ability of private
insurance to fill the gap is beyond the scope of this section (the interested reader can
refer to the papers and technical reports cited in Sect. 3.13). We focus on some basic
aspects of health microinsurance arrangements.

Remark The term “micro” can be interpreted in several ways. In particular, it can
denote the limited extension of the covered population, which constitute only a part
of a national population. An alternative interpretation refers to the small amount of
each financial transaction generated within a microinsurance arrangement, mostly
because of the low income of people who constitute the target of microinsurance
initiatives. �

2 This approach to health microinsurance has been suggested by Dror and Jacquier (1999); see also
the references therein.
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Health microinsurance can provide people with coverage of several health-
related risks, in particular: illness and possible consequent hospitalization, injury and
possible related disability. Further, coverage can be extended to the financial
consequences of early death (although the death risk can constitute an object of
life microinsurance).

Several parties are involved in the implementation of a microinsurance pro-
gramme, and different models can be recognized. In what follows we briefly describe
some basic models that underly existing health microinsurance programmes.

Various models (denoted, in what follows, as arrangements 1 to 3) rely on a health
microinsurance scheme (briefly HMIS), i.e. an institution which provides insurance
covers to individuals. The range of tasks assumed by the HMIS and hence the degree
of its involvement in the delivery and management of the insurance covers, as well
as the role of other possible parties, vary according to the arrangement adopted for
implementing the health microinsurance programme.

The ultimate target in most microinsurance arrangements is the unit, which con-
sists of individuals sharing a common activity and/or living in a well-defined geo-
graphic area. A microinsurance arrangement can involve several units, so that an
improvement in the diversification via pooling can be gained.

We first focus on the following arrangements and the relevant parties involved.

1. This arrangement relies on a partnership which involves, besides the HMIS, an
insurance company and an institution acting as the health provider.

• The HMIS is responsible for:
– the marketing of the health insurance products (see below);
– the delivery of the products to the clients in the units.

• The insurance company is responsible for:
– the design of the insurance products (although the appropriate types of prod-

ucts should be suggested by the HMIS);
– the management of risks transferred by the individuals belonging to the units.

• The health care provider delivers services such as hospitalization, surgery, etc.

See Fig. 3.16. The weak point of this arrangement is the limited involvement of
the HMIS in the development of the products, which are ultimately shaped by the
insurance company. Conversely, the transfer of risks to the insurer constitutes an
advantage for the HMIS.

2. The partnership only involves (besides the HMIS) a health care provider; then:

• The HMIS is responsible for:
– the design of the health insurance products;
– the marketing of the products;
– the delivery of the products to the clients in the units;
– the management of the pool of risks.

• The health care provider delivers services such as hospitalization, surgery, etc.
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Fig. 3.16 HMIS-based health microinsurance arrangement (1)
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Fig. 3.17 HMIS-based health microinsurance arrangement (2)
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Fig. 3.18 HMIS-based health microinsurance arrangement (3)

See Fig. 3.17. The stronger involvement of the HMIS is a point in favor of this
arrangement. A disadvantage is given by the risk taken by the HMIS as a conse-
quence of the pool management.

3. The arrangement relies on the HMIS only, which also acts as the health care
provider (being, at the same time, responsible for all the operations listed under
arrangement 2). See Fig. 3.18. According to this arrangement, the HMIS has
complete control of all the phases of the microinsurance process, of course bearing
all the relevant risks.

A different approach to the implementation of a health microinsurance programme
is adopted in the following arrangement.

4. This arrangement relies on a mutual organization. The individuals who constitute
the community are, at the same time, insured and involved in all the operations.
An external institution acts as the health care provider. See Fig. 3.19. While an
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Fig. 3.19 Community-based
health microinsurance
arrangement
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advantage is given by the full control on all the relevant operations, a weak
point might be the possibly small size of the community and hence the poor
diversification effect via risk pooling.

Finally, we note that any health microinsurance programme obviously implies an
insurance activity, and can then be affected by all the problems concerning ordinary
insurance. An example is given by the adverse selection effect: joining a microin-
surance programme is usually not mandatory, and hence people heavily exposed to
health-related risks might predominate in the membership.

3.13 Suggestions for Further Reading

Remark As already noted in Sect. 3.1, in the health insurance terminology the
meaning of several terms is not univocally accepted. It follows that terms like “health
insurance”, “sickness insurance”, “disability insurance” can have different mean-
ings, which, to a large extent, depend on local traditions and market practice. This
fact also reflects on the titles of books, papers, technical reports, etc. The following
references are obviously chosen looking at the contents of the bibliographic material,
disregarding to some extent the specific titles. �

We first cite papers, books and technical reports which focus on (private) health
insurance products. We note that, in several cases, actuarial issues are also addressed;
these bibliographic items will also be cited in other chapters, in particular in Sects. 5.6
and 6.18.

Black and Skipper (2000), Bartleson (1968) and O’Grady (1988) deal with health
insurance products in general, ranging from accident insurance to sickness insurance
and disability annuities. A classification of health insurance products is proposed in
OECD (2004b). Conversely, the following papers, reports and books refer to specific
classes of health insurance products.

• Accident insurance: Alsina et al. (2003), and Jean (2004).
• Sickness insurance: Bernet and Getzen (2004), Fürhaupter and Brechtmann

(2002), Milbrodt (2005), Newsom and Fernandez (2010), Orros and Webber
(1988), and Szuch (2004).

• Disability insurance (in particular income protection): CMI (2006), Gregorius
(1993), Haberman and Pitacco (1999), Mackay (1993), Pitacco (2004a), Sanders
and Silby (1988), and Zayatz (2005).
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• Long-term care insurance (LTCI): American Academy of Actuaries (1999),
Dullaway and Elliott (1998), Gatenby (1991), and Jones (2004); in particular,

– LTCI as a specific arrangement for the payout phase in life annuities and
pension products: Brown and Warshawsky (2013), Murtaugh et al. (2001),
Pitacco (2013), Warshawsky (2007), and Zhou-Richter and Gründl (2011);

– Specific disability annuities: Ainslie (2000), and Rickayzen (2007);
– Disability among the elderly and severity assessment (e.g. via ADL or IADL):

Lawton and Brody (1969), Lafortune and Balestat (2004), Martin and Elliot
(1992), and McDowell (2006).

– Continuing Care Retirement Communities (LTC service benefits): Brecht et al.
(2009), Jones (1995, 1996, 1997a,b), and Winklevoss and Powell (1984).

– The economics and finance of LTC: Chen (1994), Costa-Font and Courbage
(2012), Elliott et al. (2014), Gleckman (2010), Merlis (2004), Nuttall et al.
(1994), Whynes (1996), and Zweifel (1996).

• Critical Illness Insurance (CII) (or Dread Disease insurance (DD)): de Braaf
(2013), Brink (2010), Dash and Grimshaw (1993), Fabrizio and Gratton (1994),
and Werth and Mannion (1998).

An overview on underwritten annuities (or special-rate annuities) is provided by
Ridsdale (2012), specifically addressing the UK market. For information about other
markets, see references therein.

Group insurance (and, in particular, health group insurance) is dealt with by Bluhm
(1992), while Christianson et al. (2002) and Cucuta (2002) focus on Defined Con-
tribution Health Plans.

As mentioned in Sect. 3.11, a large variety of health insurance arrangements can
be found by looking at different countries, among which “mixed systems”, relying
on both public health insurance and private health insurance, are rather common.
The literature devoted to the economics and finance of health insurance systems is
very extensive. Cichon et al. (1999) provides a comprehensive view on financing
public and private health care systems, and related modelling problems. Health care
systems in European countries are analyzed in Jakubowski et al. (1998), Thomson
and Mossialos (2009), Wendt (2009) and Wismar et al. (2011), whereas Colombo
and Tapay (2004) and OECD (2004a, 2013) focus on OECD countries.

For more information on Health Microinsurance, the reader can refer to the follow-
ing papers and reports: Dror and Jacquier (1999), Kimball et al. (2013), Leatherman
et al. (2010), Le Roy and Holtz (2011), and Pott and Holtz (2013).



Chapter 4
Introduction to Actuarial Aspects

4.1 Some Preliminary Ideas

Actuarial aspects of health insurance modelling, for premium and reserve
calculations, are strictly related to:

• types of benefits, in particular as regards their definition in quantitative terms
(fixed-amount, degree-related amount, expense reimbursement; see Sect. 3.2.3);

• policy term (one-year covers versus multi-year covers, and possibly lifelong cov-
ers);

• premium arrangement (single premium, natural premiums, level premiums, etc.).

The premiums paid by the policyholders have to meet the benefits paid by the
insurer, according to a stated criterion. We now assume that the premium is paid at
policy issue (thus, no splitting into a sequence of periodic premiums is allowed for),
and hence just one amount, namely a single premium, facing future benefits has to
be determined.

Although the insurance business is based on the management of pools of risks, we
approach premium calculation on an individual basis, namely referring to a single
insured and the related insurance cover. Even though this approach might seem
incomplete, as it does not explicitly allow for pooling effects, it is simple, and anyhow
of great practical importance.

The (individual) premium must rely on some “summary” of the random benefits
which will be paid by the insurer. Thus, in some sense, the premium represents a
value of the benefits. As the benefits can consist, in general, of a sequence of random
amounts paid throughout the policy duration, we have to summarize:

1. with respect to time, determining the random present value of the benefits, referred
at the time of policy issue;

2. with respect to randomness, calculating some typical values of the probability
distribution of the random present value of the benefits, namely the expected
value, the standard deviation, and so on.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Step 1 requires the choice of the annual interest rate (or, more generally, the term
structure of interest rates) for discounting benefits. It should be noted, however, that,
when the policy duration is short (say, one year or even less), we can skip this step
as the time does not have a significant impact on the value of benefits.

Step 2 first requires appropriate statistical bases in order to construct the proba-
bility distribution of the random present value of the benefits, and then the choice of
typical values summarizing the distribution itself. The complexity of the statistical
bases also depends on the set of individual risk factors accounted for in assessing
the benefits (e.g. age, gender, health status, etc.), and the set of rating factors, among
the risk factors, which are taken into account in the premium calculation.

So far we have only allowed for insurer’s costs consisting in the payment of ben-
efits. However, the insurer also has to pay expenses which are not directly connected
with the amounts of benefits, for example general expenses. It is common practice to
charge a share of these expenses to each insurance policy, via a convenient premium
increase, that is, the expense loading.

Finally, a further increase in the premium amount provides the insurer with a
profit margin. More details on loading for expenses and profit will be provided in
Sect. 5.2.2.

The items listed above (i.e. statistical basis, interest rate, share of insurer’s
expenses, profit margin) constitute the ingredients of a “recipe”, called the premium
calculation principle, whose result is the actuarial premium. It is worth stressing
the meaning of “actuarial”. The output of the procedure described above is the pre-
mium calculated according to sound actuarial (i.e. financial and statistical) principles.
Nonetheless, ingredients other than those so far considered can affect the actual price
of the insurance product. For example, competition on the insurance market could
suggest lowering the price in order to launch a more appealing product. In the fol-
lowing, we will not take these aspects into account.

Figure 4.1 summarizes the process leading to the price of an insurance product.

4.2 Technical Features of Premium Calculation

Pricing health insurance products relies, to a large extent, on a mixture of non-life
insurance (or general insurance) and life insurance actuarial methods. This section
points out some basic technical ingredients of both the non-life and the life actuarial
fields.

Non-life and life technical features are summarized in Fig. 4.2, according to the
type of benefit, the policy term and the premium arrangement.
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4.2.1 Non-life Insurance Aspects

We refer to the calculation structure described in Sect. 4.1 (see Fig. 4.1 in particular),
and focus on statistical bases and expense issues.

The premium calculation for all the types of health insurance covers relies on the
claim frequency, whereas the claim size only concerns insurance covers providing
expense reimbursement, and covers in which the benefit is graded, i.e. it depends on
some degree, for instance the degree of disability.

The expected claim frequency enters into the premium (and reserve) calculations
according to the actuarial structure adopted. As we will see in the following chapters,
sickness insurance products (dealt with in Chap. 5) significantly differ from disabil-
ity insurance covers (see Chap. 6) as regards the expression of the expected claim
frequency.

Sickness insurance models mainly rely on an expected claim frequency expressed
as the expected number of claims per insured in a given coverage period (typically
a year), while disability insurance covers providing annuity benefits require more
complex models, allowing for the evolution of the individual health status throughout
time. It follows that expected claim frequencies should be expressed in terms of the
probability of entering into the disability state (or into one of the possible disability
states). Nevertheless, in the context of practical approaches to disability annuity
modelling, we also find a large variety of approximate calculation methods, most of
which have been defined to comply with scanty or inappropriate statistical data; this
aspect will be analyzed in Sects. 6.10–6.14.

Experience monitoring can help in improving the reliability of statistical data
used in premiums (and reserves) calculations. For this purpose, experience rating
procedures, typically relying on credibility theory results, should be adopted.

The claim size constitutes the other component of the statistical basis which
underpins the premium calculation. A typical example of claim size is given by the
amount of health-related expenses. While rigorous actuarial models should rely on
the probability distribution of the claim size (as well as on the probability distribution
of the claim number per policy), practical actuarial approaches usually account for
the expected claim size only (an example will be provided in Sect. 5.2.1). Of course,
the expected claim size is strictly related to policy conditions as the deductible and
the limit value.

Estimation of claim sizes is also required for claim reserving purposes. However, it
should be noted that, in health insurance, claim reserving has a lower importance than
in other non-life insurance areas. Nevertheless, specific claim reserving problems
may arise from the presence of a deferred period in disability annuity benefits; this
aspect will briefly be addressed in Sect. 6.6.

As regards insurer’s expenses, we note that, beyond shares of general expenses
which are charged to the premium as is usual for all the insurance products, spe-
cific expenses related to the claim management must be accounted for in health
insurance products. These expenses relate to the claim settlement (ascertainment
and assessment of claims), as well as to the ascertainment of the claim prosecution
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throughout time, e.g. in insurance covers providing an annuity benefit in the case of
not necessarily permanent disability.

4.2.2 Life Insurance Aspects

Life insurance actuarial aspects mainly refer to medium-term and long-term
(possibly lifelong) products, in particular: disability insurance, long-term care insur-
ance (LTCI) covers, and multi-year sickness insurance covers.

Again, refer to the calculation structure described in Sect. 4.1. Among the statisti-
cal bases, mortality assumptions are required for assessing the benefits (in particular
in terms of the relevant expected present value) in all the multi-year health insurance
covers, but in those financed with natural premiums. Further, mortality assumptions
are needed for determining level premiums. Various examples will be provided in
Chaps. 5 and 6.

Mortality assumptions are usually expressed in terms of a life table or a mortality
law; the Heligman–Pollard law presented in Sect. 2.3.1 constitutes an example.

When disability annuities are concerned, more complex biometric models and
assumptions are needed, in particular allowing for different age-patterns of mortality
related to active people and disabled people respectively. Of course, disablement and
recovery assumptions are also required.

As regards the choice of the life tables, or the parameters of the mortality law, it
is worth stressing that health-related benefits are due in case of life. Hence, survival
probabilities should not be underestimated (for both active and disabled people) in
order to obtain a prudential assessment of the age-patterns of mortality.

Long-term (and, in particular, lifelong) health insurance covers should allow
for future mortality trend. Hence, projected life tables or mortality laws should be
adopted for pricing and reserving. Nonetheless, future mortality trend is unknown,
and this implies the presence of the aggregate longevity risk (see Sect. 2.3.2). Further,
more complex longevity issues affect LTCI products. As these products pay benefits
to people in senescent disability condition, trends in both the total life expectancy
and the disability-free life expectancy should be considered. This issue will briefly
be addressed in Sect. 6.16.3.

In multi-year covers the time-value of the money should be accounted for. An
interest rate assumption is then required to assess the benefits, as in life insurance
products. As already noted, a reserving process and a consequent asset accumulation
works (but in the case of natural premiums). Assets backing the reserves can provide
an extra-return (with respect to the guaranteed interest rate), which can partly be
credited to the policyholders. However, it is worth noting that, unlike in life insurance
products with a significant saving component, in many health insurance products the
reserving process implies rather modest amounts.

The reserve, backed by assets, represents a “debt” of the insurer. The debt posi-
tion is a consequence of the premium arrangement. However, “abnormal” premium
arrangements could lead to an insurer’s credit position. This occurs, in particular, if
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the premiums paid by the policyholder are lower than the natural premiums (which
represent the insurer’s expected annual costs) in the first policy years. Premium
arrangements leading to a credit position are unfeasible, and must then be avoided.
Actually, a credit position would imply practical difficulties in obtaining the pay-
ment if the policyholder “lapses” (i.e. abandons) the contract. The debt position is
thus required (and the requirement is denoted as the financing condition), and can
be achieved through appropriate premium arrangements.

The effectiveness of a health insurance cover can be reduced because of inflation,
e.g. because of a decreasing purchase power of a disability annuity. The quality
of a multi-year cover can then be improved by adopting an indexing mechanism;
this way, inflation-linked benefits can be obtained. In the case of a level premium
arrangement and consequent reserving process, the benefit indexing must rely on
a specific adjustment model, whose basic features are shared by life insurance and
health insurance actuarial models. An example will be provided in Sect. 5.4.

4.3 Suggestions for Further Reading

Detailed references regarding actuarial features of health insurance products will
be listed in Sects. 5.6 and 6.18. We now focus on some basic textbooks which can
provide the reader with a general outlook on the calculation of premiums and reserves
for health insurance covers.

Various aspects of health insurance (and insurances of the person in general),
technical features included, are discussed in Black and Skipper (2000).

The textbooks by Bartleson (1968) and O’Grady (1988) are devoted to health
insurance in general, with a special focus on sickness benefits. These benefits con-
stitute the object of the textbook by Milbrodt (2005).

Actuarial models for disability insurance as well as several practical approaches
to premium and reserve calculations are described in Haberman and Pitacco (1999),
where other insurance products in the context of health insurance are also presented
(i.e. several LTCI products and Critical Illness covers).

The textbook by Benjamin and Pollard (1993) deals with statistical issues in the
field of life and health insurance.

The impact of various risk factors (gender in particular), either adopted as rating
factors or disregarded in the pricing process, is addressed by Group Consultatif
Actuariel Européen (2011) and by Riedel (2006).

We finally cite the paper by Haberman (1996) which provides an interesting
insight into the evolution of actuarial science and relevant applications to life and
non-life insurance problems, up to 1919; both methodological issues and practical
calculation methods for disability annuities are in particular addressed. The work by
Haberman and Sibbett (1995), which includes the paper just mentioned, collects the
texts of numerous original contributions.



Chapter 5
Actuarial Models for Sickness Insurance

5.1 Introduction

We describe the basic actuarial structure of sickness insurance products, whose main
characteristics have been presented in Sect. 3.4. In particular, we focus on insurance
products which provide:

1. a fixed daily benefit in the case of (short-term) disability;
2. a hospitalization benefit, that is, a fixed daily benefit during hospital stays;
3. medical expenses reimbursement.

Products of type 1 and 2 obviously have similar technical features and, in particular,
the same actuarial structure, so that we can simply refer to both of them under the
label “fixed daily benefit”.

We first address insurance products with a one-year cover period, then we move
to products providing a multi-year cover (and possibly a lifelong cover).

5.2 One-Year Covers

As mentioned in Chap. 4, premium calculation for one-year covers has “non-life”
technical features. These features are combined with “life” insurance characteristics
in multi-year sickness insurance covers (as we will see in Sect. 5.3).

5.2.1 Notation and Assumptions

We adopt the following notation.

• N = random number of claims for the generic insured, within the one-year cover
period, with possible outcomes 0, 1, 2, . . . . The number N is also called the ran-
dom claim frequency.
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• X j = random amount of the insured’s j-th claim (e.g. medical expenses).
• Y j = insurer’s random payment for the j-th claim, called random claim amount or

claim severity, given by a function of X j , such that Y j ≤ X j , reflecting the policy
conditions. As regards medical expense reimbursement, an example of a function
is given by Eq. (3.4.2) (referred to each claim), which accounts for flat deductible,
proportional deductible and stop-loss limit.

• S = random total annual payment to the generic insured, or random aggregate
claim amount. In general, we have:

S = �(N ; Y1, Y2, . . . , YN ). (5.2.1)

In particular, if no policy conditions apply to the total annual amount of benefit,
we have:

S =
{

0 if N = 0,

Y1 + Y2 + · · · + YN if N > 0.
(5.2.2)

In what follows we adopt definition (5.2.2).

For the premium calculation we assume the equivalence principle. Hence, the
equivalence premium is given by the expected value of the total annual payment to
the generic insured:

Π = E[S] (5.2.3)

or (to approximately take into account the timing of payments):

Π = E[S] (1 + i)−
1
2 , (5.2.4)

where i is the interest rate.
As regards E[S], the following assumptions are usually accepted:

1. the random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn are independent of the random number N ;
2. whatever the outcome n of N , the random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn are

a. mutually independent;
b. identically distributed, and hence with a common expected value, say E[X1].

We further assume that:

3. the same policy conditions are applied to all the claims, that is, Y j = ϕ(X j )

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n; hence, the random variables Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn are also iden-
tically distributed. It follows, in particular, that if we assign the probability
distribution of Y1, we also hold the probability distribution of any random variable
Y j ; the random variables Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn , then, have a common expected value,
say, E[Y1].
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Thanks to such assumptions, the expected aggregate claim amount E[S] can be
factorized as follows:

E[S] = E[Y1]E[N ]. (5.2.5)

We omit the proof of this (well-known) result. However, we note that, although
frequently adopted in the non-life insurance technique, the assumptions described
above may be rather unrealistic. For example, the assumption of independence
between the random variables X j (and then the random variables Y j ) and the random
number N may conflict with those situations in which a very high total number of
claims (for instance sickness spells) is likely associated to a prevailing number of
claims implying small amounts (for example because of short durations).

The quantities E[Y1] (the expected claim severity) and E[N ] (the expected claim
frequency), and the interest rate i if formula (5.2.4) is adopted, constitute the technical
basis for premium calculation.

5.2.2 From Equivalence Premiums to Gross Premiums

From Eq. (5.2.3) it clearly emerges that the random profit from the generic policy,
Π − S, has an expected value equal to zero:

E[Π − S] = Π − E[S] = 0. (5.2.6)

Thus, the equivalence principle seems to be in contrast with a reasonable profit target.
Further, expenses pertaining to the policy, as well as general expenses related to the
portfolio, are not accounted for, since S only refers to payment of benefits.

Actually, premiums paid by policyholders are gross premiums (also called office
premiums), rather than equivalence premiums. Gross premiums are determined from
equivalence premiums by adding:

1. a profit loading and contingency margins facing the risk that claims (and possibly
expenses) are higher than expected;

2. an expense loading, meeting various insurer’s expenses.

The items under point 1 can simply be referred to as profit/safety loading. Indeed, if
claim (and expense) actual experience within the portfolio coincides with the related
expectation, these items contribute to the portfolio profit. Conversely, in the case of
experience worse than expectation, the items lower the probability (and the severity)
of possible portfolio losses.

Adding the profit/safety loading to the equivalence premium yields the net
premium; see the upper part of Fig. 5.1. For example, a fixed percentage of the
equivalence premium can be added to the equivalence premium itself. Whatever the
formula chosen for the loading calculation, an explicit profit/safety loading approach
is in this case adopted. This approach relies on the use of a natural technical basis
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Fig. 5.1 Premium components

in the calculation of the equivalence premium, i.e. a basis which provides a realistic
description of the claim (and interest) scenario. Such a basis is also referred to as the
second-order technical basis.

The equivalence principle can also be “implemented” by adopting, instead of the
natural technical basis, a prudential technical basis (or safe-side technical basis), so
that the profit/safety loading is already included in the equivalence premium, then
coinciding with the net premium. See the lower part of Fig. 5.1. Such a basis is also
referred to as a first-order technical basis. Hence, this procedure implies an implicit
profit/safety loading approach.

A prudential technical basis should consist in an expected claim frequency and
expected claim severity worse than those realistically expected within the portfo-
lio. However, it is worth stressing that the implicit loading approach is much more
common in life insurance, for pricing insurance products providing benefit in the
case of death, because a “worse” (and hence prudential) mortality assumption can be
immediately found by referring to population life tables instead of life tables relying
on portfolio (or market) experience.

“Combined” solutions are also feasible: a “weak” prudential basis can be chosen,
and an explicit profit/safety loading is then added in order to determine the net
premium.

With reference to item 2, i.e. the expense loading, it is worth noting that, in sickness
insurance products, the expense structure is more complicated than in life insurance.
Expenses are incurred not only in the underwriting phase but also in the event of a
claim, and result in particular in the cost for assessing the claim itself.

As we are focussing on the basic actuarial structures, in what follows we will only
refer to the calculation of equivalence premiums, hence disregarding both expense
loadings and explicit profit/safety loadings.
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5.2.3 Statistical Estimation

In this section we illustrate some quantities which can be used to estimate the expected
claim frequency,E[N ], the expected claim severity,E[Y1], and then the expected total
payout for a policy, E[S]. Data are collected from a set of policies with specified
features.

We refer to a homogeneous portfolio, consisting of r policies (i.e. insured risks),
all issued at the same time and all with a one year term. Homogeneity of the policies
means, in particular, that they are similar in respect of:

• the type of risk covered (e.g. either medical expense reimbursement, or fixed daily
benefit);

• the policy conditions (e.g. deductibles, stop-loss limits);
• the propensity to incur into a claim;
• the possible severity of a claim, and so on.

The policy year is the same for all the policies, so that we can easily collect data
on this basis. We stress that all the policies are exposed for one year (the common
policy period) to the risk of incurring into one or more claims.

First, we consider a portfolio of policies providing medical expense reimburse-
ment. Assume that, during the (policy) year, policies report z claims in total, z � r ,
with claim amounts y1, y2, . . . , yz . Note that the information is aggregate, as we just
know that z claims have been reported in the portfolio, while we do not know which
policies have reported such claims.

The ratio between the total payout for the portfolio and the number of policies,
i.e. the claim amount per policy,

Q = y1 + y2 + · · · + yz

r
, (5.2.7)

is also called the risk premium or the average claim cost. Should each policy have
paid a (net) premium Π = Q, then the insurer would be on balance, as the total
inflow amount would be r Q, the same as the outflow amount, y1 + y2 + · · · + yz ;
for this reason, the quantity Q is regarded as an “observed premium”.

The quantity Q provides an estimate ofE[S]. It is interesting to split Q as follows.
The ratio

n̄ = z

r
(5.2.8)

represents the average number of claims per policy, or the average claim frequency.
Conversely, the ratio

ȳ = y1 + y2 + · · · + yz

z
(5.2.9)
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represents the average claim amount per claim, or the average claim severity. Note,
in particular, that n̄ expresses an estimate of E[N ], while ȳ provides an estimate of
E[Y1]. Then we have

Q = ȳ n̄, (5.2.10)

which is the statistical version of (5.2.5).
We now focus on a portfolio of fixed daily benefit policies. Again, let r denote

the number of insured risks and z the number of claims in the portfolio. Each claim
has its own length or duration (the sickness spell, or the hospitalization period).
Let d1, d2, . . . , dz denote the lengths of the z claims (measured in days). The quantity

μ = d1 + d2 + · · · + dz

r
(5.2.11)

represents the average length of claim per policy, also called the morbidity coefficient.
We assume the same daily benefit b for all the insureds. The average claim amount

per policy is then given by:

Q = b
d1 + d2 + · · · + dz

r
= b μ. (5.2.12)

The average length per claim is given by:

d̄ = d1 + d2 + · · · + dz

z
. (5.2.13)

As the average number of claims per policy is still given by Eq. (5.2.8), i.e. n̄ = z
r ,

we find

μ = d̄ n̄, (5.2.14)

and hence we can split the amount Q as follows:

Q = b μ = b d̄ n̄. (5.2.15)

The analogy with Eq. (5.2.10) is self-evident.
The considerations about the portfolio balance, discussed above, also hold for this

type of benefit. Note that, again, n̄ expresses an estimate of E[N ], while b d̄ provides
an estimate of E[Y1].
Remark 1 In a more general (and realistic) setting, the statistical procedure should
take into account:

• the amounts exposed to risk (determined by allowing for policy conditions), if
policies which reimburse medical expenses are concerned;
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• the exposure time (within one observation year), for both medical expenses
reimbursement and fixed daily benefit policies.

These aspects are beyond the scope of this textbook; the interested reader can refer
to the bibliographic suggestions provided in Sect. 5.6. �

Remark 2 More reliable estimates can be obtained by extending the observation
over several years. In this case, claim amounts must be adjusted according to medical
inflation. �

5.2.4 Risk Factors and Rating Classes

Individuals belonging to a portfolio of sickness insurance policies constitute a rather
heterogeneous population, in particular with regard to health-related risks. Indeed,
individuals can have various ages, can be more or less healthy, can have a more or
less risky occupation, etc.

Thus, we can recognize various individual risk factors (age, gender, current health
conditions, occupation, and so on), which should be taken into account when esti-
mating quantities as, for example, the average claim frequency or the average claim
amount per claim.

Risk factors can be classified as follows.

• Objective risk factors are physical characteristics of the insured, in particular: age,
gender, health records, occupation.

• Among the subjective risk factors, we recognize the personal attitude towards
health, which determines the individual demand for medical treatments and, con-
sequently, the application for insurance benefits.

Another relevant classification is the following one.

• Observable risk factors are those factors whose impact on claim frequency and
claim severity can be assessed during the underwriting phase. Typical examples are
age, gender, occupation, etc. Objective risk factors are usually observable factors.

• Other risk factors are non-observable factors (at least at the time of policy issue).
A typical example is given by the personal attitude towards health. Further, the
objective individual frailty cannot be observed (although related information can
be drawn from the insured’s health records).

Among the objective and observable risk factors, age has an important incidence
on quantities interesting sickness insurance products. See Example 5.2.1.

Example 5.2.1 Table 5.1 shows the average claim frequency for various age groups
[xh, xh+1]. Thus, each value n̄x , x ∈[xh, xh+1], refers to an age group. The quantity
n̄ is the overall average claim frequency, weighted with the sizes of the age groups.
The data are drawn from statistical observations by the Italian Institute for Statistics
(ISTAT). �
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Table 5.1 Average claim
frequency (Source ISTAT)

x 100 n̄x x 100 n̄x

15–19 6.54 45–49 11.17

20–24 7.13 50–54 12.35

25–29 5.72 55–59 18.71

30–34 5.71 60–64 19.62

35–39 6.23 65–69 24.90

40–44 10.03

100 n̄ = 10.48

By accounting for all the observable risk factors and the relevant possible values,
we can split a population (for example, potential policyholders) into risk classes.

In principle, specific average claim frequency and claim severity should be esti-
mated for each risk class, and hence a specific premium rate should be determined.
However, the resulting premium rating structure could be considered too complex,
or some premium rates too high. Moreover, some risk factors could not be admitted
by the insurance regulation. Then, a first simplification is obtained by disregarding
one or more risk factors.

When two or more risk classes are aggregated into one rating class, some insureds
pay a premium higher than their “true” premium, i.e. the premium resulting from
the risk classification, while other insureds pay a premium lower than their “true”
premium. Thus, the equilibrium inside a rating class relies on a money transfer
among individuals belonging to different risk classes. This transfer is usually called
solidarity (among the insureds).

5.2.5 Premium Calculation

In what follows, we (explicitly) account for age only, as a risk factor. We assume that
the quantities

ȳx , n̄x , d̄x

have been estimated for any integer age x , x ∈ [xmin, xmax], i.e. within the insurable
age range. We take these estimates as the technical basis for premium calculation.

Hence, for a medical expense reimbursement policy, we have:

Πx = ȳx n̄x (1 + i)−
1
2 (5.2.16)

and, for a daily benefit b:

Πx = b d̄x n̄x (1 + i)−
1
2 . (5.2.17)
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If we consider just the average claim frequency as a function of the age, we have
respectively:

Πx = ȳ n̄x (1 + i)−
1
2 (5.2.18)

and:

Πx = b d̄ n̄x (1 + i)−
1
2 , (5.2.19)

where ȳ and d̄ represent overall averages.
For practical reasons, it can be useful to factorize the quantities n̄x , ȳx and d̄x ,

according to the logic of a multiplicative model. Then:

n̄x = n̄ tx , (5.2.20a)

ȳx = ȳ ux , (5.2.20b)

d̄x = d̄ vx , (5.2.20c)

where the quantities n̄, ȳ and d̄ do not depend on age, whereas the ageing coefficients
tx , ux , and vx express the impact of the age as a risk factor.

Assuming that the specific age effect does not change throughout time, the claim
monitoring can be restricted to the quantities n̄, ȳ, d̄ observed over the whole portfolio,
so that more reliable estimates can be obtained.

Example 5.2.2 Consider a policy which provides a daily benefit b = 100. We assume
i = 0.02 and the following statistical basis, derived from the graduation of ISTAT
data:

n̄x = n̄ tx = 0.1048 ×
(

0.272859 × e0.029841 x
)

,

d̄x = d̄ vx = 10.91 ×
(

0.655419 × e0.008796 x
)

.

The average claim frequency, the average claim duration and the premium are shown
in Table 5.2 for various ages. �

5.3 Multi-year Covers

In the following sections we focus on multi-year non-cancelable policies, whose
conditions are stated at policy issue and cannot be changed throughout the whole
policy duration.
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Table 5.2 Average claim
frequency, average claim
duration and premium

x n̄x d̄x Πx

30 0.07000 9.30991 64.53

35 0.08126 9.72849 78.28

40 0.09434 10.16590 94.96

45 0.10952 10.62298 115.20

50 0.12714 11.10060 139.74

55 0.14760 11.59970 169.53

60 0.17135 12.12124 205.65

65 0.19892 12.66623 249.48

70 0.23093 13.23572 302.64

5.3.1 Some Preliminary Ideas

A multi-year cover can be financed, in particular, via:

1. a single premium;
2. natural premiums;
3. level premiums (throughout the whole policy duration).

Other premium arrangements can be conceived; for example:

4. “shortened” level premiums (i.e. level premiums payable throughout a period
shorter than the policy duration);

5. stepwise level premiums.

Reasons for premium arrangements like 4 and 5 have been discussed in Sect. 1.2.
For brevity, we now focus on arrangements 1 to 3 only.

According to the definition of “natural premium”, arrangement 2 implies technical
equilibrium on an annual basis, so that no policy reserve is required (but the premium
reserve, or reserve for unearned premiums; see Sect. 5.3.4). Conversely, arrangements
1 and 3 guarantee the technical equilibrium only on the total policy duration as a
whole. Hence, a policy reserve has to be maintained. Reserve calculation will be dealt
with in Sects. 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. We now focus on the following problem: what about
the policy reserve in the case the insured stops premium payment and withdraws
from the contract? Possible policy conditions are as follows:

• the amount of the reserve is paid-out to the policyholder, that is, the reserve is
transferable (e.g. to a new sickness insurance contract); in other words, the poli-
cyholder can surrender the contract;

• the amount of the reserve is retained by the insurer, and can be shared, according to
a cross-subsidy principle, among the policies still in-force; thus, a policy lapsation
simply occurs.

We note that, in the former case the reserve constitutes a nonforfeiture benefit, as
the related amount will not be lost because of premature cessation of premium pay-
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ment. On the contrary, in the latter case, assuming that the reserve is shared among
the policies still in-force, the cross-subsidy mechanism is similar to the mutuality
mechanism which works because of mortality among insureds.

It follows that, under an actuarial perspective, different probabilistic structures
are needed in the two cases, for premium and reserve calculations. In the case of
transferable reserve, the usual survival probability is required in the calculations. On
the contrary, if the reserve is retained by the insurer, the probability that the policy
is in-force is needed, as both mortality and lapses must be accounted for.

Obviously, the non-transferability of the reserve (which is a common practice in
several insurance markets) has a premium-reducing effect.

In the following sections we will assume that the reserves are transferable.

5.3.2 Premiums

We focus on insurance policies providing either medical expense reimbursement or
a fixed daily benefit. Let x denote the insured’s age at policy issue, i.e. at time t = 0,
and m the policy term. Of course, time is expressed in years.

The actuarial value of benefits at time t = 0 is given by:

Πx,m =
m−1
∑

h=0

h px (1 + i)−h Πx+h, (5.3.1)

where h px , according to the usual actuarial notation, denotes the probability, for a
person of age x , of being alive at age x + h, and Πx+h is given by Eqs. (5.2.16) and
(5.2.17) for medical expense reimbursement and for fixed daily benefit respectively
(or by Eqs. (5.2.18) and (5.2.19)).

According to the equivalence principle, the single premium coincides with the
actuarial value, and this is expressed by Eq. (5.3.1).

Remark As regards the (possible) implicit safety loading, it is worth noting that
sickness benefits are living benefits, that is, benefits are payable as long as the insured
is alive (and sick as well). Thus, a safe-side assessment of the insurer’s liabilities
related to multi-year sickness insurance products requires that the mortality of the
insureds should not be overestimated. �

The quantities Πx , Πx+1, . . . , Πx+m−1 constitute the natural premiums of the
m-year insurance cover. We usually find:

Πx < Πx+1 < · · · < Πx+m−1 (5.3.2)

because of the age effect (see, for example, Table 5.2).
It is interesting to find the expression for the single premium in a multiplicative

model (as expressed by Eqs. (5.2.20a)–(5.2.20c)). For example, if
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Πx = ȳx n̄x (1 + i)−
1
2 = ȳ n̄ ux tx (1 + i)−

1
2 (5.3.3)

then we have:

Πx,m =
m−1
∑

h=0

h px (1 + i)−h ȳx+h n̄x+h (1 + i)−
1
2 (5.3.4)

= ȳ n̄
m−1
∑

h=0

h px (1 + i)−h− 1
2 ux+h tx+h

and briefly, with obvious meaning of the symbols:

Πx,m = K
m−1
∑

h=0

wx,h (5.3.5)

= K πx,m,

where K is independent of age, whereas the wx,h’s depend on both the initial age x
and the time h elapsed from policy issue.

Various premium arrangements based on a sequence of periodic premiums can be
conceived. In particular, an example is given by the sequence of natural premiums
Πx ,Πx+1, . . . ,Πx+m−1. This arrangement implies an increasing annual cost to the
policyholder (see inequalities (5.3.2)).

To avoid increasing costs, annual level premiums can be charged. Assuming that
annual level premiums, Px,m , are payable for m years, we have:

Px,m = Πx,m

äx :m�
, (5.3.6)

where äx :m�, according to the usual notation, is the actuarial value of a unitary
temporary life annuity payable at the beginning of each year. We find:

Px,m =
∑m−1

h=0 h px (1 + i)−h Πx+h
∑m−1

h=0 h px (1 + i)−h
. (5.3.7)

Thus, the annual level premium (assumed payable throughout the whole policy dura-
tion) can be expressed as the arithmetic weighted average of the natural premiums.

Example 5.3.1 We consider insurance policies providing fixed daily benefits.
Assume:

i = 0.02;
b = 100;
n̄ y , d̄y as in Example 5.2.2;
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Table 5.3 Single premiums x m = 5 m = 10 m = 15 m = 20

30 334.86 701.78 1 103.13 1 540.82

35 406.02 850.13 1 334.46 1 859.98

40 492.11 1 028.79 1 611.12 2 237.62

45 596.11 1 242.92 1 938.80 2 676.86

50 721.35 1 497.42 2 320.53 3 172.86

55 871.42 1 795.66 2 752.71 –

60 1 049.76 2 136.79 – –

65 1 258.68 – – –

Table 5.4 Annual level
premiums

x m = 5 m = 10 m = 15 m = 20

30 69.71 76.75 84.49 92.97

35 84.56 93.10 102.46 112.69

40 102.58 112.92 124.23 136.51

45 124.43 136.94 150.55 165.22

50 150.93 166.03 182.34 199.65

55 183.06 201.23 220.60 –

60 222.01 243.75 – –

65 269.20 – – –

the mortality assumption is expressed by the (first) Heligman–Pollard law
(with ω = 110); see Sect. 2.3, and Eq. (2.3.1) in particular; parameters are as speci-
fied in Example 2.3.1.

Table 5.3 shows the single premiums for various ages x at policy issue, and policy
terms m, with the constraint x + m ≤ 70. Conversely, Table 5.4 shows the annual
level premiums for the same ages at policy issue and the same policy terms.

Natural premiums are plotted in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. In particular, natural premiums
are compared to the level premium amount in Fig. 5.2, whereas the increase in natural
premiums related to various ages at policy issue is shown in Fig. 5.3. �

5.3.3 Reserves

The prospective mathematical reserve, Vt , for a sickness insurance policy at (integer)
time t is defined as the actuarial value of future benefits less the actuarial value of
future premiums. Denoting the two actuarial values by Ben(t, m) and Prem(t, m),
respectively, in formal terms we have:

Vt = Ben(t, m) − Prem(t, m); t = 0, 1, . . . , m. (5.3.8)
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Fig. 5.3 Natural premiums for various ages at policy issue; m = 15

This reserve is also referred to as the aging reserve, or senescence reserve, to
stress the age effect on the behavior of natural premiums and the consequent need
for setting up a reserve.

Consider the case of annual level premiums payable for the whole policy dura-
tion; for simplicity, we now denote by P the annual level premium Px,m given by
Eqs. (5.3.6) and (5.3.7). Then, Eq. (5.3.8) yields:

Vt = Πx+t,m−t − P äx+t :m−t�; t = 0, 1, . . . , m. (5.3.9)
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Of course, we find:

V0 = Vm = 0. (5.3.10)

From Eq. (5.3.9), we have:

Vt = Πx+t,1 − P + 1 px+t (1 + i)−1 (Πx+t+1,m−t−1 − P äx+t+1:m−t−1�) (5.3.11)

and, as Πx+t,1 = Πx+t , we obtain the recursion:

Vt + P = Πx+t + 1 px+t (1 + i)−1 Vt+1, (5.3.12)

which expresses the technical balance in year (t, t + 1). In particular, Vt can be
interpreted as the amount of assets coming from the accumulation of part of the
premiums cashed before time t , whereas the quantity Vt+1 represents the debt of the
insurer for future benefits, net of the credit for future premiums.

Example 5.3.2 We consider insurance policies providing fixed daily benefits. The
data are as in Example 5.3.1. The time profiles of the policy reserve for various ages
at entry and policy terms are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. �

5.3.4 Reserves at Fractional Durations

The analysis of the time profile of the reserve has so far been restricted to the policy
anniversaries, namely integer past durations (since the policy issue). The extension
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Fig. 5.4 The policy reserve for two ages at policy issue; m = 15
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Fig. 5.5 The policy reserve for various policy terms; x = 35

to fractional durations is, however, of practical interest. For example, the need for
calculating the policy reserve (and the portfolio reserve, as well) at times other than
the policy anniversaries arises when assessing the items of technical and financial
reports, and the balance-sheet in particular.

The calculation of the exact value of the policy reserve at all durations can be
carried out in a time-continuous setting. In the actuarial practice, however, it is
rather common to work in a time-discrete framework (as we are actually doing),
and to obtain approximations to the exact value of the reserve via interpolation
procedures, in particular by adopting linear interpolation formulae. Here we illustrate
the interpolation approach, focussing on some examples.

Consider a sickness insurance policy with premium arrangement based on natural
premiums. Thus, premiums Πx ,Πx+1, . . . ,Πx+m−1 are cashed by the insurer at
times 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 respectively. The reserve is, of course, equal to zero at all the
policy anniversaries, before cashing the premium which falls due at that time; thus,
Vt = 0 for t = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 (as well as Vm = 0). Immediately after cashing
the premium, the insurer’s debt (and the corresponding asset) is clearly equal to the
premium itself; hence, denoting by Vt+ the reserve after cashing the premium, we
have:

Vt+ = Πx+t ; t = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. (5.3.13)

Then, the premium is used throughout the year to contribute to the payment of
benefits to (same-age) policyholders, according to the mutuality mechanism, and,
again, we have Vt+1 = 0. At time t + r , with t = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 and 0 < r < 1,
we let:
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Fig. 5.6 Interpolated reserve profile in the case of natural premiums

Vt+r = (1 − r) Vt+ = (1 − r)Πx+t . (5.3.14)

The resulting time profile of the reserve is plotted in Fig. 5.6. We note that the
reserve Vt+r = (1 − r)Πx+t is an unearned premium reserve, according to the
non-life insurance terminology.

As a second example, we refer to an insurance product with annual level premiums
P . After cashing the premium, which falls due at time t , the reserve raises from Vt to

Vt+ = Vt + P; t = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. (5.3.15)

Then, the linear interpolation yields:

Vt+r = (1 − r) Vt+ + r Vt+1 = [(1 − r) Vt + r Vt+1] + (1 − r) P. (5.3.16)

See Fig. 5.7. The term (1 − r) P represents the unearned premium reserve. We note,
in particular, the following aspects.

• Interpolating between Vt (instead of Vt+) and Vt+1 would cause an apparent under-
estimation of the reserve at all times between t and t + 1 (again, see Fig. 5.7).
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Fig. 5.7 Reserve interpolation in the case of annual level premiums
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Fig. 5.8 Interpolated reserve profile in the case of annual level premiums

• The “use” of the premium P changes throughout time. In particular, the share of the
premium used to cover sickness benefits according to the mutuality mechanism is
increasing throughout the policy duration, because the expected number of claims
(and possibly the expected claim amount) increases as the policyholders’ age
increases. This fact determines a time profile of the reserve like the one plotted in
Fig. 5.8, in which we can see the increasing (negative) slope of the interpolating
segments.

As a third example, we consider an insurance product with a single premium
Πx,m . In this case, there is no jump in the reserve profile, but at the payment of the
single premium, when the reserve jumps from V0 = 0 to V0+ = Πx,m . Then, the
linear interpolation procedure is as follows:

Vr = (1 − r) V0+ + r V1, (5.3.17a)

Vt+r = (1 − r) Vt + r Vt+1 for t = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1. (5.3.17b)

See Fig. 5.9.
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Fig. 5.9 Interpolated reserve profile in the case of a single premium
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5.4 Indexation Mechanisms

In this section we refer to multi-year covers (and, in particular, to long-term covers),
which are exposed to the risk that significant changes in some scenario elements
jeopardize the technical balance between benefits and premiums. Some approaches
to this risk are sketched, and one specific approach is described and discussed in
Sects. 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Introduction

We have so far assumed a “static” scenario, in which no significant change occurs,
throughout the policy duration, in the elements accounted for at the time of policy
issue, for example:

• the expected claim frequency
• the expected claim severity
• the money purchase power
• the mortality assumption, etc.

If changes do occur, e.g. in the expected claim frequency or the expected claim
severity, the technical equilibrium between premiums and benefits can be jeopar-
dized, or, if a fixed daily benefit is concerned and its amount is kept constant, the
effectiveness of the insurance cover can be reduced because of inflation.

To avoid, or to limit to some extent, the consequences of non-equilibrium situa-
tions, two basic approaches can be adopted.

1. A forecast of future trend in some elements (for example, the expected claim
severity, or the inflation rate) can be introduced into the benefit assessment and
hence into the premium and reserve calculations; of course, no guarantee can be
provided as regards the effectiveness of such an approach.

2. A periodic (e.g. yearly) a posteriori adjustment procedure can be adopted, which
first consists in re-assessing the benefits according to the observed scenario, and
then:

a. either re-determining the future premiums and/or the reserve needed to main-
tain the technical balance according to the equivalence principle,

b. or changing some policy conditions; for example, with reference to medical
expense reimbursement, raising the proportional deductible, still to maintain
the technical balance.

Of course, “combined” solutions, based on approaches 1, 2a and 2b, can be con-
ceived and implemented. In what follows, we only focus on solutions of type 2a.
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5.4.2 The Adjustment Model

We refer to an insurance policy with annual level premiums payable throughout the
whole policy duration. We stress that the expression “level premiums” always refers
to the initial calculation of premiums, whereas the actual annual premiums will be
progressively redetermined according to the adjustment mechanism.

We assume that at time t (t = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1) an adjustment in the future
premiums and/or the reserve can occur due to a reassessment of the value of future
benefits. We now use the following notation to denote quantities referred at time t
before the (possible) adjustment at that time, but including the (possible) adjustments
up to time t − 1:

• Vt− = the policy reserve;
• Ben(t−, m) = the actuarial value of future benefits;
• Prem(t−, m) = the actuarial value of future premiums.

The technical balance is then expressed by the following relation:

Vt− + Prem(t−, m) = Ben(t−, m) (5.4.1)

(see Eq. (5.3.8)).
Assume now that at time t the actuarial value of future benefits is adjusted, so that

it increases at the rate j [B](t). To maintain the actuarial balance, the total quantity in
the left-hand side of (5.4.1) must also be increased at the rate j [B](t). Thus, the new
balance condition is expressed as follows:

(

Vt− + Prem(t−, m)
) (

1 + j [B](t)
) = Ben(t−, m)

(

1 + j [B](t)
)

. (5.4.2)

Condition (5.4.2) does not require that both the reserve and the future premiums
are increased at the rate j [B](t); what is required is that their total value is increased
at the rate j [B](t). Different rates of adjustment of the reserve and the future premi-
ums, respectively denoted by j [V](t) and j [P](t), can be adopted, provided that the
following balance condition is satisfied:

Vt−
(

1+ j [V](t)
)+Prem(t−, m)

(

1+ j [P](t)
) = Ben(t−, m)

(

1+ j [B](t)
)

. (5.4.3)

Since (5.4.1) must be fulfilled, Eq. (5.4.3) requires:

Vt− j [V](t) + Prem(t−, m) j [P](t) = Ben(t−, m) j [B](t) (5.4.4)

(as we obtain by subtracting (5.4.1) from (5.4.3)). Equation (5.4.4) expresses that
the adjustments of the reserve and premiums must be on actuarial balance with the
benefit adjustment.

Equation (5.4.4) admits an infinite number of solutions: indeed, given the value
of j [B](t), the two unknowns are j [V](t) and j [P](t). The effectiveness of specific
solutions will be discussed in Sect. 5.4.3 and, in particular, in Example 5.4.1.
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It is interesting to obtain an expression for j [B](t) from Eq. (5.4.4). We find:

j [B](t) = Vt− j [V](t) + Prem(t−, m) j [P](t)
Ben(t−, m)

(5.4.5)

and, replacing Ben(t−, m) according to (5.4.1), we obtain:

j [B](t) = Vt− j [V](t) + Prem(t−, m) j [P](t)
Vt− + Prem(t−, m)

. (5.4.6)

From Eq. (5.4.6) we see that the rate of adjustment of the benefits, j [B](t), is a
weighted arithmetic mean of the rate of adjustment of the reserve, j [V](t), and the rate

of adjustment of premiums, j [P](t). The weights, respectively
Vt−

Vt− + Prem(t−, m)

and
Prem(t−, m)

Vt− + Prem(t−, m)
, change in time. At any time,

if j [V](t) < j [B](t), then j [P](t) > j [B](t);
if j [P](t) < j [B](t), then j [V](t) > j [B](t).

The reserve to be set up at time t , after the benefit adjustment (but before the
premium payment), is:

Vt = Vt−
(

1 + j [V](t)
)

. (5.4.7)

From Eq. (5.4.3), we obtain the relevant expression in terms of actuarial value of
future benefits and premiums, namely

Vt = Ben(t−, m)
(

1 + j [B](t)
) − Prem(t−, m)

(

1 + j [P](t)
)

. (5.4.8)

If we let

Ben(t, m) = Ben(t−, m)
(

1 + j [B](t)
)

, (5.4.9a)

Prem(t, m) = Prem(t−, m)
(

1 + j [P](t)
)

, (5.4.9b)

we can also write:

Vt = Ben(t, m) − Prem(t, m), (5.4.10)

which shows us that Vt is a prospective reserve, as is desirable, given that the adjust-
ment has not been motivated by the need of revising the logic for the calculation
of the reserve. Note that the reserve Vt is assessed taking into account the updated
benefit and premium amounts, while the technical basis is unchanged.
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5.4.3 Application to Sickness Insurance Covers

In this section, we show how the adjustment model described in Sect. 5.4.2 applies
to sickness insurance covers.

We refer to a sickness insurance policy, issued at time 0, with maturity m, and
annual level premium Px,m (calculated at policy issue). The benefit can either consist
in medical expense reimbursement or a fixed daily benefit. In both cases, the annual
level premium is then given by Eq. (5.3.6), with Πx,m given in general by (5.3.1).

The policy is designed so that at each policy anniversary it is possible to adjust
the benefits, following (5.4.6). We then need to extend the notation, in line with the
one adopted in Sect. 5.4.2. First, we note that, obviously,

Ben(0, m) = Πx,m, (5.4.11a)

Prem(0, m) = Px,m äx :m�. (5.4.11b)

As regards the premiums, let

P(0) = Px,m (5.4.12)

and then:

P(t) = P(t − 1)
(

1 + j [P](t)
)

. (5.4.13)

We assume that the actuarial value of the benefits can be expressed by the multi-
plicative model (see Eq. (5.3.5)). We further assume that the possible changes only
affect the factor K (which is independent of age), and do not concern the specific
effect of age. Let K (0) denote the value of the factor at policy issue. Hence (see
Eqs. (5.3.4) and (5.3.5)),

Πx,m = K (0) πx,m (5.4.14)

and then:

K (t) = K (t − 1)
(

1 + j [B](t)
)

. (5.4.15)

For a policy providing medical expense reimbursement, we have:

K (0) = ȳ(0) n̄, (5.4.16)

where ȳ(0) denotes the expected claim severity assessed at the policy issue. If
the inflation affects the expense amount (whereas the expected claim frequency is
assumed to be constant over time), we have:

K (t) = ȳ(t) n̄ = ȳ(t − 1)
(

1 + j [B](t)) n̄, (5.4.17)

with the obvious meaning of ȳ(t) and ȳ(t − 1).
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For a policy providing a daily benefit, we have:

K (0) = b(0) d̄ n̄, (5.4.18)

where b(0) denotes the initial value of the daily benefit. Its amount can be changed
to keep the purchasing power; then:

K (t) = b(t) d̄ n̄ = b(t − 1)
(

1 + j [B](t)
)

d̄ n̄. (5.4.19)

We note that:

Ben(t−, m) = K (t − 1) πx+t,m−t , (5.4.20a)

Prem(t−, m) = P(t − 1) äx+t :m−t�, (5.4.20b)

so that Eqs. (5.4.9a) and (5.4.9b) can finally be applied to find the reserve Vt .
It is worth noting that, in practice, the increase in the reserve (at the rate j [V](t))

is usually financed by the insurer via profit participation, whereas the increase in
premiums (at the rate j [P](t)) is paid by the policyholder.

Example 5.4.1 We refer to a policy providing medical expense reimbursement.
We assume x = 50, m = 15. Annual level premiums are payable for the whole
policy duration. As regards other data, see Examples 5.2.2 and 5.3.1. Table 5.5 shows
the annual benefit increments which can be maintained by a 5 % annual increment of
the reserve, while the premium remain unchanged. Benefit increments are generally
low, and extremely low in the first policy years, i.e. when the reserve is very small
and many premiums have still to be paid; formally, this fact can be easily explained

Table 5.5 Benefit
adjustments (1)

t j [B](t) j [V](t) j [P](t)
1 0.00098 0.05 0

2 0.00198 0.05 0

3 0.00301 0.05 0

4 0.00407 0.05 0

5 0.00515 0.05 0

6 0.00625 0.05 0

7 0.00736 0.05 0

8 0.00850 0.05 0

9 0.00965 0.05 0

10 0.01081 0.05 0

11 0.01198 0.05 0

12 0.01316 0.05 0

13 0.01434 0.05 0

14 0.01552 0.05 0
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Table 5.6 Benefit
adjustments (2)

t j [B](t) j [V](t) j [P](t)
1 0.06 0 0.06120

2 0.06 0 0.06234

3 0.06 0 0.06345

4 0.06 0 0.06450

5 0.06 0 0.06550

6 0.06 0 0.06646

7 0.06 0 0.06737

8 0.06 0 0.06823

9 0.06 0 0.06905

10 0.06 0 0.06982

11 0.06 0 0.07055

12 0.06 0 0.07123

13 0.06 0 0.07187

14 0.06 0 0.07247

by looking at Eq. (5.4.6). Conversely, Table 5.6 shows the annual increments in the
premium required to maintain a 6 % annual increment in the benefit value (without
any increment in the reserve, that is, without any contribution from the insurance
company).

It is worth noting that sickness insurance covers are not “accumulation” products;
hence, the amount of the mathematical reserve is relatively small (although the longer
the policy duration, the higher the mathematical reserve; see the numerical results in
Example 5.3.2). Then:

• the only increment of the reserve cannot maintain a sensible raise in the actuarial
value of future benefits (see Table 5.5);

• on the contrary, the raise in the actuarial value of future benefits can be financed
by a reasonable increment of future premiums only (see Table 5.6);

• a longer policy term implies higher reserve amounts (see, for example, Fig. 5.5),
and hence a more important role of the reserve increments in maintaining the raise
in the actuarial value of future benefits. �

5.5 Lifelong Covers

The actuarial value of the benefits provided by a lifelong sickness cover is given by:

Πx,∞ =
+∞
∑

h=0

h px (1 + i)−h Πx+h, (5.5.1)
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where the Πx+h’s are given by Eqs. (5.2.16) (or (5.2.18)) and (5.2.17) (or (5.2.19)),
according to the type of benefit.

Several periodic premium arrangements can be conceived and implemented. For
comments regarding the feasibility of various premium arrangements, the reader can
refer to Sect. 1.2.4. The premium arrangement exclusively based on natural premiums
(see Fig. 1.4) does not imply any actuarial problem; conversely, it is worth noting that
at very old ages the natural premiums can be extremely high, and this represents an
obstacle to the applicability of this arrangement. Hence, we focus on the following
arrangements:

1. lifelong level premiums;
2. temporary level premiums;
3. temporary stepwise level premiums.

If arrangement 1 is adopted (see Fig. 1.6), the annual level premium, Px,∞(∞), is
given by:

Px,∞(∞) = Πx,∞
äx

, (5.5.2)

whereas arrangement 2 (see Fig. 1.7), assuming that r premiums are payable, leads to:

Px,∞(r) = Πx,∞
äx :r�

. (5.5.3)

As regards arrangement 3 (see Fig. 1.8), we again assume that r premiums are
payable, and, in particular, premium P ′ is payable for r ′ years, premium P ′′ for
the following r ′′ years, and premium P ′′′ for the remaining r ′′′ years (of course
r ′ + r ′′ + r ′′′ = r ). Premiums must fulfill the equivalence principle expressed by the
following equation:

P ′ äx :r ′� + P ′′
r ′|äx :r ′′� + P ′′′

r ′+r ′′|äx :r ′′′� = Πx,∞. (5.5.4)

To solve Eq. (5.5.4), a relation among P ′, P ′′, P ′′′ must be assigned (reasonably,
such that P ′ < P ′′ < P ′′′). Further, the financing condition must be fulfilled
(see Sect. 4.2.2).

Some remarks follow, concerning the features of a lifelong sickness cover.

• From the individual perspective, a lifelong sickness insurance policy provides the
insured with appropriate coverage over his/her whole life, and hence it can be
regarded as a “high quality” insurance product.

• From the insurers’ perspective, some problems may arise; in particular:

– sickness data related to very old ages may be scanty, in particular in those
insurance markets in which lifelong sickness covers constitute a new issue;

– the need for forecasting mortality (and morbidity) over very long periods implies
significant aggregate longevity risk (see Sect. 2.3);
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– as seen in Sect. 5.3.3, the longer the policy duration the higher is the reserve
(see in particular Fig. 5.5); then, the investment of assets backing the reserve
gains in importance;

– at the same time, higher reserve amounts imply a more important role of
the reserve itself in maintaining indexing mechanisms (see the comments in
Example 5.4.1).

5.6 Suggestions for Further Reading

Papers, books and reports dealing with general aspects of sickness insurance have
been considered in Sect. 3.13. The reader can refer to the relevant citations as regards
descriptions of insurance products and related policy conditions, financing care sys-
tems, comparisons among local health care systems in various countries, etc. In this
section we only focus on papers, reports and textbooks addressing actuarial aspects
of sickness insurance.

The following textbooks deal with both general and actuarial aspects of sick-
ness insurance: Bartleson (1968), Black and Skipper (2000), Milbrodt (2005), and
O’Grady (1988).

Transferable aging reserves in sickness insurance policies are addressed by
Baumann et al. (2004). A survey of private sickness insurance in Germany, includ-
ing actuarial aspects related to premium and reserve calculations, is provided by
Fürhaupter and Brechtmann (2002).

The paper by Olivieri and Pitacco (2002b) focusses on the impact of the (aggre-
gate) longevity risk on the management of portfolios of lifelong sickness covers;
various pricing solutions are suggested and compared. The actuarial values of sev-
eral health insurance products, including sickness covers, and related approximation
formulae are analyzed in Olivieri and Pitacco (2009).

Medical expense insurance and related actuarial aspects are specifically addressed
by Orros and Webber (1988). Provisioning, pricing and forecasting in sickness insur-
ance are focussed by Lurie (2007). Rating systems allowing for a posteriori risk clas-
sification, relying on individual claim experience, are analyzed in Pitacco (1992).
The paper by Vercruysse et al. (2013) deals with indexation mechanisms in life-
long sickness insurance products; various solutions, which aim at sharing the cost of
indexation between insurer and policyholders, are analyzed.



Chapter 6
Actuarial Models for Disability Annuities

6.1 Introduction

The main features of disability insurance products have been described in Sect. 3.5.
In this chapter we specifically refer to insurance products providing disability
annuities, starting with a (very) basic type of annuity, described in Sect. 6.2.

In the following sections, we focus on a simple probabilistic model (Sect. 6.3) and
the calculation of actuarial values (Sect. 6.4). We then address premium and reserve
calculation (Sects. 6.5 and 6.6); some numerical examples are also provided.

More realistic products are described, in terms of the relevant policy conditions,
in Sect. 6.7, while more complex modelling issues are dealt with in Sects. 6.8 and
6.9.

Sections 6.10–6.15 focus on calculation methods adopted in the actuarial practice,
while Sect. 6.16 provides an introduction to actuarial models for LTCI products, by
extending the model adopted for disability annuities.

Finally, some basic ideas concerning the representation of the mortality among
disabled people are presented in Sect. 6.17.

6.2 Some Preliminary Ideas

Let us consider an insurance cover providing a disability annuity benefit b per annum
when the insured is disabled, i.e. in state i . At policy issue the insured, aged x , is
active, i.e. in state a. The policy term is m. The disability annuity is assumed to be
payable up to the end of the policy term m. For simplicity, we assume that the benefit
is paid at policy anniversaries (see Fig. 6.1). This assumption is rather unrealistic, but
the resulting model is simple and allows us to single out important basic ideas. No
particular policy condition (e.g. deferred period, waiting period, etc.) is considered.
More realistic assumptions lead to much more complicated models (see, in particular,
Sects. 6.7 and 6.11).
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Fig. 6.1 An example of disability annuity

The annual amount paid by the insurer to the insured at time h is then a random
amount, Bh , defined as follows:

Bh =
{

b if, at time h, state = i,

0 if, at time h, state �= i.
(6.2.1)

The present value Y of the annuity whose amounts are Bh , for h = 1, 2, . . . , m,
is, in its turn, a random amount. Let v denote the annual discount factor; we then
have:

Y =
m

∑

h=1

Bh vh . (6.2.2)

Hence, the expected present value (shortly, the actuarial value) is given by:

E[Y ] =
m

∑

h=1

E[Bh] vh =
m

∑

h=1

b h pai
x vh, (6.2.3)

where h pai
x denotes, according to the traditional actuarial notation, the probability

that the insured, aged x and active (state a) at policy issue, is disabled (state i) at age
x + h; hence, h pai

x also denotes the probability that the amount b is paid at time h.
The direct implementation of formula (6.2.3) is not a trivial matter, in spite of its

formal simplicity. Actually, there are practical difficulties in “directly” estimating the
probabilities h pai

x from statistical data. So, an alternative approach to the calculation
of the actuarial value is needed, in particular looking for a probabilistic structure
compatible with data which are reasonably available.

6.3 The Basic Biometric Model

The evolution of an insured risk throughout time can be viewed as a sequence of
events which determine the cash flows of premiums and benefits. The logical support
to describe the evolution of a risk is provided by a multistate model.
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6.3.1 Multistate Models for Disability Insurance

When disability insurance products are referred to, relevant events are typically
disablement, recovery and death. The evolution of a risk (an insured individual) can
then be described in terms of the presence of the risk itself, at every point of time, in
a certain state, belonging to a given set of states, or state space. The aforementioned
events correspond to transitions from one state to another state.

A graphical representation of a multistate model consisting of states and transitions
is provided by a directed graph (or digraph), whose vertices (or nodes) represent
the states, whereas the edges (or arcs) represent possible (direct) transitions between
states. The graphs of Fig. 6.2a–c refer to disability insurance covers. The meaning of
the states is as follows:

a = active (or healthy)
i = disabled (or invalid)
d = dead

The following transitions are represented:

a → i = disablement
a → d = death of an active individual
i → d = death of a disabled individual
i → a = recovery

According to specific problems and models adopted, some transitions can be
excluded, as we will see in what follows.

A graph simply describes the contingencies pertaining to an insured risk, as far
as its evolution throughout time is concerned. A probabilistic structure must be
introduced in order to express a numerical assessment of the contingencies. A further
step in describing the features of an insurance cover consists in relating premiums
and benefits to the presence of the insured risk in some states or to transitions of the
risk itself from one state to another.

An insurance cover just providing a lump sum benefit in the case of permanent
(and total) disability can be represented by the three-state model depicted in Fig. 6.2a
(also called a double-decrement model). Note that, since only permanent (and total)
disability is involved, the label “active” concerns any insured who is alive and

a i 

d 

a i 

d 

a i 

d

(c)(b)(a)

Fig. 6.2 Three-state models
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not-permanently (or not-totally) disabled. Premiums are paid while the contract is in
state a. The lump sum benefit is paid if disablement, i.e. transition a → i , occurs.
This insurance cover requires a probabilistic structure consisting of the probability of
disablement (i.e. the probability of becoming disabled), and the probability of death
of an active insured, both usually depending on the insured’s attained age.

The model described above is very simple but rather unrealistic. It is more realistic
to assume that the benefit will be paid out after a qualification period (see Sects. 3.2.4
and 6.7 devoted to the formal representation of policy conditions), which is required
by the insurer in order to ascertain the permanent character of the disability. Similar
simplifications will nevertheless be assumed in what follows, mainly focussing on
the basic concepts.

A more complicated structure than the three-state model in Fig. 6.2a is needed in
order to represent an annuity benefit in case of permanent (and total) disability. In
this case, the death of the disabled insured must be considered. The resulting graph
is depicted in Fig. 6.2b. Such a model is also called a double-decrement model with a
second-order decrement, i.e. transition i → d . The annuity benefit is assumed to be
paid while the insured is disabled. Premiums are paid while the insured is active. The
probabilistic structure also requires the probability of death for a disabled insured,
usually as a function of his/her attained aged. Hence the assumptions about mortality
must concern both active and disabled insureds. A hypothesis about mortality of
insured lives, more complicated (and realistic) than the one assuming dependence
on the attained age only, will be described in the following (see Sect. 6.8). A more
realistic (and general) setting would allow for policy conditions such as the deferred
period or the waiting period.

Let us generalize the structure described above by considering an annuity benefit
in case of (total) disability; thus the permanent character of the disability is not
required. Hence, we have to consider the possibility of recovery. The resulting model
is represented by Fig. 6.2c. This insurance product requires a probabilistic structure
also including the probabilities of recovery (or “reactivation”), i.e. transition i → a.

Let us turn to the definition of a biometric model, in order to express in probabilistic
terms the evolution of a risk throughout time. For this purpose we refer to the graph
in Fig. 6.2c which represents a rather general structure. Actually, the probabilistic
model for the graph in Fig. 6.2b can be obtained by assuming that the probability of
transition i → a is equal to zero.

6.3.2 One-Year Transition Probabilities

A time-discrete approach is adopted, focussing in particular on a one-year time
period. The probability that an individual aged y is in a certain state at age y + 1,
conditional on being in a given state at age y, is called a (one-year) transition prob-
ability.

We assume that no more than one transition can occur during one year, apart
from the possible death of the insured. This hypothesis is rather unrealistic when a
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time period of one year is concerned, as it disregards the possibility of short-lasting
claims. It becomes more realistic if a smaller time unit is assumed. Of course, if the
time unit is very small a time-continuous approach can be adopted (see Sect. 6.9, and
the calculation methods described in Sects. 6.10–6.15).

Example 6.3.1 Table 6.1 shows some examples of transitions allowed by the assump-
tion that no more than one transition can occur during one year (apart from possible
death), and other transitions which are not allowed. �

We define the following one-year transition probabilities related to an active
insured age y:

paa
y = probability of being active at age y + 1

qaa
y = probability of dying within one year, death occurring in state a

pai
y = probability of being disabled at age y + 1

qai
y = probability of dying within one year, death occurring in state i

Further, we define the following one-year probabilities:

pa
y = probability of being alive at age y + 1

qa
y = probability of dying within one year

wy = probability of becoming disabled within one year

We recall that all the probabilities defined above are conditional probabilities, the
conditioning event being the presence in state a at age y.

The following relations hold:

paa
y + pai

y = pa
y , (6.3.1)

qaa
y + qai

y = qa
y , (6.3.2)

pa
y + qa

y = 1, (6.3.3)

pai
y + qai

y = wy . (6.3.4)

Table 6.1 Examples of
transitions between states

State at Transition(s) State at Allowed by

age y age y + 1 the model?

a → i Yes

i → a Yes

a → i → a No

a → i → a → i No

a → d Yes

i → d Yes

a → i → d Yes

i → a → d Yes

a → i → a → d No
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Now, let us consider a disabled insured aged y. We define the following one-year
transition probabilities:

pii
y = probability of being disabled at age y + 1

qii
y = probability of dying within one year, death occurring in state i

pia
y = probability of being active at age y + 1

qia
y = probability of dying within one year, death occurring in state a

Moreover, we define the following one-year probabilities:

pi
y = probability of being alive at age y + 1

qi
y = probability of dying within one year

ry = probability of recovery within one year

All the probabilities we have now defined are conditional probabilities, the con-
ditioning event being the presence in state i at age y.

The following relations hold:

pia
y + pii

y = pi
y, (6.3.5)

qii
y + qia

y = qi
y, (6.3.6)

pi
y + qi

y = 1, (6.3.7)

pia
y + qia

y = ry . (6.3.8)

Thanks to the assumption that no more than one transition can occur during
one year (apart from possible death), probabilities paa

y and pii
y actually represent

probabilities of remaining active and disabled respectively, from age y to y + 1.
When only permanent disability is addressed, we obviously have:

pia
y = qia

y = 0. (6.3.9)

The conditional probabilities of being in one of the three states, a, i , d, at age
y + 1, given the state occupied at age y, are represented in Table 6.2.

It is worth stressing that the only conditioning we have so far considered while
defining the one-year probabilities is given by the state occupied by the insured at
age y. For this reason, the probabilistic model we are constructing is a Markov chain.
The set of probabilities represented in Table 6.2 constitutes the stochastic matrix (the

Table 6.2 Conditional
probabilities of being in states
a, i , d, at age y + 1

State at age y State at age y + 1

a i d

a paa
y pai

y qa
y

i pia
y pii

y qi
y

d 0 0 1
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sum of the items on each row is equal to 1), also called the transition matrix, related
to the Markov chain.

More complex models, allowing for more detailed conditioning events, will be
addressed in Sect. 6.8, whereas a formal description of Markov models will be pro-
vided in Sect. 6.9.

The set of probabilities needed for actuarial calculations can be reduced by adopt-
ing some approximation formulae. For example, common assumptions are as follows:

qai
y = wy

qi
y

2
, (6.3.10)

qia
y = ry

qa
y

2
. (6.3.11)

The hypotheses underpinning formulae (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) are as follows:

• uniform distribution of the first transition time within the year (the transition con-
sisting in a → i or i → a, respectively);

• the probability that the second transition (i → d or a → d, respectively) occurs
within the second half of the year is equal to one half of the probability that a
transition of the same type occurs within the year.

More rigorous approximations can also be adopted; in particular:

qai
y = wy 1

2
qi

y+ 1
2
, (6.3.12)

qia
y = ry 1

2
qa

y+ 1
2
, (6.3.13)

with 1
2
qi

y+ 1
2

and 1
2
qa

y+ 1
2

derived from qi
y and qa

y respectively, via appropriate assump-

tions (e.g. uniform distribution of death within the year).
We note that, thanks to assumption (6.3.10), and assuming that the probabilities

wy , ry , qi
y and qa

y (called Zimmermann basic functions) have been estimated from
statistical data, all other probabilities can be calculated. In particular, we have:

pai
y = wy − qai

y = wy

(

1 − qi
y

2

)

, (6.3.14)

paa
y = pa

y − pai
y = pa

y − wy

(

1 − qi
y

2

)

, (6.3.15)

qaa
y = qa

y − qai
y = qa

y − wy
qi

y

2
. (6.3.16)
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6.3.3 Multi-year Transition Probabilities

The probabilities defined above refer to a one-year period. Of course, we can define
probabilities relating to two or more years. The notation, for example referring to an
active insured age y, is as follows:

h paa
y = probability of being active at age y + h

h pai
y = probability of being disabled at age y + h

etc.

Example 6.3.2 Consider a 4-year period. In Fig. 6.3 all the possible 24 = 16 disabil-
ity stories (i.e. “paths”) are plotted, which start from state a at age y and terminate
either in state a or i at age y + 4 . Assume we have to calculate the probability 4 pai

y ,

given all the one-year probabilities paa
y+ j , pai

y+ j , pia
y+ j and pii

y+ j , for j = 0, 1, 2, 3.
The state i is reached, at age y + 4, by 8 of the 16 paths. Of course, the 8 stories
are mutually exclusive, and hence the probability 4 pai

y is equal to the sum of the
probabilities of the 8 stories. For example, the probability of the story

a → a, a → a, a → a, a → i

(see the path on the top of Fig. 6.3) can be expressed as follows, that is, as the product
of one-year probabilities:

paa
y paa

y+1 paa
y+2 pai

y+3.

Fig. 6.3 Possible disability
stories in a 4-year time
interval
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As is implicit in the notation, all the one-year probabilities take into account the
current state only, disregarding the path which has lead to that state. Similarly, prob-
abilities like k pai

y+ j only rely on the state at age y + j . We note that, in order to
eventually reach the state i , the final step must be either a → i or i → i , depending
on the state at age y + 3. Hence the probability 4 pai

y can be expressed as follows:

4 pai
y = 3 paa

y pai
y+3 + 3 pai

y pii
y+3,

where the probabilities 3 paa
y and 3 pai

y account for all the paths leading in 3 years
from the state a at age y to the state a and i respectively at age y + 3. Probabilities
3 paa

y and 3 pai
y can, in turn, be expressed in a similar way. Generalizing leads to the

recurrent relations (6.3.17) and (6.3.18). �

The following recurrent relationships (Chapman–Kolmogorov equations) involv-
ing one-year transition probabilities hold for h ≥ 1:

h paa
y = h−1 paa

y paa
y+h−1 + h−1 pai

y pia
y+h−1, (6.3.17)

h pai
y = h−1 paa

y pai
y+h−1 + h−1 pai

y pii
y+h−1, (6.3.18)

with 0 paa
y = 1 and 0 pai

y = 0. For brevity, the relevant proof is omitted. Example
6.3.2 and Fig. 6.4 can help in interpreting the recursions.

The probabilities of remaining in a certain state for a given period are called
occupancy probabilities. Let h p

aa
y , h p

ii
y denote the probability for an individual aged

y of remaining in state a, i respectively, for h years. Having excluded the possibility
of more than one transition throughout the year, we first find, for h = 1:

1 p
aa
y = paa

y , (6.3.19)

1 p
ii
y = pii

y . (6.3.20)

age y y+h-1 y+h

a
a

aa

i 

age y 

a
i i 

ia

several transitions 
possible

one transition at most 

several transitions 
possible

one transition at most 

y+h-1 y+h

Fig. 6.4 Interpretation of recursions (6.3.17) and (6.3.18)
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Then, the occupancy probabilities can in general be expressed, for h ≥ 1, as follows:

h p
aa
y =

h−1
∏

k=0

paa
y+k, (6.3.21)

h p
ii
y =

h−1
∏

k=0

pii
y+k . (6.3.22)

Of course, 0 p
aa
y = 0 p

ii
y = 1.

Example 6.3.3 The set of paths which eventually lead to the state i at age y + 4 can
be split into the following four subsets (see Fig. 6.3):

1. paths entering the state i between age y + 3 and y + 4;
2. paths entering the state i between age y + 2 and y + 3, then remaining in i ;
3. the path entering the state i between age y + 1 and y + 2, then remaining in i ;
4. the path entering the state i between age y and y + 1, then remaining in i .

Of course any sequence of states can be visited prior to the transition a → i . Hence,
the probability 4 pai

y can be expressed as follows:

4 pai
y = 3 paa

y pai
y+3

︸ ︷︷ ︸

subset 1

+ 2 paa
y pai

y+2 1 p
ii
y+3

︸ ︷︷ ︸

subset 2

+ 1 paa
y pai

y+1 2 p
ii
y+2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

subset 3

+ pai
y 3 p

ii
y+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

subset 4

.

�

Equation (6.3.18) leads to the following relationship, involving the probability of
remaining disabled (for brevity, the relevant proof is omitted):

h pai
y =

h
∑

r=1

[

h−r paa
y pai

y+h−r r−1 p
ii
y+h−r+1

]

. (6.3.23)

Equation (6.3.23) can be interpreted as follows (see also Example 6.3.3). Each term
of the sum is the probability of a “story” which, starting from state a at age y, is in
state a at age y + h − r (probability h−r paa

y ), then in state i at age y + h − r + 1

(probability pai
y+h−r ), and finally remains in this state up to age y + h (probability

r−1 p
ii
y+h−r+1). The probability, for an active insured aged y, of being disabled at age

y + h is then obtained by summing up the h terms. See also Fig. 6.5. As we will see,
Eq. (6.3.23) has a central role in the calculation of actuarial values and premiums in
particular.
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time 0 h

y 

h-r 1 h-r-1 h-r+1

age y+hr-h+y

a i a / i a

Fig. 6.5 Sequences of states and transitions: a → · · · → i

6.4 Actuarial Values

The probabilities defined above allow us to express actuarial values (i.e. expected
present values) concerning disability insurance. Hence, formulae for premiums cal-
culated according to the equivalence principle follow.

Consider an individual active at age x (i.e. in state a). The actuarial value, aai
x :m�,

of the disability insurance cover described above (that is, the expected value of the
random variable Y defined by (6.2.2), now with b = 1) is given by:

aai
x :m� = E[Y ] =

m
∑

h=1

vh
h pai

x . (6.4.1)

Using Eq. (6.3.23), we have:

aai
x :m� =

m
∑

h=1

vh
h

∑

r=1

[

h−r paa
x pai

x+h−r r−1 p
ii
x+h−r+1

]

. (6.4.2)

Then, letting j = h − r + 1 and inverting the order of summation in (6.4.2), we find:

aai
x :m� =

m
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x pai

x+ j−1

m
∑

h= j

vh
h− j p

ii
x+ j . (6.4.3)

The quantity

äi
x+ j :m− j+1� =

m
∑

h= j

vh− j
h− j p

ii
x+ j (6.4.4)

is the actuarial value of a temporary immediate annuity paid to a disabled insured aged
x + j while he/she stays in state i (consistently with the definition of the insurance
cover, the annuity is assumed to be payable up to the end of the policy term m),
briefly the actuarial value of a disability annuity. By using (6.4.4), we finally obtain:
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aai
x :m� =

m
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x pai

x+ j−1 v j äi
x+ j :m− j+1�. (6.4.5)

The right-hand side of Eq. (6.4.5) is an inception-annuity formula for the actuarial
value of a disability annuity benefit. Indeed, it is based on the probabilities pai

x+ j−1 of
entering state i and thus becoming disabled (“inception”), and the expected present
value äi

x+ j :m− j+1� of an annuity payable while the insured remains disabled. Con-
versely, formula (6.4.1) expresses the same actuarial value in terms of the probabil-
ities of being disabled at age x + h.

As regards the maximum benefit period we note the following.

• The preceding formulae are based on the assumption that the disability annuity
is payable up to the policy term m. Hence the stopping time coincides with the
policy term, while the maximum benefit period depends on the time at which the
disability annuity starts.

• Conversely, policy conditions can state a maximum benefit period of s years,
independent of the time at which the disability annuity starts. If s is large (compared
to m) the benefit payment may last well beyond the insured period.

In Fig. 6.6 it is assumed that each individual disability “story” can be represented
according to the Lexis diagram logic; j ′, j ′′, j ′′′ denote three possible times at which
the payment of the disability annuity starts, and the 45◦-slope segments represent the
related maximum benefit period. In particular, Fig. 6.6a refers to a disability annuity
payable up to the policy term, whereas Fig. 6.6b refers to a disability annuity with a
fixed maximum benefit period.

If a maximum benefit period of s years is stated, the actuarial value, which we
denote by aai

x :m;s�, can be easily derived from the right-hand side of Eq. (6.4.3):

aai
x :m;s� =

m
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x pai

x+ j−1

j+s−1
∑

h= j

vh
h− j p

ii
x+ j (6.4.6)
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Fig. 6.6 Maximum benefit period according to policy conditions
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or directly from Eq. (6.4.5) by changing the maximum duration of the disability
annuity:

aai
x :m;s� =

m
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x pai

x+ j−1 v j äi
x+ j :s�. (6.4.7)

We note that a fixed benefit period s (or similar policy conditions, which will be
described in Sect. 6.7) is required if the insured period m is very short, otherwise
the insurance cover loses any practical meaning. In particular, a very short period,
commonly m = 1, is stated for each individual cover in a group insurance policy
(e.g. within an employee benefit plan) sponsored by the employer.

If m = 1, we obviously find:

aai
x :1;s� = pai

x v äi
x+1:s�. (6.4.8)

With reference to Eqs. (6.4.5) and (6.4.7) respectively, the quantities

pai
x+ j−1 v äi

x+ j :m− j+1�,

pai
x+ j−1 v äi

x+ j :s�

represent, for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, the annual expected costs to the insurer (for a unitary
annual benefit) related to an active insured age x + j −1. According to the traditional
actuarial language, the annual expected costs are called the natural premiums of the
insurance covers. The behavior of the natural premiums as functions of time (and
hence age) should be carefully considered while checking the feasibility of premium
arrangements (see Sect. 6.5).

According to (6.4.8), we can write:

pai
x+ j−1 v äi

x+ j :m− j+1� = aai
x+ j−1:1;m− j+1�, (6.4.9)

pai
x+ j−1 v äi

x+ j :s� = aai
x+ j−1:1;s�. (6.4.10)

Then, actuarial values (6.4.5) and (6.4.7) can also be expressed as expected present
values (related to an active insured age x) of the annual expected costs. Indeed, we
can write:

aai
x :m� =

m
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x v j−1 aai

x+ j−1:1;m− j+1�, (6.4.11)

aai
x :m;s� =

m
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x v j−1 aai

x+ j :1;s�. (6.4.12)

Let us consider a temporary immediate annuity payable for at most m′ years while
the insured (assumed to be active at age x) is active. The relevant actuarial value,
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äaa
x :m′�, is given by

äaa
x :m′� =

m′
∑

h=1

vh−1
h−1 paa

x . (6.4.13)

This actuarial value is used for calculating periodic level premiums (if we assume
that, as usual, premiums are waived during the disability spells).

6.5 Premiums

In this section we first focus on net premiums, i.e. premiums only meeting the benefits
(and thus not accounting for insurer’s expenses). As the premium calculation prin-
ciple, we assume the equivalence principle. By definition, the equivalence principle
is fulfilled if and only if, at the policy issue, the actuarial value of premiums is equal
to the actuarial value of benefits.

The net single premium for an annual benefit b is then given by:

Πx,m = b aai
x :m� (6.5.1)

if the disability benefit is payable up to the policy term m, and by:

Πx,m;s = b aai
x :m;s� (6.5.2)

if a maximum benefit period of s years is stated.

Remark 1 As already noted in Sect. 5.2.2., the equivalence principle seems to be
in contrast with a reasonable profit target. However, the equivalence principle can
be “implemented” by adopting appropriate transition probabilities and interest rate
(or discount factor), briefly a safe-side technical basis (or first-order basis), which
originates a positive expected profit and, at the same time, lowers the probability of
losses. We recall that the expression second-order basis conversely denotes a realistic
description of the scenario which, in the context of disability insurance, consists of
transition probabilities expressing a reliable assessment of disability, recovery and
mortality, and the estimated yield from insurer’s investment.

As regards, in particular, the mortality assumptions, it is worth noting that dis-
ability benefits are living benefits: benefits are indeed payable as long as the insured
is alive (and disabled as well). Thus, a safe-side assessment of the insurer’s liabilities
related to insurance products providing disability annuities requires that the mortality
of the insureds should not be overestimated. �

When periodic premiums are involved, it is quite natural to assume that premi-
ums are paid while the insured is active and not while disabled; indeed, premiums
are usually waived during disability spells. Let us focus on annual level premiums
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payable for m′ years at most (m′ ≤ m). If the annual benefit b is payable up to the
policy term m, the equivalence principle is fulfilled if the annual premium, Px,m(m′),
satisfies the following equation:

Px,m(m′) äaa
x :m′� = b aai

x :m�. (6.5.3)

If a maximum benefit period of s years is stated, the premium Px,m(m′);s is the solution
of the following equation:

Px,m(m′);s äaa
x :m′� = b aai

x :m;s�. (6.5.4)

Let us assume m′ = m. From Eqs. (6.5.3) and (6.4.13), and using (6.4.11), we
find:

Px,m(m) = b

∑m
j=1 j−1 paa

x v j−1 aai
x+ j−1:1;m− j+1�

∑m
j=1 v j−1

j−1 paa
x

. (6.5.5)

Similarly, from Eqs. (6.5.4) and (6.4.13), and using (6.4.12), we obtain:

Px,m(m);s = b

∑m
j=1 j−1 paa

x v j−1 aai
x+ j−1:1;s�

∑m
j=1 v j−1

j−1 paa
x

. (6.5.6)

Then, in both cases, the annual level premium is an arithmetic weighted average of
the natural premiums.

If natural premiums decrease as the duration of the policy increases, the level pre-
mium is initially lower than the natural premiums, leading to an insufficient funding
of the insurer (resulting in a negative reserve). Consider Eq. (6.4.9), which expresses
the natural premium aai

x+ j−1:1;m− j+1�. Although it is sensible to assume that the

probability pai
x+ j−1 increases as the attained age x + j − 1 increases, the actuarial

value äi
x+ j :m− j+1� may decrease because of the decreasing maximum benefit period,

and hence the decreasing expected duration of the annuity payment. In this case, for
a given insured period of m years, the number m′ of premiums must be less than m.
Conversely, this problem does not arise when the disability annuity is payable for a
given number of years s.

Remark 2 Note, however, that the actuarial values äi
x+ j :m− j+1� and äi

x+ j :s� are also
affected by the probability of recovery and the mortality of disabled people, which
are not independent of age. �

Example 6.5.1 We refer to an insurance product providing a disability annuity in the
case of permanent or temporary disability; the annuity is payable at policy anniver-
saries, while the insured is disabled, and up to maturity m at most. Let b = 100 and
v = 1.02−1.
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We assume:

pai
y = 0.00223 × 1.0468y .

We find, for example:

pai
30 = 0.008795, pai

45 = 0.017465, pai
55 = 0.027594, pai

60 = 0.034684.

Further we assume:

pia
y =

{

0.05 for y ≤ 60,

0 for y > 60.

Let qy denote the probability of dying between age y and y + 1, irrespective of
the state, and assume it is given by the Heligman–Pollard law, with parameters as
specified in Sect. 2.3. As regards the state-specific mortality, we assume:

qa
y = qy,

qi
y = (1 + γ ) qy,

with γ = 0.25. Finally, we have:

paa
y = 1 − pai

y − qa
y ,

pii
y = 1 − pia

y − qi
y .

Table 6.3 shows the single premiums and the annual level premiums for various
ages at entry x and various policy terms m. For the same ages and policy terms,
Table 6.4 shows annual level premiums payable for durations shorter than the policy
term. Finally, Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 illustrate the behavior of natural premiums, related to
various ages at entry, for a disability cover with m = 10 and m = 20 respectively.
When natural premiums are decreasing, a level premium arrangement requires short-
ening the premium payment duration m ′ with respect to the policy duration m, in
order to fulfill the financing condition. �

Table 6.3 Single premiums
and annual level premiums
(m′ = m)

x = 30 x = 40 x = 50

m = 10 41.656 64.219 96.918

4.756 7.541 11.945

m = 15 84.185 127.360 190.563

6.919 10.965 17.758

m = 20 136.777 202.044 311.067

9.129 14.411 24.816
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Table 6.4 Annual level
premiums

x = 30 x = 40 x = 50

m = 10 6.495 10.197 15.876

m′ = 7

m = 15 9.611 14.956 23.487

m′ = 10

m = 20 11.242 17.395 28.988

m′ = 15
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Fig. 6.7 Natural premiums; m = 10
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Fig. 6.8 Natural premiums; m = 20
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Premiums paid by the policyholders are gross premiums (also called office pre-
miums). Gross premiums are determined from equivalence premiums by adding the
expense loading, and, possibly, a profit/safety loading (especially when the technical
basis is not chosen according to a prudential principle; see also Sect. 5.2.2). It is
worth noting that the expense structure, also for disability insurance covers, is more
complicated than in life insurance. Expenses are also incurred in the event of a claim,
and result from both the initial investigations in assessing claims and the periodic
investigations needed to control the continuation of claims.

6.6 Reserves

As is well known, in actuarial mathematics the (prospective) policy reserve at time
t is defined as the actuarial value of future benefits less the actuarial value of future
premiums, given the state of the policy at time t . Thus, in disability insurance we
have to define an active reserve (related to state a) as well as a disabled reserve
(state i).

6.6.1 Active and Disabled Reserves

For brevity, let us only address the disability cover whose actuarial value is given
by Eq. (6.4.5). Level premiums are payable for m′ years. For simplicity, let P =
Px,m(m′).

The active reserve at (integer) time t is then given by:

V (a)
t =

{

b aai
x+t :m−t� − P äaa

x+t :m′−t� 0 ≤ t < m′,
b aai

x+t :m−t� m′ ≤ t ≤ m,
(6.6.1)

with, of course, V (a)
0 = V (a)

m = 0.
Conversely, the disabled reserve is given by the following expression:

V (i)
t =

{

b äii
x+t :m−t� − P äia

x+t :m′−t� 0 ≤ t < m′,
b äii

x+t :m−t� m′ ≤ t ≤ m.
(6.6.2)

Note, in particular, that the term b äii
x+t :m−t� on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.6.2)

(on both the first and the second line) expresses the actuarial value of the running
disability annuity as well as of possible future disability annuities after recovery.
The term P äia

x+t :m′−t� is the actuarial value of future premiums paid after possible
recovery.

After several manipulations, we find the following recursive relations, for the
active reserve and the disabled reserve respectively:
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V (a)
t + P = v V (a)

t+1 + v pai
x+t

(

V (i)
t+1 − V (a)

t+1

) − v qa
x+t V (a)

t+1, (6.6.3)

V (i)
t − b = v V (i)

t+1 + v pia
x+t

(

V (a)
t+1 − V (i)

t+1

) − v qi
x+t V (i)

t+1. (6.6.4)

The interpretation of Eqs. (6.6.3) and (6.6.4) is straightforward. Nevertheless, it
is worth stressing the meaning of two specific items. The quantity

(

V (i)
t+1 − V (a)

t+1

)

in Eq. (6.6.3) represents the jump in the reserve required because of the transition
a → i , i.e. from the active to the disabled state. As shown in Example 6.6.1, the
amount of the disabled reserve is much larger than that of the active reserve. Hence,
the (positive) jump in the reserve profile must be financed via a mutuality mechanism,
that is, allocating to the reserve of the insured entering the disability state a share of
the premiums paid by other policyholders belonging to the portfolio. This mechanism
is perfectly similar to the one which underpins the payment of the death benefit, for
example, in a term insurance portfolio. See Fig. 6.9; note that the graph only provides
an idea of the reserve profile, as a realistic relation between the size of the active and
the disabled reserve is not respected.

Conversely, the quantity
(

V (a)
t+1 − V (i)

t+1

)

in Eq. (6.6.4) represents the (negative)
jump corresponding to the insured’s recovery, that is, transition i → a. This implies
a release of a large part of the policy reserve, which is shared among the other policies
in the portfolio.

In actuarial practice, however, the calculation of the disabled reserve is often
simplified by adopting some reasonable approximation formulae. In particular, we
note that Eq. (6.6.2) can be reinterpreted as follows. The term b äii

x+t :m−t� includes
both the actuarial value of the running disability annuity and the actuarial value of
future possible disability annuities (after recovery) as well. Similarly, if t < m′,
the term P äia

x+t :m′−t� represents the actuarial value of premium payable in possible
future intervals spent in the active state. Hence, the disabled reserve can be split into
two terms:

Fig. 6.9 A time-profile of the
policy reserve
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1. a term equal to the actuarial value of the running disability annuity, relating to
the current disability spell;

2. a term equal to the actuarial value of benefits relating to future disability spells
less the actuarial value of premiums payable after recovery.

If we neglect term 2, then we obtain a simpler (approximate) expression for the
disabled reserve:

V (i)
t = b äi

x+t :m−t�. (6.6.5)

Of course, no approximation is involved by Eq. (6.6.5) if we refer to a disability
annuity only payable in the case of permanent disability.

Remark As regards the choice of the probabilistic basis in premiums and reserve
calculation, a problem arises, similar to the one discussed in Sect. 5.3. The choice
depends on the transferability of the active reserve in the case the policyholder stops
premium payment and withdraws from the contract (of course, assuming that the
policyholder may also withdraw during disability spells does not reflect a likely
situation). If the (active) reserve is transferable, the usual survival probability is
required in the calculations. On the contrary, if the reserve is retained by the insurer,
the probability that the policy is in-force is needed, as both mortality and lapses must
be accounted for. �

Example 6.6.1 Assume the technical basis adopted in Example 6.5.1. Figures 6.10
and 6.11 show the active reserve as a function of time t elapsed since policy issue,
for disability covers with m = 10 and m = 20, respectively. In both cases, it clearly

Fig. 6.10 Active reserves; x = 30, m = 10
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Fig. 6.11 Active reserves; x = 50, m = 20

Fig. 6.12 Disabled reserves; x = 30

emerges that premium payment must be shortened with respect to policy duration
in order to avoid negative reserves (which would represent an insurer’s credit), and
hence to fulfill the financing condition. Figure 6.12 shows the behavior of the disabled
reserve, calculated by adopting the simplified formula (6.6.5). In particular, it is
interesting to note the much higher amounts involved in the disabled reserve, when
compared to the amounts related to active reserves. Indeed, the disabled reserve refers
to an annuity in payment (see Eq. (6.6.5)), whereas the active reserve accounts for
possible future disability annuities according to (6.6.1). �
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The presence of policy conditions such as a deferred period or a waiting period
leads to more complicated expressions for the reserves. We just mention a particular
reserving problem arising from the presence of a deferred period.

Let us refer to a disability group insurance written on, say, a one-year basis and
assume a deferred period of f . At the end of the one-year risk period, the insurer
will need to set up reserves in respect of:

1. lives who are currently claiming;
2. lives who are currently disabled but whose period of disability has not yet reached

the deferred period f and so are not currently claiming.

The reserve for category 2 is an IBNR-type reserve, i.e. a reserve for Incurred But
Not Reported claims, widely discussed in the non-life insurance literature.

6.6.2 Reserves at Fractional Durations

When working in a time-discrete framework (as we are actually doing), we can obtain
approximations to the exact value of the active reserve and the disabled reserve via
interpolation procedures, in particular by adopting linear interpolation formulae.

As regards the active reserve, the reader can refer to formulae proposed in
Sect. 5.3.4; see, in particular, Eqs. (5.3.15) and (5.3.16), and Figs. 5.7 and 5.8.

The disabled reserve can be assessed, for t = 0, 1, . . . and 0 < r < 1, as follows:

V (i)
t+r = (1 − r) (V (i)

t − b) + r V (i)
t+1. (6.6.6)

The resulting interpolated profile is represented in Fig. 6.13.
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Fig. 6.13 Interpolated profile of the disabled reserve
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6.7 Representing Policy Conditions

Several policy conditions, interesting insurance products providing a disability
annuity, have been described in Sect. 3.2.4. In particular, conditions can refer to:

• the insured period (or coverage period): an annuity is payable if the disability
inception time belongs to this interval;

• the duration of payment of the disability annuity.

The most important policy conditions can be formally described by a set of five
parameters:

� = [m1, m2, f, s, r ], (6.7.1)

where

(m1, m2) = insured period; for example:

m1 = c = waiting period (from policy issue)
m2 = m = policy term

f = deferred period (from disability inception)
s = maximum benefit period, i.e. maximum number of years of annuity payment
(from disability inception)
r = stopping time (from policy issue); for example, if x denotes the age at policy
issue and ξ the retirement age, then we can set r = ξ − x

We again assume (as in Fig. 6.6) that each individual “story” can be represented
according to the Lexis diagram logic. See Fig. 6.14, in which each horizontal seg-
ment represents a period during which the insured is active, while each 45◦-slope
segment represents a disability period. The set of all possible individual stories is
then represented by the shaded region in Fig. 6.15.

The actuarial value, and hence the single premium, of an insurance product
providing a disability annuity according to a given set � of policy conditions can

Fig. 6.14 An example of a
disability story
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Fig. 6.15 The region of possible disability stories
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Fig. 6.16 Policy conditions, (a) � = [c,∞, 0,∞, ∞], (b) � = [0,∞, f,∞, ∞],
(c) � = [0, m, 0,∞, ∞], (d) � = [0,∞, 0, s,∞]

be interpreted as a “measure” associated to a subset of the shaded region, the subset
being determined by �.

Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the subsets related to various policy conditions. Of
course, several policy conditions can be combined together, resulting in more com-
plicated structures.

Example 6.7.1 Consider the disability insurance product described in Sect. 6.4,
according to which the disability annuity payment can last at most up to the pol-
icy term m. The actuarial value is given by Eq. (6.4.3). Policy conditions describing
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Fig. 6.17 Policy conditions, (e) � = [0, m, 0, s,∞], (f) � = [0, m, 0,∞, m],
(g) � = [0, m, 0, s, m], (h) � = [0, m, 0,∞, r ]

this basic structure are as follows:

� = [0, m, 0,∞, m].

See Fig. 6.17f. It clearly follows that the “measure” associated to a specific subset
of the region shown in Fig. 6.15 is a double summation (and a double integral in the
time-continuous framework).

Consider the insurance product, also described in Sect. 6.4, according to which
the maximum benefit period is equal to s years. The actuarial value is given by
Eq. (6.4.6). Policy conditions are hence described by

� = [0, m, 0, s,∞].
See Fig. 6.17e.

More complicated formulae are needed to allow for other policy conditions, e.g.
the deferred period f . We do not deal with these aspects; some examples will be
provided in Sect. 6.11, when dealing with practical calculation methods. �

6.8 Allowing for Duration Effects

The probabilistic model defined above (see Sect. 6.3) assumes that, for an insured
aged x at policy issue, transition probabilities at any age y (y ≥ x) only depend on
the current state at that age, whereas they are independent of the health story before
age y. More realistic (and possibly more complex) models can be built.
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Fig. 6.18 The story of an
insured risk
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Consider Fig. 6.18. As regards the possible transition i → a between time t and
t + 1, we can consider the following dependence assumptions, expressed in terms of
conditional probabilities:

1. P[in a at age y + 1 | time elapsed since policy issue]
2. P[in a at age y + 1 | story up to age y]
3. P[in a at age y + 1 | total time in i up to age y]
4. P[in a at age y + 1 | time in i since the latest transition into i]
5. P[in a at age y + 1 | number of transitions into i up to age y]
6. P[in a at age y + 1 | in i at age y]

Again referring to Fig. 6.18, we have:

1. time = t (i.e. the past duration of the policy)
2. story = (a, i, a, i; t1, t2, t3)
3. total time = (t2 − t1) + (t − t3)
4. time = (t − t3) (i.e. the past duration of the current disability spell)
5. number = 2

First, we note that assumption 6, which leads to the Markov model, is the one we
have adopted so far (see also Sect. 6.3.2). Its implementation is rather simple, and
hence it is widely adopted in the actuarial practice.

The consideration of dependence 1, named duration-since-initiation dependence,
implies the use of issue-select probabilities, i.e. probabilities which are functions of
both x and t (rather than functions of the attained age y = x + t only). For example,
issue selection in the probability of transition a → i can represent a lower risk of
disablement because of sickness thanks to a medical ascertainment carried out at the
policy issue. In what follows we do not consider this aspect.

Assumption 2 implies serious difficulties in finding appropriate models which
link the transition probability to any possible past story.

Assumptions 3, 4 and 5 lead to complex non-Markov models; however it is pos-
sible to shift to Markov models via approximations.

In particular, allowing for dependence 4, the duration-in-current-state depen-
dence, requires inception-select probabilities depending on both the attained age
y = x + t and the time z spent in the current state (“inception” denoting the time
at which the latest transition to that state occurred). Practical issues suggest that we
focus on transitions from state i , i.e. on the disability duration effect on recovery and
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Fig. 6.19 Effect of time spent in the disability state (a) mortality of a disabled insured (b) recovery
of a disabled insured

mortality of disabled lives. Actually, statistical evidence reveals an initial “acute”
phase and then a “chronic” (albeit not necessarily permanent) phase of the disability
spell. In the former both recovery and mortality have high probabilities, whilst in the
latter recovery and mortality have lower probabilities. See Fig. 6.19.

Some examples of inception-select probabilities (according to model 4), related
to a disabled insured, follow. Probabilities are denoted adopting the usual actuarial
notation. We note that disability inception at age y must be interpreted as inception
between the exact ages y − 1 and y; hence, z represents the integer part of the actual
past duration of the current disability spell.

pia[y] = P[in a at age y + 1| disability inception at age y] (i.e. z = 0)

pia[y−z]+z = P[in a at age y + 1| disability inception at age y − z]
k p

ii
[y] = P[in i up to age y + k| disability inception at age y] (i.e. z = 0)

Similarly, the inception-select actuarial value of a disability annuity, payable to
an individual at age y who entered the disability state at age y − z, is denoted as
follows:

äi[y−z]+z:m−z+1� if the annuity is payable up to the policy term m at most;

äi[y−z]+z:s−z+1� if the annuity is payable for s years at most.

These actuarial values should in particular be used to calculate the disabled reserve.
An example of inception-select actuarial value will be provided in Sect. 6.11.

Still focussing on dependence 4, it is worth noting that disability duration effects
can be introduced in actuarial modelling without formally defining probabilities
depending on both the attained age and the disability duration, and hence working
with a Markov model. The key idea consists of splitting the disability state i into
n states, i (1), i (2), . . . , i (n) (see Fig. 6.20), which represent disability according to
duration since disablement.
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Fig. 6.20 The “Dutch”
model
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For example, the meaning of the n disability states can be as follows:

i (h) = the insured is disabled with a duration of disability between h − 1 and h, for
h = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1;
i (n) = the insured is disabled with a duration of disability greater than n − 1.

The conditional probabilities, according to this setting, constitute the stochastic
matrix represented by Table 6.5.

The disability duration effect can be expressed via an appropriate choice of the
involved probabilities. For instance, it is sensible to assume that for any age y:

pi (1)a
y > pi (2)a

y > · · · > pi (n)a
y ≥ 0. (6.8.1)

A disability actuarial model allowing for duration dependence via splitting of the
disability state has been adopted in the Netherlands, and is often called the Dutch
model. In most applications it is assumed that n = 6.

Obviously, splitting the disability state leads to more complicated expressions for
actuarial values and, in particular, premiums and reserves.

We finally consider a (simplified) implementation of assumption 5 via a Markov
model. Define the following states (see Fig. 6.21):

Table 6.5 Conditional probabilities of being in states a, i (1), i (2), …, i (n), d, at age y + 1

State at age y State at age y + 1

a i (1) i (2) . . . i (n) d

a paa
y pai (1)

y 0 . . . 0 qa
y

i (1) pi (1)a
y 0 pi (1)i (2)

y . . . 0 qi (1)

y

i (2) pi (2)a
y 0 0 . . . 0 qi (2)

y

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i (n) pi (n)a
y 0 0 . . . pi (n)i (n)

y qi (n)

y

d 0 0 0 . . . 0 1
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Fig. 6.21 A model with
active and disabled states split
according to previous
disability
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Table 6.6 Conditional
probabilities of being in states
a0, i0, a1, i1, d, at age y + 1

State at age y State at age y + 1

a0 i0 a1 i1 d

a0 pa0a0
y pa0i0

y 0 0 qa0
y

i0 0 pi0i0
y pi0a1

y 0 qi0
y

a1 0 0 pa1a1
y pa1i1

y qa1
y

i1 0 0 pi1a1
y pi1i1

y qi1
y

d 0 0 0 0 1

a0 = active, no previous disability
i0 = disabled, no previous disability
a1 = active, previously disabled
i1 = disabled, previously disabled

The conditional probabilities, according to this setting, constitute the stochastic
matrix represented by Table 6.6.

The rationale of splitting both the active state and disabled state is the assumption
of a higher risk of disablement, a higher probability of death, and a lower probability
of recovery for an insured who has already experienced disability. So, for example,
we can reasonably assume that, for any age y:

pi0a1
y > pi1a1

y ; pa1i1
y > pa0i0

y . (6.8.2)

Note that, also in this model, various probabilities do depend to some extent on
the history of the insured risk before time t , but an appropriate definition of the states
allows for this dependence in the framework of a Markov model.

6.9 Multistate Models: The Markov Assumption

A unifying approach to actuarial problems concerning a number of insurance covers
within the area of insurances of the person (life insurance, disability covers, long
term care products, etc.) can be achieved thanks to the mathematics of Markov
stochastic processes, both in a time-continuous and a time-discrete context. The
resulting models are usually called Markov multistate models.
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In this section we do not deal in depth with mathematical features of Markov
multistate models. A simple introduction will be provided, aiming at a more general
approach to disability actuarial problems. In particular, we will see how Markov mul-
tistate models can help in understanding premium calculation methods commonly
used in actuarial practice.

As seen in Sect. 6.3, the evolution of a risk (e.g. an insured individual) can be
described in terms of the presence of the risk itself, at every point of time, in a certain
state belonging to a given set of states, or state space. Formally, we denote by S
the state space. We assume that S is a finite set. Referring to a disability insurance
cover, the (simplest) state space is:

S = {a, i, d}. (6.9.1)

The set of direct transitions is denoted by T . Let us denote each transition by an
ordered pair. For example, (a, i) denotes the transition a → i , i.e. the disablement.
Referring to an insurance cover providing an annuity in case of (non-necessarily
permanent) disability, we have:

T = {(a, i), (i, a), (a, d), (i, d)}. (6.9.2)

The pair (S ,T ) is called a multistate model. A graphical representation of a
multistate model is provided by a directed graph; see, for instance, Fig. 6.2a–c. As
already noted, a multistate model simply describes the contingencies pertaining to
an insured risk. A probabilistic structure is needed in order to express a numerical
assessment of the contingencies.

Let us suppose that we are at the policy issue, i.e. at time 0. The time unit is
one year. Let S(t) denote the random state occupied by the risk at time t , where,
in a time-continuous context, t is a non-negative real number. Of course, S(0) is a
given state; in disability insurance, usually it is assumed that S(0) = a. The process
{S(t); t ≥ 0} is a time-continuous stochastic process, with values in the finite set
S . The variable t is often called the seniority; it represents the past duration of the
policy. If we refer to an insured age x at policy issue, then x +t represents the attained
age. Any possible realization {s(t)} of the process {S(t)} is called a sample path;
thus, s(t) is a function of the non-negative variable t , with values in S .

Conversely, in a time-discrete context the variable t takes a finite number of values,
in particular integer values; then, the time-discrete stochastic process {S(t); t =
0, 1, . . . } is referred to. Note that this process has been implicitly assumed in the
preceding sections while dealing with probabilities and actuarial values for disability
insurance.

We now define a probabilistic structure for the stochastic process {S(t)}. First,
let us refer to the time-discrete context. Assume that, for all integer times t , u, with
u > t ≥ 0, and for each pair of states j , k, the following property is satisfied:

P[S(u) = k | S(t) = j ∧ H(t)] = P[S(u) = k | S(t) = j], (6.9.3)
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where H(t) denotes any hypothesis about the path {s(τ )} for τ < t . Thus, it is
assumed that the conditional probability on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.9.3) only
depends on the “most recent” information {S(t) = j} and is independent of the path
before t . The process {S(t); t = 0, 1, . . . } is then a time-discrete Markov chain.

Let us go back to transition probabilities already defined. For example, consider
the probability denoted by pai

y , with y = x + t . The notation we have now defined
yields:

pai
x+t = P[S(t + 1) = i | S(t) = a]. (6.9.4)

Moreover, referring to the (more general) probability denoted by h pai
y , we have:

h pai
x+t = P[S(t + h) = i | S(t) = a]. (6.9.5)

These equalities witness that the Markov assumption is actually adopted when
defining the usual probabilistic structure for disability insurance. It should be stressed
that, although an explicit use of multistate Markov models dates back to the end
of the 1960s, the basic mathematics of what we now call a Markov chain model
was developed during the eighteenth century and the first systematic approach to
disability actuarial problems, consistent with the Markov assumption, dates back to
the beginning of the 1900s (see Sect. 6.18 for relevant references).

An appropriate definition of the state space S allows us to express more gen-
eral hypotheses of dependence, still remaining in the context of Markov chains. An
important practical example is provided by the splitting of the disability state i into
a set of states referring to various disability durations, as we have seen in Sect. 6.8.
The resulting state space

S = {a, i (1), i (2), . . . , i (n), d} (6.9.6)

(represented in Fig. 6.20) allows for disability duration effects on recovery and
mortality of disabled lives. Then, in discrete time, dependence on duration becomes
dependence on the current state.

Another interesting example is provided by the multistate model represented in
Fig. 6.21, in which the splitting is no longer based on durations but on the occurrence
of (one or more) previous disability periods.

We now turn to a time-continuous context. While in a time-discrete approach the
probabilistic structure is assigned via one-year transition probabilities (e.g. paa

y , pai
y ,

etc.), in a time-continuous setting it is usual to resort to transition intensities (or
forces or instantaneous rates).

Let us use the following notation:

P jk(t, u) = P[S(u) = k | S(t) = j] ( j �= k). (6.9.7)
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The transition intensity μ
jk
t is then defined as follows:

μ
jk
t = lim

u→t

P jk(t, u)

u − t
. (6.9.8)

In the so-called transition intensity approach it is assumed that the transition
intensities are assigned for all pairs ( j, k) such that the direct transition j → k is
possible. From the intensities, via differential equations, probabilities P jk(t, u) can
be derived (at least in principle, and in practice numerically) for all states j and k in
the state space S .

In the actuarial practice of disability insurance, the intensities should be estimated
from statistical data concerning mortality, disability and recovery. Note that for an
insurance product providing an annuity in the case of not-necessarily permanent
disability the following intensities are required:

μai
t , μia

t , μad
t , μid

t . (6.9.9)

More complicated time-continuous models can be constructed (possibly outside
the Markov framework) in order to represent disability duration effects on recovery
and mortality. Semi-Markov models can provide the appropriate context. To represent
the duration effect, denote by z the time spent in disability in the current disability
spell. Then, transition intensities μia

t,z and μid
t,z should be referred to, instead of

μia
t and μid

t . This structure has been proposed by the CMI (Continuous Mortality
Investigation) Bureau in the UK, to build up a multistate model for covers providing
a disability annuity (see Sect. 6.15).

6.10 Practical Actuarial Approaches

The implementation of a rigorous actuarial model for disability insurance requires a
lot of statistical data. In the actuarial practice, available data may be scanty (and this
in particular happens when new insurance products are concerned). It follows that
simplified calculation procedures are often used for pricing and reserving.

Conversely, when statistical data of a given type are available according to a given
format, (approximate) calculation procedures are often chosen consistently with type
and format. A classification of calculation methods follows, based on the type and
format of statistical data supporting pricing and reserving formulae (see Fig. 6.22).

1. Methods based on the probability of becoming disabled. The inception rate at
age y is the frequency with which active individuals become disabled in the
year of (exact) age y to y + 1. When inception rates are provided by the statis-
tical experience, probabilities of becoming disabled can be estimated. A num-
ber of actuarial models based on the probability of becoming disabled, named
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METHODS 
BASED  ON

probability of 
becoming disabled 
[Inception/Annuity]

probability of 
being disabled 
[Norwegian method]

average time spent in 
disability in the time unit
[Manchester Unity]

multiple-state
Markov (or semi-Markov) 
models

time-continuous 
[UK CMIB, Danish method]

time-discrete 
[Dutch method] 

and recovering / dying
[Decrement Tables method; 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland]

and remaining disabled
[Continuance Tables method; 
US]

Fig. 6.22 A classification of approaches to actuarial calculations for disability insurance

inception-annuity models, are used in various countries, for example in the US,
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

a. The method applied in the US market (also known as the Continuance table
method) is also based on the probabilities of a disabled person remaining in
the disability state for a certain length of time, i.e. on a “continuance table”.

b. Conversely, the method used in Germany, Austria and Switzerland (also called
the method of decrement tables) is based on the disabled mortality rates and
the recovery rates, i.e. on the rates relating to the two causes of “decrement”
from the disability state.

These models are described in Sect. 6.11.

2. Methods based on the probability of being disabled. Disability statistical data
are often available as prevalence rates. The (disability) prevalence rate at age
y is defined as the number of disabled individuals aged y (i.e. between exact
ages y and y + 1) divided by the number of individuals aged y. Prevalence rates
lead to the estimation of the probabilities of being disabled at the various ages.
Assumptions regarding the policy duration effect on the probability of being
disabled are required, as the prevalence rates do not allow for duration effects. An
actuarial method based on the probability of being disabled is used, for example,
in Norway. See Sect. 6.12.

Remark 1 The inception-annuity method allows for various policy conditions and
is more flexible than prevalence-based methods. However, when only prevalence
rates are available, the derivation of inception rates from prevalence rates requires
assumptions about the mortality of active lives and disabled lives (which are also
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required for calculating actuarial values of disability annuities) and there could be
no experience data to support these assumptions. In these cases, prevalence-based
methods can represent a practicable approach. See also Sect. 6.13. �

3. Methods based on the expected time spent in disability. The “disability rate”, or
“(central) sickness rate”, at age y is defined as the average time spent in disability
between (exact) ages y and y + 1 to the average time lived between ages y and
y + 1, i.e. the exposure time. This rate can be classified as a persistency rate.
Sickness rates lead to the estimation of the expected time spent in disability at the
various ages. Statistical data arranged in the format of sickness rates underpin the
so-called “Manchester Unity” model (or “Friendly Society” model), which has
been traditionally used in the UK, until the publication of new statistical data by
the Continuous Mortality Investigation (CMI) Bureau in 1991. The Manchester
Unity model is described in Sect. 6.14.

Remark 2 The central sickness rate can be compared to the morbidity coefficient
we have defined in Sect. 5.2.3. Note, however, that in Eq. (5.2.11) it is assumed that
the exposure time is equal to 1 for each insured, excluding possible death, lapse or
whatever cause of partial exposure. �

4. Methods implementing multistate modelling. Markov (and semi-Markov) multi-
state models provide a mathematically rigorous and sound framework for ana-
lyzing insurances of the person and in particular disability insurance products
(see Sect. 6.9). Multistate models can be defined in both a time-continuous and a
time-discrete context and offer a powerful tool for interpreting (and criticizing)
various practical calculation methods. Moreover, some calculation methods used
in actuarial practice directly derive from multistate modelling. Interesting exam-
ples in the context of time-continuous implementations are provided by the Danish
model and the method proposed by the CMI Bureau in the UK (see Sect. 6.15). In
a time-discrete context, the Dutch model shows the possibility, remaining within
a Markov framework, of allowing for disability duration effects on recovery and
mortality of disabled people (as seen in Sect. 6.8).

Remark 3 The above classification (see Fig. 6.22) is driven by the type of approach
adopted in actuarial practice when formulae for premium and reserve calculations
were defined, and not by the resulting characteristics of the formulae themselves. An
example is given by the inception-annuity methods. These methods can be placed, at
least to some extent, in the framework of Markov or semi-Markov models, although
no explicit reference to multistate modelling underpinned their structures when these
were defined. �

Some practical calculation methods, belonging to the categories mentioned above,
are described in the following sections. For brevity, we only focus on actuarial values
leading to single premiums.
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6.11 The Inception-Annuity Logic

Formulae in this section can be compared with formulae (6.4.5) and (6.4.7) in
Sect. 6.4. Some differences obviously depend on the assumed policy conditions as
well as on simplifications and approximations, commonly accepted in the actuarial
practice.

Let us start with some formulae adopted in the US. Assume that policy conditions,
according to the notation defined in Sect. 6.7, are as follows:

� =
[

0, m,
d

12
,∞, ξ − x

]

, (6.11.1)

where d is the deferred period in months, and ξ denotes some fixed age (e.g. the
retirement age). Further, assume that the disability annuity is paid on a monthly
basis.

Let aai
x :m|ξ, d

12 � denote the actuarial value of the disability benefits (i.e. the single

premium according to the equivalence principle) and assume:

aai
x :m|ξ, d

12 � =
m−1
∑

h=0

vh+ 1
2 + d

12 h paa
x wx+h d

12
p

ii

[x+h+ 1
2 ] ä(12)i

[x+h+ 1
2 ]+ d

12 :ξ−x−h− 1
2 − d

12 �,

(6.11.2)

where v is the annual discount factor and ä(12)i denotes the actuarial value of a
disability annuity paid in advance on a monthly basis. Some comments are needed
to help understand formula (6.11.2). First, note that x + h + 1

2 represents the age at
disablement (from which the select period starts; see below), while x + h + 1

2 + d
12

represents the age at which the deferment ends and then the annuity commences.
The term h paa

x is the probability for an active person aged x of being active at age
x + h, whereas wx+h is the probability of becoming disabled between age x + h
and x + h + 1. Assuming a uniform distribution of the disablement time within
the year, the term d

12
p

ii

[x+h+ 1
2 ] represents the probability of remaining disabled from

disability inception (at age x + h + 1
2 ) to the end of the deferred period. Note that

the probability of remaining disabled and hence the actuarial value of the disability
annuity are assumed to be inception-select, as indicated by arguments in square
brackets.

In order to achieve simpler implementations, formula (6.11.2) can be modified
in several ways. For brevity, we only describe three simplifications adopted in the
actuarial practice. First, the transition into the disability state is assumed to occur
only if the disabled person survives to the end of the deferred period of d months; if
death occurs during the deferred period, the transition out of the active state is directly
regarded as death. Hence, the survivorship term d

12
p

ii

[x+h+ 1
2 ] is deleted, as the survival

is implicitly considered in wx+h . The second simplification is to use ordinary survival
probabilities h px , instead of probabilities of being active h paa

x (scarcely supported
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by experience data). This has the effect of increasing the actuarial value of benefits.
Finally, the third approximation concerns the factor wx+h . The probability wy refers
to a person aged y. Hence it should be estimated by comparing the number of lives
entering into the disability state between age y and y + 1 to the number of actives
(exposed to risk) aged y. In place of wy , we can use the quantity w′

y which is defined
regarding as exposed to risk the average number of actives between age y and y + 1.
The following relation holds:

wy = w′
y

(

1 − 1

2
qaa

y

)

. (6.11.3)

By using ordinary survival probabilities, wy can be approximately expressed as fol-
lows:

wy = w′
y 1

2
py . (6.11.4)

The resulting formula for the single premium is then:

aai
x :m|ξ, d

12 � =
m−1
∑

h=0

vh+ 1
2 + d

12
h+ 1

2
px w′

x+h ä(12)i
[x+h+ 1

2 ]+ d
12 :ξ−x−h− 1

2 − d
12 �. (6.11.5)

Now, let us briefly describe some calculation methods used in Europe, based on
the inception-annuity model. Assume that the disability annuity is paid on a yearly
basis.

A single premium formula used in Germany, for an insurance product with the
following policy conditions

� = [0, m, 0,∞, m], (6.11.6)

is given by:

aai
x :m� =

m−1
∑

h=0

vh+ 1
2 h paa

x

(

1 − 1

2
qaa

x+h

)

w′
x+h

1

2

(

äi
[x+h]:m−h� + äi

[x+h+1]:m−h−1�
)

,

(6.11.7)

where äi
[x+h]:m−h� denotes the inception-select actuarial value of an annuity payable

in advance at policy anniversaries until the insured reactivates or dies, and for m
years at most, i.e.:

äi[x+h]:m−h� =
m−h−1
∑

k=0

vk
k p

ii
[y]. (6.11.8)

The meaning of the factor w′
x+h and the related presence of the factor

(

1 − 1
2 qaa

x+h

)

have been explained above. Note that a linear interpolation formula is used to
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determine the actuarial value of a disability annuity commencing between ages x +h
and x + h + 1.

A single premium formula used in Austria, assuming a maximum benefit period
of s years, that is

� = [0, m, 0, s,∞] (6.11.9)

is as follows:

aai
x :m;s� =

m−1
∑

h=0

vh+ 1
2 h paa

x wx+h
1

2

(

äi[x+h]:s� + äi[x+h+1]:s�
)

. (6.11.10)

Note that the factor
(

1 − 1
2 qaa

x+h

)

(see formula (6.11.7)) is omitted since probabilities
of the type wx+h , instead of w′

x+h , are used.
In Switzerland both total and partial disability are usually covered. In case of

partial disability, the disability benefits are graded according to the degree of dis-
ablement. Hence, a new factor gx+h (0 < gx+h ≤ 1), reflecting the average degree
of disability among the disabled insureds aged x + h, must be introduced in the
premium calculation. So, the single premium formula, assuming a maximum benefit
period of m years, i.e.

� = [0, m, 0,∞, m] (6.11.11)

is as follows:

aai
x :m� =

m−1
∑

h=0

vh+ 1
2

h+ 1
2

px w′
x+h gx+h

1

2

(

äi[x+h]:m−h� + äi[x+h+1]:m−h−1�
)

.

(6.11.12)

Note the use of an ordinary mortality table, as witnessed by the presence of the
probability h+ 1

2
px , instead of h+ 1

2
paa

x .

6.12 The Probability of Being Disabled

In a time-discrete context, the actuarial value (at policy issue) of a disability annuity,
with a unitary annual amount, payable at policy anniversaries up to the end of the
policy term m, is given by:

aai
x :m� =

m
∑

h=1

vh
h pai

x , (6.12.1)

where h pai
x denotes the probability that an active insured aged x is disabled at age

x + h (see Sect. 6.3). Turning to a time-continuous context, and hence assuming that
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a continuous annuity is paid at an instantaneous unitary rate while the insured is
disabled, the actuarial value is given by:

āai
x :m� =

m
∫

0

vt
t pai

x dt. (6.12.2)

Let j(x)+t denote the probability that an individual is disabled at age x + t given
that he/she was healthy at age x (i.e. at policy issue) and that he/she is alive at age
x + t . Note that j(x)+t is a function of the two variables x and t . We have:

t pai
x = (t paa

x + t pai
x ) j(x)+t , (6.12.3)

and hence

āai
x :m� =

m
∫

0

vt (t paa
x + t pai

x ) j(x)+t dt. (6.12.4)

If we approximate the probability for an active individual aged x of being alive at
age x + t , i.e. t paa

x + t pai
x , by using a “simple” survival probability t px (which does

not take into account the state of the insured at age x), we obtain the formula used
in the so-called Norwegian method:

āai
x :m� =

m
∫

0

vt
t px j(x)+t dt, (6.12.5)

which is clearly based on the probability of being disabled.

Remark As regards the availability of data of j(x)+t type, see Sect. 6.13, and Exam-
ple 6.13.1 in particular. �

Formula (6.12.5) can also be applied to disability covers allowing for partial
disability, in which a graded benefit is paid, depending on the degree of disability.
For simplicity, let us assume that the amounts paid are proportional to the degree
of disability. Let gx,t denote the expected degree of disability for an individual
who is disabled at age x + t , being active at age x (0 < gx,t ≤ 1). The (exact)
actuarial value of the disability benefit can easily be obtained, generalizing formula
(6.12.2):

āai
x :m� =

m
∫

0

vt
t pai

x gx,t dt. (6.12.6)
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Equating the integrands in (6.12.4) and (6.12.6), we have:

j(x)+t = t pai
x

gx,t

t paa
x + t pai

x
. (6.12.7)

Hence, the function j(x)+t can be interpreted as the insured’s expected degree of
disability at age x + t , given that he/she is active at age x and alive at age x + t .
Then, formula (6.12.5) still holds as an approximation.

6.13 Probability of “Becoming” Versus Probability of “Being”

Assume that disability data are available as prevalence rates:

ρy = number of people disabled at age y

number of people alive at age y
. (6.13.1)

Data of this type can be provided for instance by a social security database, or a
public health system database. Assume that the disability prevalence in a given insur-
ance portfolio can (at least approximately) be quantified by referring to the disability
prevalence expressed by the database. Nevertheless, the available prevalence rates
cannot be directly used for insurance purposes, in particular to assess the probability
of being disabled, as they do not assume the individuals were healthy at a given age,
viz the age at policy issue.

Example 6.13.1 Consider a portfolio consisting of a cohort entering insurance at
age x . In Fig. 6.23 several disability stories of individuals belonging to a reference
population are represented. Assume that, at age x + t , the reference population
consists of 1 000 individuals. Individuals B to H, i.e. 7 individuals, are in the disability
state. We than have:

ρx+t = 7/1 000.

Fig. 6.23 Disability stories
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PREVALENCE 
RATES 

INCEPTION 
RATES 

ASSUMPTIONS: 
- mortality of healthy people 
- mortality of disabled people 
- probability of recovery 

Fig. 6.24 Converting prevalence rates into inception rates

However, individuals B, C and D should not be accounted for when determining
the disability prevalence rate at age x + t , applicable to the portfolio, because those
individuals entered the disability state before age x . Conversely, the disability state
of individuals E to H started after age x and is then compatible with the insureds’
possible disability stories. Hence, the prevalence rate allowing for the age at entry,
that is x , should be 4/1 000 (instead of 7/1 000). �

Two basic approaches are available, in order to obtain, from prevalence data of
the type expressed by (6.13.1), data that can be used for calculations in disability
insurance. Assume that prevalence rates ρx+t (possibly smoothed) are available.

1. Define:

j(x)+t = ρx+t α(t), (6.13.2)

where α(t) is an adjustment coefficient (0 < α(t) ≤ 1, increasing as t increases),
and assume j(x)+t as the probability of an individual active at age x being disabled
at age x + t (see the Norwegian method described in Sect. 6.12).

2. Convert prevalence rates into inception rates, i.e. probabilities of becoming dis-
abled. The point in favor of this approach is the greater flexibility of the inception-
annuity method (see Remark 1 in Sect. 6.10); the weak point is given by the set
of (critical) assumptions needed to perform the conversion (see Fig. 6.24), in
particular related to mortality.

6.14 The Expected Time Spent in Disability

Let us consider formula (6.12.5) and replace j(x)+t with fx+t , which represents the
probability that an individual is disabled at age x + t given that he/she is alive at age
x + t (disregarding the state at age x , i.e. at policy issue). Let us assume the following
approximation for the actuarial value:
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āai
x :m� =

m
∫

0

vt
t px fx+t dt = 1

	x

m
∫

0

vt 	x+t fx+t dt, (6.14.1)

where the terms 	y (expected numbers of survivors at age y) are derived from the
graduation of an ordinary life table.

It is worth stressing that while in Eq. (6.12.5) the probability j(x)+t is a function
of the two variables x and t , the probability fx+t used in (6.14.1) only depends on
the attained age x + t . It follows that for an insured aged x + t and disabled at that
age, any previous age is considered as a possible age of inception of the current
disability spell, whilst only disabilities commencing after the entry age x can really
lead to the current disability spell (as the insured is assumed to be active at policy
issue). A significant overestimate of probabilities fx+t might occur when the relevant
estimation is based on claims from a “mature” portfolio. See also Sect. 6.13.

Further, by assuming

	x+h− 1
2

≈
1

∫

0

	x+h−1+τ dτ (6.14.2)

we can approximate the actuarial value as follows:

1

	x

m
∫

0

vt	x+t fx+t dt

= 1

	x

m
∑

h=1

1
∫

0

	x+h−1+τ fx+h−1+τ vh−1+τ dτ (6.14.3)

≈ 1

	x

m
∑

h=1

	x+h− 1
2

vh− 1
2

∫ 1
0 	x+h−1+τ fx+h−1+τ dτ

∫ 1
0 	x+h−1+τ dτ

.

Let us define the function

θy =
∫ 1

0 	y+τ fy+τ dτ
∫ 1

0 	y+τ dτ
, (6.14.4)

which represents the ratio of the expected time spent in disability between ages y
and y + 1 to the expected time lived between ages y and y + 1 (called, in UK
actuarial practice, the central sickness rate). Using (6.14.4), we obtain the following
approximation formula:

āai
x :m� ≈ 1

	x

m
∑

h=1

	x+h− 1
2

vh− 1
2 θx+h−1. (6.14.5)
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Formula (6.14.5) has a central role in the so-called Manchester Unity model
(or Friendly Society model), traditionally used in the UK until the proposal of the
CMI Bureau multistate model (see the following section) in 1991. The use of this
formula was justified by the availability of experience data in the format of central
sickness rates, i.e. ratios of the average time spent in disability to the average time
lived in various age intervals. Note that the values 	x+h− 1

2
can be obtained by linear

interpolation between the items of an ordinary life table.
Formulae useful in disability insurance practice can be implemented through

the probability f h/k
y that an insured aged y is disabled, with duration of disability

between h and h + k. The corresponding sickness rates, θ
h/k
y , can be defined as in

Eq. (6.14.4). When experience data are available in the format of sickness rates for
various h and k, it is possible to define actuarial values of disability benefits with
various deferred periods and maximum benefit periods.

6.15 Implementing Multistate Models

Some calculation methods used in actuarial practice implement multistate models
for pricing and reserving in relation with disability insurance products. For a brief
description of Markov multistate models in the context of disability insurance the
reader can refer to Sect. 6.9. Here an implementation of multistate models, including
non-Markov models, will be addressed, mainly referring to the model proposed by
the CMI Bureau in the UK.

We focus on a multistate model which consists of three states and four transitions,
and can then be represented by the graph in Fig. 6.2c. The probabilistic structure is
defined by the related transition intensities, with the assumption that:

• the intensities of transition from the active state, i.e. a → i and a → d, only
depend on the attained age;

• the intensities of transition from the disabled state, i.e. the claim termination inten-
sities i → a and i → d , are assumed to depend on both the attained age and the
duration since disability onset, and are hence inception-select intensities.

In any case, no account is taken of other aspects of the past disability story, e.g.
the number of previous disability spells. Note that, because of the assumed (and
realistic) dependence of the claim termination intensities on the disability duration,
the relevant probabilistic model is a semi-Markov model.

Experience data concerning income protection individual policies (and group
policies as well) permit the estimation of intensities relating to claim inception and
claim termination. The process leading from crude data to actuarial values consists
of three steps.

1. First, a graduation of observed crude data produces smoothed intensities relating
to claim inception and claim termination. Graduated values for the mortality of
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active people are taken to be those based on data sets for insured lives with similar
characteristics.

2. Secondly, following the transition intensity approach transition probabilities are
obtained from transition intensities, via numerical integration of simultaneous
integro-differential equations.

3. Finally, when transition probabilities are available, actuarial values relating to
premiums and reserves can be calculated.

A brief description of steps 2 and 3 follows, and some examples concerning the
calculation of transition probabilities from transition intensities and the calculation
of actuarial values are discussed.

For the transition intensities, the following notation is used:

μai
x+t , μad

x+t , μia
x+t,z, μid

x+t,z, (6.15.1)

where x + t denotes the current age and z the past duration of the current disability
spell. For an active insured aged x transition probabilities are denoted as follows:

t paa
x = probability of being active at age x + t

t pai
x = probability of being disabled at age x + t

t pad
x = probability of being dead at age x + t

Further, we define:

z,t pai
x = probability of being disabled at age x + t with duration of disability less

than or equal to z, z ≤ t (trivially t,t pai
x = t pai

x ).

Let h denote the step size used in numerical procedures for the calculation of
probabilities from intensities, for example h = 1

100 . However, it can be useful to link
the choice of h to the time unit used to express deferred periods, durations, etc.; if
the unit is a week, appropriate choices are, for instance, h = 1

104 or h = 1
156 . Finally,

let us define the following probability:

t pai
x (r) = probability of being disabled at age x + t , with duration of disability

between (r − 1) h and r h (with r integer).

The following relations obviously hold:

t pai
x (r) = rh,t pai

x − (r−1)h,t pai
x , (6.15.2)

t pai
x =

t/h
∑

r=1

t pai
x (r). (6.15.3)

Turning to the problem of finding transition probabilities from intensities, first
consider, for r = 1, 2, . . . , the following approximate relation:
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t+h pai
x (r + 1) ≈ t pai

x (r) − 1

2
h
[

t pai
x (r)

(

μia
x+t,(r− 1

2 )h
+ μid

x+t,(r− 1
2 )h

)

+ t+h pai
x (r + 1)

(

μia
x+t+h,(r+ 1

2 )h
+ μid

x+t+h,(r+ 1
2 )h

)
]

. (6.15.4)

Formula (6.15.4) can be derived as an approximation formula from a differential
equation linking transition probabilities to transition intensities. The derivation is not
a trivial matter, so we only present an interpretation of this formula. Moving from
probability t pai

x (r) to t+h pai
x (r +1) means moving the future attained age from x + t

to x + t + h and the duration from t to t + h. A person who will be disabled at age
x + t will still be disabled at age x + t + h if the disability does not terminate,
either by recovery or death (assuming that, for h conveniently small, a recovery and
a subsequent disablement are impossible). The probability of disability termination
is actually given by the second term on the right-hand side of (6.15.4).

Assume now that x is given, e.g. the age at policy issue. Provided that we can
calculate t pai

x (r) for r = 1 and for each t , we can recursively calculate t pai
x (r) for

each t and for r = 2, 3, . . . . From a computational point of view, it is convenient to
assume that the claim termination intensities only depend on the age x + t for r ≥ r ′;
the value r ′ can be suggested by statistical evidence.

As a second example, consider the following approximate recurrence relation:

t+h paa
x ≈ t paa

x − 1

2
h
[

t paa
x

(

μai
x+t + μad

x+t

) + t+h paa
x

(

μai
x+t+h + μad

x+t+h

)
]

+ 1

2
h

∑

r

[

t pai
x (r) μia

x+t,(r− 1
2 )h

+ t+h pai
x (r) μia

x+t+h,(r− 1
2 )h

]

. (6.15.5)

The interpretation of (6.15.5) is as follows. A person will be active at age x + t if:

• he/she is active at age x and he/she does not leave this state because of disablement
or death, the probability of this event being represented by the second term on the
right-hand side of (6.15.5);

• he/she is disabled at age x and he/she recovers, the probability of this event being
represented by the third term on the right-hand side of (6.15.5), which allows for
the duration of the disability spell.

We now turn to some examples concerning the calculation of actuarial values of
continuous annuities. Continuous annuities closely approximate to annuities payable
in strict proportion to the duration of disability. In all the cases, we refer to an insured
who is active at age x (e.g. at policy issue), and we assume that the annuity is payable
while the insured is disabled, up to the policy term m.

Let us consider an annuity payable at an instantaneous rate of 1 per annum. The
relevant actuarial value, āai

x :m�, is given by formula (6.12.2) and can be approximately
calculated using, for example, the trapezium rule. With a step h, we have:

āai
x :m� ≈

m
h −1
∑

j=0

1

2
h
[

v jh
jh pai

x + v( j+1)h
( j+1)h pai

x

]

. (6.15.6)
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Formula (6.15.6) can be generalized in order to allow for policy conditions includ-
ing a deferred period, or a benefit amount varying as the duration of disability
increases. We do not address this feature.

The actuarial value of a continuous annuity payable at an instantaneous unitary
rate while the insured is active and for m′ years at most is given by:

āaa
x :m′� =

m′
∫

0

vt
t paa

x dt. (6.15.7)

Formula (6.15.7) can be adopted for calculating periodic level premiums, which are
waived during disability spells. The relevant approximation based on the trapezium
rule is as follows:

āaa
x :m′� ≈

m′
h −1
∑

j=0

1

2
h
[

v jh
jh paa

x + v( j+1)h
( j+1)h paa

x

]

. (6.15.8)

6.16 Actuarial Models for LTCI: An Introduction

In this section we focus on long-term care insurance (LTCI) products which
provide graded annuity benefits, i.e. benefits whose amount is graded according
to the insured’s disability degree. In particular, we only address stand-alone covers
(see Sects. 3.6.3).

6.16.1 A Basic Biometric Model

When the disability degree is expressed in terms of a (small) number of disability
states (say, 2 to 4; see Sect. 3.6.1), the actuarial model can be based on a multistate
structure, similar to those addressed in Sect. 6.3.

We note that:

• more than one disability state must be considered to represent graded benefits (for
example, see Fig. 6.25a in which two disability states are assumed);

• conversely, a simplified structure can be adopted if the possibility of recovery is
disregarded, consistently with its very low probability (see Fig. 6.25b).

Following the approach adopted in Sect. 6.3 (see in particular Sect. 6.3.2), we
start defining one-year transition probabilities. In particular, we refer to probabilities
given by the multistate model represented in Fig. 6.25b, where i ′ and i ′′ denote the
states corresponding to the lower and the higher severity of disability, respectively.
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Fig. 6.25 Four-state models for LTC

The one-year transition probabilities constitute the stochastic matrix represented by
Table 6.7.

From the one-year transition probabilities, multi-year transition probabilities can
be derived by adopting the procedure described in Sect. 6.3.3 (and the Chapman–
Kolmogorov equations in particular):

h paa
y = h−1 paa

y paa
y+h−1, (6.16.1a)

h pai ′
y = h−1 pai ′

y pi ′i ′
y+h−1 + h−1 paa

y pai ′
y+h−1, (6.16.1b)

h pai ′′
y = h−1 pai ′′

y pi ′′i ′′
y+h−1 + h−1 pai ′

y pi ′i ′′
y+h−1 + h−1 paa

y pai ′′
y+h−1. (6.16.1c)

The following relations also hold:

h pai ′
y =

h
∑

r=1

h−r paa
y pai ′

y+h−r

r−1
∏

g=1

pi ′i ′
y+h−r+g, (6.16.2a)

h pai ′′
y =

h
∑

r=1

[

h−r paa
y pai ′′

y+h−r

r−1
∏

g=1

pi ′′i ′′
y+h−r+g

+ h−r pai ′
y pi ′i ′′

y+h−r

r−1
∏

g=1

pi ′′i ′′
y+h−r+g

]

. (6.16.2b)

We note that (6.16.2a) replicates Eq. (6.3.23), whereas (6.16.2b) generalizes the same
equation by considering two disability states instead of one.

Table 6.7 Conditional
probabilities related to LTCI
products

State at age y State at age y + 1

a i ′ i ′′ d

a paa
y pai ′

y pai ′′
y qa

y

i ′ 0 pi ′i ′
y pi ′i ′′

y qi ′
y

i ′′ 0 0 pi ′′i ′′
y qi ′′

y

d 0 0 0 1
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6.16.2 Actuarial Values and Premiums

Assume the following annual benefits:

b′ = 1, if the insured is in the disability state i ′;
b′′ = 1 + β, if the insured is in the disability state i ′′ (β > 0).

To help interpret the following formulae (6.16.3) and (6.16.4), we note what
follows.

• The state i ′ can only be entered from state a, that is, with the transition a → i ′.
• The state i ′′ can be entered from the state a directly, that is, with the transition

a → i ′′, or from state a via state i ′, that is, with the two transitions a → i ′ and
i ′ → i ′′; in the latter case, two years are required, because of the assumption of
one transition at most in a year.

See also Table 6.7.
Let aai ′i ′′

x (β) denote the actuarial value (and hence, according to the equivalence
principle, the single premium) of the LTCI product sold to an active individual age x
at policy issue, providing the benefits 1 and 1 + β accordingly to the disability state.
Benefits are assumed payable at policy anniversaries. We have:

aai ′i ′′
x (β) =

+∞
∑

h=1

(

h pai ′
x + (1 + β) h pai ′′

x

)

vh

=
+∞
∑

h=1

[
h

∑

r=1

h−r paa
x pai ′

x+h−r

r−1
∏

g=1

pi ′i ′
x+h−r+g

+ (1 + β)

h
∑

r=1

h−r paa
x pai ′′

x+h−r

r−1
∏

g=1

pi ′′i ′′
x+h−r+g

+ (1 + β)

h−1
∑

r=1

h−r pai ′
x pi ′i ′′

x+h−r

r−1
∏

g=1

pi ′′i ′′
x+h−r+g

]

vh . (6.16.3)

After some manipulations, and with obvious definitions for äi ′
x+ j and äi ′′

x+ j (see
Eq. (6.4.5) by analogy), we finally obtain:

aai ′i ′′
x (β) =

+∞
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x pai ′

x+ j−1 v j äi ′
x+ j

+ (1 + β)

+∞
∑

j=1

j−1 paa
x pai ′′

x+ j−1 v j äi ′′
x+ j (6.16.4)

+ (1 + β)

+∞
∑

j=2

j−1 pai ′
x pi ′i ′′

x+ j−1 v j äi ′′
x+ j .
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We note that (6.16.4) is an inception-annuity formula, which generalizes (6.4.5)
by considering two disability states.

Assume that annual level premiums are paid for m′ years, while the insured is
healthy (i.e. in state a). Then, the annual level premium P is given by:

P = aai ′i ′′
x (β)

äaa
x :m′�

, (6.16.5)

where äaa
x :m′� is defined as in (6.4.13).

6.16.3 Longevity Risk Issues

It is well known that in all lifelong living benefits (i.e. life annuities, lifelong sickness
insurance covers, etc.) the insurer bears the longevity risk, and in particular its sys-
tematic component (the aggregate longevity risk) caused by the possibility that all
the insureds live, on average, longer than expected (see also Sect. 2.3). This risk
component is undiversifiable via pooling, i.e. inside the traditional insurance-
reinsurance process.

In the case of health insurance products, such as LTC covers, risk emerges further
from uncertainty concerning the time spent in the disability state. Actually, when
living benefits are paid in the case of disability (senescent disability in particular) it
is not only important how long one lives, but also how long he/she lives in a condition
of disability.

Although it is reasonable to assume a relationship between mortality and morbid-
ity or disability, the relevant definition is difficult due to the complexity of such a link
and the impossibility of defining and measuring disability objectively. Three main
theories have been proposed about the evolution of senescent disability (see refer-
ences in Sect. 6.18). The most important features of the three theories can be expressed
in terms of the evolution of the total life expectancy (TLE) and the disability-free
life expectancy (DFLE) (both expectancies can be considered at birth or at some
given adult age), as represented in Fig. 6.26. The expected length of the (senescent)
disability period is then given by TLE-DFLE.

Ideas underlying the three theories are as follows.

• Compression theory: chronic degenerative diseases will be postponed until the
latest years of life thanks to medical advances. Assuming there is a maximum
limit for the total life expectancy, these improvements will result in a compression
of the period of disability (see Fig. 6.26a).

• Equilibrium theory: most of the changes in mortality are related to specific patholo-
gies. The onset of chronic degenerative diseases and disability will be postponed
and the time of death as well, resulting in a more or less constant spread between
TLE and DFLE (see Fig. 6.26b).
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Fig. 6.26 Trends in total life expectancy (TLE) and disability-free life expectancy (DFLE), accord-
ing to different theories. (a) Compression theory. (b) Equilibrium theory. (c) Pandemic theory

• Pandemic theory: improvements in mortality are not accompanied by a decrease
in disability rates, and this results in an increasing spread between TLE and DFLE
(see Fig. 6.26c). Hence, the number of disabled people will increase steadily.

In order to assess the risks inherent in LTC covers, uncertainty in future mortality
and disability trends should explicitly be taken into account. To this end, several
scenarios must be considered, each one including a specific projection of mortality
and disability trends, which represents a possible realization of the actual future
scenario.

It is beyond the scope of this book to deal with these complex problems which,
however, should be carefully considered in the risk identification, risk assessment
and impact assessment steps in the risk management process. The interested reader
can refer, in particular, to some papers and reports cited in Sect. 6.18.

6.17 Mortality of Disabled People

Some aspects of mortality among disabled people and the related formal represen-
tation are addressed in this section.

6.17.1 Mortality Data: Some Critical Aspects

Statistical observations show that both frequencies of recovery and death of disabled
people depend on the past duration of disability (see Sect. 6.8). Hence, probabilities of
death adopted in actuarial models should rely on inception-select mortality data, that
is, taking into account the time spent in disability, rather than “aggregate” mortality
data (with respect to time spent in disability).

Of course mortality also depends on the cause (e.g. accident versus sickness)
and severity (partial versus total, temporary versus permanent) of disability. It is
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worth stressing that in different countries the eligibility to disability benefits (both
in private insurance and in social security as well) can be different, in particular
according to legislation, usual policy conditions (see also Sect. 3.5), market practice,
and so on. Reasonable groupings can be defined according to the specific insurance
covers addressed.

Finally, it should be recalled (see Sect. 6.5) that disability benefits (for example
in IP and LTC insurance products) are living benefits, that is, benefits are payable as
long as the insured is alive (and disabled as well). Thus, a safe-side assessment of the
insurer’s liabilities related to disability and LTC annuities requires that the mortality
of disabled people should not be overestimated.

6.17.2 Modelling Extra-Mortality

Disabled people constitute, as regards mortality, substandard risks. Hence, mortality
of disabled people contains an “extra-mortality” component, and can be represented
either as a specific mortality (via appropriate numerical tables or parametric mortality
laws) or via adjustments to the standard age-pattern of mortality. We now focus on
these alternatives.

Mortality of disabled people, in terms of one-year probability of death, has been
denoted in Sect. 6.3.2 by the symbol qi

y (disregarding the inception-selection effect).

We now adopt the notation q(k)
y,z , in order to explicitly refer also to the disability cause

or severity, and the time since disability inception as well.
If a mortality law � has been chosen, then we have:

q(k)
y,z = �(y, z; k), (6.17.1)

where:

• y is the current age;
• z is the time elapsed since disability inception, that is, the past duration of the

current disability spell;
• k denotes a category of disability, expressing in particular the severity of the

disability, and entering the function � via appropriate parameters.

Note that, according to (6.17.1):

• disabled mortality is described via inception-select probabilities, and hence it
depends on the past duration of disability (see also Sect. 6.8);

• even if causes of disability are not explicitly allowed for, the severity of disability
and the related impact on mortality can be expressed via parameter k.

Instead of relying on the use of specific functions �(y, z; k), the mortality of
disabled people can be expressed in relation to the average (or standard) mortality
(in a population, or in a portfolio, or pension plan). This allows us to deal only with
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one life table (or one mortality law), properly adjusted when applied to disabled
people.

Thus, if qy denotes the annual probability of death for an individual age y accord-
ing to the age-pattern of mortality taken as the standard, the “adjusted” probability
of death, q(k)

y,z , is assumed to be expressed as follows:

q(k)
y,z = (qy, z; k), (6.17.2)

where time z since disability inception and disability category k will enter the function
 via appropriate parameters.

A (rather) general model of type (6.17.2) is the following one:

(qy, z; k) = A(k)
z qy+B(k) + C (k)

z . (6.17.3)

Note that:

• the parameters A, B and C are category-dependent;
• in general, A and C are functions of time z, and hence express the duration effect

on mortality;
• the parameter B is a “years to age” addition, also called the “age-shift” para-

meter.

Several models adopted in actuarial practice constitute particular implementations
of model (6.17.3).

If we assume B(k) = 0 for any k, and A(k)
z = Ā(k), C (k)

z = C̄ (k) for all z, we
obtain the linear model (with flat parameters):

[L](qy; k) = Ā(k) qy + C̄ (k). (6.17.4)

Note that, according to (6.17.4), the duration effect is disregarded and hence aggregate
probabilities are adopted to express the age-pattern of mortality of disabled people.

In particular, by setting Ā(k) = 1 (and C̄ (k) > 0) for any k we find the additive
model:

[A](qy; k) = qy + C̄ (k), (6.17.5)

which expresses a constant extra-mortality.
Conversely, with C̄ (k) = 0 (and Ā(k) > 1) for any k, we have the multiplicative

model:
[M](qy; k) = Ā(k) qy, (6.17.6)

which expresses an increasing extra-mortality (given that the probability of death qy

increases as the age increases).
Finally, assuming A(k)

z = 1 and C (k)
z = 0 for all z and any k, Eq. (6.17.3) results

in the age-shift model:
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[S](qy; k) = qy+B(k) . (6.17.7)

If probabilities qy approximately follow an exponential pattern, this model can be
considered as an approximation to the multiplicative model (6.17.6).

Models (6.17.5), (6.17.6) and (6.17.7) are also frequently used in life insurance
for pricing death benefits when the insured is classified as a substandard risk.

6.18 Suggestions for Further Reading

A number of calculation methods for disability insurance covers (and related prod-
ucts, e.g. Critical Illness insurance and long-term care insurance) are discussed in
Haberman and Pitacco (1999); in this textbook the practical calculation methods
adopted in various countries for pricing and reserving are presented and discussed
within the context of multistate modelling; a comprehensive list of references, mainly
of interest to actuaries, is provided.

The actuarial textbooks by Bowers et al. (1997) and by Dickson et al. (2013) also
address pricing and reserving for disability insurance, in the broader framework of
life contingencies.

Disability covers commonly sold in the US are described in Bartleson (1968),
O’Grady (1988), Black and Skipper (2000) (which also describes life insurance),
and Bluhm (1992) (which focusses on group insurance).

European disability products and the relevant actuarial methods are described
in many papers which have appeared in actuarial journals. Disability insurance in
the UK is described, for example, in Mackay (1993) and Sanders and Silby (1988).
Disability covers sold in the Netherlands are illustrated in Gregorius (1993). For
information on disability insurance in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, readers
should consult Segerer (1993).

References regarding models adopted in disability actuarial practice can be split
into two categories. In the first category we collect contributions mainly related
to “local” calculation methods. The inception-annuity method adopted in the US is
described in many textbooks; in particular readers are referred to Bowers et al. (1997).
For information on European implementations of the inception-annuity method, read-
ers should consult Segerer (1993). The Danish model is briefly described in Ramlau-
Hansen (1991). The Norwegian method (the so-called j-method) is described in par-
ticular in Sand and Riis (1980). The Dutch model is discussed in Gregorius (1993).

The CMI Bureau model, relating to actuarial practice in the UK, is described in
CMI (1991); the reader should also consult Hertzman (1993) and Waters (1989).
The traditional British “Manchester Unity” model is described in several actuarial
textbooks; see for example Benjamin and Pollard (1993). A probabilistic critique of
the quantities involved in actuarial calculations according to this method is presented
by Haberman (1988).
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Interesting disability data referred to the UK market, as well as various method-
ological issues, can be found on CMI Working papers and Reports, available on:
http://www.actuaries.org.uk/research-and-resources/pages/continuous-mortality-
investigation-working-papers and http://www.actuaries.org.uk/research-and-resour
ces/pages/continuous-mortality-investigation-reports respectively.

Turning to “country independent” studies, we can define a second category includ-
ing papers and books dealing with general aspects of actuarial models for disabil-
ity insurance. The reader interested in comparing different calculation techniques
for insurance policies providing disability annuities should consult Hamilton-Jones
(1972) and Mattsson (1977). A concise presentation of products providing disabil-
ity annuities and the relevant calculation methods is provided by Pitacco (2004a, b)
respectively. IBNR reserves in disability insurance are dealt with in Waters (1992).

Actuarial models, and in particular approximation methods, for evaluating dis-
ability lump sums are dealt with in Bull (1980).

Several calculations methods are presented and discussed in the context of multi-
state modelling in Pitacco (1995). Multistate models are specifically adopted in Aro
et al. (2013) and Christiansen (2012).

The “disability process”, also interesting sickness insurance and accident insur-
ance, is addressed in Olivieri and Pitacco (2009) within the framework of multistate
modelling. As regards sociomedical aspects of disablement, see Verbrugge and Jette
(1994) and the references therein.

A stochastic approach to the evaluation of insurance products providing disability
annuities is proposed in Haberman et al. (2004), where the impact of both biometric
and financial risks is accounted for.

Literature devoted to actuarial issues in LTCI includes: American Academy of
Actuaries (1999), Dullaway and Elliott (1998), Gatenby (1991), Jones (2004), Leung
(2004), Pitacco (1994, 1999), and Society of Actuaries Long-Term Care Insurance
Valuation Methods Task Force (1995).

Various aspects of LTC services provided by Continuing Care Retirement
Communities (including methodological and statistical issues) are analyzed by Jones
(1995, 1996, 1997a, b).

Assessment of disability severity (via ADL and IADL methods in particular) is
analyzed in Lawton and Brody (1969), Martin and Elliot (1992), and McDowell
(2006). A multistate model approach to functional disability is adopted by Fong
et al. (2013).

The reader interested in the evolution of the total and the disability-free life
expectancy can refer to Browne (2011), and the original contributions by Fries (1980),
Gruenberg (1977), Kramer (1980) and Manton (1982). The impact of uncertainty in
future longevity and healthy longevity on LTCI portfolio results is analyzed and
quantified in Olivieri and Ferri (2003) and Olivieri and Pitacco (2002a).

Mortality of disabled people is addressed in Pitacco (2012). A comprehensive
model representing the mortality of extra-risks has been proposed by Ainslie (2000),
while focussing on life annuities for impaired lives. Ellingsen (2010) addresses mor-
tality among disabled pensioners, while Sanchez-Delgado et al. (2009) focus on
mortality of disabled people in the Spanish population. Mortality of disabled people
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is also considered by Rickayzen (2007) in the context of disability-linked annuities,
and Rickayzen and Walsh (2002) in the framework of long-term care need analysis.

To conclude this bibliographic review, we cite some important contributions in
the field of Markov (and semi-Markov) models and their applications to the math-
ematics of insurances of the person. The basic mathematics of what we now call a
Markov model was developed during the 18th century (see Seal (1977)). A systematic
approach to disability actuarial problems, consistent with the Markov assumption,
dates back to the beginning of the 1900s (see Haberman (1996)), and, finally, an
explicit use of the mathematics of Markov multistate models dates back to the sec-
ond half of the 20th century. The first studies concerning the Markov approach to
actuarial problems in life and disability insurance seem to be due to Franckx (1963),
Daboni (1964) and Amsler (1968).

The seminal paper by Hoem (1969) places life and other contingencies within
the framework of a general, unified, probabilistic theory relying on the Markov
assumption; a time-continuous approach is adopted, and formulae and theorems for
actuarial values, premiums and reserves are derived. More recent contributions to
life insurance and related fields, based on multistate models, are given by Amsler
(1988), Hoem (1988) and Waters (1984).

The first application of semi-Markov models to disability insurance seems to be
due to Janssen (1966). The use of semi-Markov processes in actuarial science and
demography is discussed by Hoem (1972).
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